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A�������

Deep spectral line imaging is one of the greatest challenges for the Square Kilometre Array and
its pathfinders due to the sheer volume of raw observational data created. This challenge is
already being faced by the Deep Investigations of Neutral Gas Origins (DINGO) survey, which

is planning to observe for up to 2,500 hours per field, likely spread over multiple years. However, the
resultant data volumes are too large for the raw visibilities to be stored over the full survey length.
Therefore, the traditional approach of optimised deep imaging using the full set of raw data is no longer
possible. Instead, the default plan for such surveys is to perform imaging on comparatively short time
scales and subsequently average these images to form the final deep product. However, this imaging
method imposes severe limitations on any re-processing to improve final image quality. In particular,
small systematic errors that may be unnoticeable in the daily images will be ‘frozen in’, potentially
significantly impacting the final survey data quality. As such, a highly desirable goal is to develop a
compressed visibility data format that o�ers a middle path, both significantly decreasing data volumes
compared to the raw observed visibilities, while still allowing for post-combination preconditioning and
mitigation of low-level systemics through re-processing.

In this thesis, we present a new compressed visibility data model based on gridded visibilities to
meet this goal. In our model, instead of imaging individual observations, the (sparse) gridded visibility
data are retained, which can be stored e�ectively. Gridding data in this manner also allows for the correct
application of kernels, compared to other visibility compression methods such as baseline dependent
averaging, whilst maintaining the ability to flag, reweight or even recalibrate the data. Thus, this approach
addresses the greatest risk in the current deep imaging strategy. The presented data model builds on the
work of Golap & Momjian (2016), adding major improvements to allow for post-survey preconditioning
and imaging data from non-coplanar baseline interferometers relevant to modern deep spectral line
surveys like DINGO.

Following the presentation of a minimum viable gridded visibility data model that o�ers at least
similar performance to the current default deep imaging approach, we demonstrate that preconditioning of
the combined data is possible for gridded visibilities and that preconditioning independent observations
prior to averaging the data introduces a scaling error. In addition, we use simulations to show that only
negligible numerical and methodological uncertainties are introduced by combining the gridded data.
Furthermore, we present deep images of NGC7361 created by combining gridded visibilities from
DINGO pilot observations. The data cubes are of science quality and show excellent agreement with
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results from other deep imaging methods and reference single-dish observations. Finally, as the current
default DINGO pipeline excludes visibilities from the longest baselines, we also demonstrate that our
method can produce high-resolution image cubes by including all measured visibilities from the same
observations.

These results demonstrate that deep imaging from gridded visibilities can produce high-fidelity deep
images and that the current main limitation of the method – that deconvolution is limited to the image
domain – can introduce imaging artefacts for high dynamic range imaging. To address this, we provide
possible further improvements for the data model introduced. In conclusion, we find that our method can
improve on the current image domain data combination strategy facing DINGO and that it should be
adopted by this project and other upcoming deep imaging surveys.
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Since the serendipitous observation of Sagittarius A by Jansky – less than a century ago – radio
astronomy has come a long way and grown into a sub-field of astronomy of its own. Radio-
frequency observations have enabled the discovery of many new objects, including ‘quasars’

and pulsars, and numerous phenomena that can be detected only at radio wavelengths, such as the
cosmic microwave background. Furthermore, several important spectral lines reside in the radio regime,
including the 21-cm line of neutral atomic Hydrogen, the elementary baryonic building block of the
Universe. Therefore, radio-frequency observations are essential for understanding how matter assembled
and evolved into the observable Universe today.

Driving this continuous progress in scientific discovery has been a corresponding advance in radio
astronomy instrumentation and techniques, from a backyard single-dish telescope to the diverse array
of instruments seen today. Remarkably, radio observations produce a digitised signal containing both
amplitude and phase information, allowing aperture synthesis imaging to be performed by combining
signals from di�erent receiver elements. Such interferometric observations allow the spatial resolution
limitations of single-dish observations to be overcome and are increasingly prominent in most fields of
radio astronomy. The Square Kilometre Array (SKA) represents the culmination of present-day e�orts
to improve interferometric measurements with unprecedented sensitivity and resolution. However, a
collection of new technologies are needed to extract and deliver scientific results from this instrument.

This thesis proposes an alternative method for imaging interferometric observations by using gridded
visibilities, which has particular application for deep spectral line imaging. The e�ectiveness of this
method is demonstrated through simulations and observations of the neutral atomic Hydrogen line with
an SKA-precursor telescope. However, strong fundamentals in interferometric imaging techniques are
needed to fully understand the material of this thesis. Therefore, in this chapter, after a brief overview of
telescope designs used in radio astronomy, the scientific background and the motivation to observe HI
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

beyond the local Universe, a more technical introduction to the fundamentals of synthesis imaging is
presented.

1.1 Radio observatories and Big Data

Radio observatories across the globe operate a great variety of instruments using vastly di�erent designs
and targeting di�erent radio frequency ranges. This work focuses on synthesis imaging techniques used
in processing data from interferometric observations, in particular spectral line observations at cm
wavelengths, using parabolic (or dish) antenna receiver design. Therefore, only selected technologies
and observatories are discussed in this introduction. For an excellent overview of the history of radio
interferometry, see Thompson et al. (2017, chapter 1).

1.1.1 Single-dish telescopes and interferometers

The most basic radio telescope is a dipole antenna, which observes most of the visible sky. However, to
perform pointed observations, a dish is used to provide improved directional sensitivity and increased
gain by focusing radiation from the observed areas onto the receiver (antenna). Such single-dish design
telescopes are sensitive to emission from all spatial scales and their (spatial) resolution can be given as:

(1.1) ⇥ /
_

⇡

in radians, where ⇡ is the dish diameter in meters, and _ is the observation wavelength in meters.
For observations with _>few mm, single-dish instruments, even with a dish of hundreds of metres
in aperture diameter, have poor angular resolution compared to optical telescopes, and so except for
nearby extended objects, the majority of the detected sources are not spatially resolved. Equation 1.1
defines the Half-Power Beam Width (HPBW) of the main lobe of the antenna sensitivity pattern, the
so-called primary beam, and so both the sensitivity and the resolution of the instrument increases with
increasing dish diameter. However, the technical challenge of operating a single-dish instrument becomes
immensely harder for larger dishes, and the sheer size of the dish can set a limitation to the antenna
design. Therefore single-dish instruments are designed using two di�erent approaches: (i) a steerable
parabolic antenna such as the Parkes radio telescope with ⇡=64m dish diameter (Staveley-Smith et al.,
1996, Hobbs et al., 2020) and (ii) a stationary dish with a steerable receiver like – the now dismantled –
Arecibo radio telescope with ⇡=305m dish diameter (Cooke, 1976), or the current largest single-dish
instrument the Five-hundred-meter Aperture Spherical radio Telescope (FAST, Nan et al., 2011) with
500m dish diameter and ⇡=300m illuminated aperture. These telescopes have played1 a key role in radio
astronomy, including neutral atomic Hydrogen observations. Nevertheless, single-dish instruments are
ultimately limited by their resolution.

1Parkes and Arecibo are the historically most relevant telescopes in observing the 21cm emission line, while the FAST
telescope is expected to play a major role in future radio astronomy.
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The limited spatial resolution of single-dish instruments can be overcome by combining observations
from di�erent telescopes. This technique is possible because radio observations, remarkably, produce
a digitised signal of the measured amplitude and phase as a function of time. By forming the cross-
correlation of signals from di�erent instruments pointing at the same target, a virtual telescope can
be formed. This technique is called synthesis imaging or simply interferometry, and it is introduced
in-depth in section 1.3. Interferometric observations have better resolution than single-dish observations,
with the resolution being inversely proportional to the largest distance between the connected antennas
rather than the diameter of the antennas. By forming a virtual telescope with a partially filled aperture,
interferometers are less sensitive to di�use emission. Namely, the largest spatial scale an interferometer
is sensitive to is given by the minimal separation between the antennas. This limitation is referred to as
the zero-spacing problem, and consequently, interferometric observations can underestimate the total
flux of an object.

Interferometers in general (for mid- and high-frequency observations) consist of several dishes with
smaller antenna diameters relative to the large single-dish telescopes. The small dish size provides a
wide primary beam, and the larges antenna separation can provide superb spatial resolution. However,
several antennas are needed to balance the low sensitivity of the small dishes. Historically important
interferometers in observing neutral atomic Hydrogen are, for example, the Westerbork Synthesis Radio
Telescope (WSRT) (Hogbom & Brouw, 1974) comprising fourteen antennas of ⇡=25m dish diameter, the
Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array (VLA) (Thompson et al., 1980) comprising twenty-eight antennas with
⇡=25m dish diameter, the Australia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA) (Frater et al., 1992) consisting of
six dishes with ⇡=22m diameter and the Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope (GMRT) (Ananthakrishnan,
1995) comprising thirty antennas of ⇡=45m dish diameter. Beyond the number of antennas and the
dish diameter, the configuration of interferometers is a key factor in their performance, and so several
instruments include ‘mobile’ antennas that can be moved on rails to enable various configurations
with di�erent antenna separations, hence possibly di�erent resolution. However, not all interferometers
have mobile antennas, and observations are carried out with a fixed layout of antennas for any given
observation. Furthermore, for high-resolution imaging of a wide field of view (FoV), the antenna layout
is crucial in enabling optimal image reconstruction. In conclusion, interferometers are versatile tools and
can produce high-resolution spectral line data cubes.

For interferometric observations, the traditional workflow is to carefully calibrate and image2 the
observed data, in some cases tuning the imaging parameters ‘by hand’ instead of using pre-defined (and so
repeatable) robust imaging pipelines. The calibration is needed to correct the receiver system’s (varying)
performance and remove contamination from the observations since interference from sources (both
natural and artificial) of non-celestial origin often occurs during measurements. Furthermore, imaging
radio observations is often an iterative process of imaging the data, applying calibration based on the
model of the image, imaging again, and so on. A more detailed introduction of synthesis imaging is given
in section 1.3. Nevertheless, for this traditional iterative imaging approach to work, the observed raw data

2Single-dish observations can also be imaged by mosaicking observations together, and a single spectrum can be considered
as a single-pixel image for the sake of argument.
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is usually available for the observation, or in the case of surveys, for their full lifetime. Generally, the raw
observed data is archived after the observation or survey has been carried out. This workflow is possible
if the data streams produced by the instruments are small enough to be handled by individual observers
or small teams with limited computing resources. Until recently, interferometric observations were
imaged by this scheme. However, radio astronomy is experiencing a renaissance, with new technological
advances and instruments providing a massive leap in the data volume produced, as a combination of
high collecting area, spectral resolution, receiver design and the sheer number of antennas. Therefore,
for large surveys, new data processing approaches have to be implemented and endorsed by the radio
astronomical community (see, e.g. Cornwell & Diepen, 2008, Quinn et al., 2015).

1.1.2 The SKA and Big Data in modern radio astronomy

The possible scientific output from a telescope is limited by its design and the observing time available. In
particular, observing neutral atomic Hydrogen with radio interferometers has traditionally been limited,
and only a small sample of high-resolution detections have been produced (see section 1.2.2 for more
details). To improve observing capabilities, a new generation of instruments are being built, with the
biggest endeavours being to construct and operate the Square Kilometre Array (SKA) (Dewdney et al.,
2009) and the next generation Very Large Array (ngVLA) (Carilli et al., 2015). The SKA will be the
largest radio astronomical observatory, aiming to build and operate an ultra-sensitive interferometer with
an aperture of ‘one million square meters’. The SKA will be built in two components, the low-frequency
receiver elements located in Australia, while the antennas observing at mid- and high-frequencies are
located in South Africa. Although the SKA is still in the preliminary phase of construction, it has
propelled the development of new technologies and observing capabilities for a number of decades.
This includes constructing new precursor interferometers using the latest hardware and software and
investing serious updates to existing instruments to qualify them as ‘precursor’ telescopes. Consequently,
these instruments can deliver SKA era scientific results due to their high sensitivity and/or surveying
speed. However, the raw data streams produced by the precursor telescopes can be overwhelming for the
existing data reduction methods. Therefore, large projects, especially spectral line surveys, can be ‘Big
Data limited’, and so data-driven workflows, near real-time imaging and long-term storage solutions
need to be developed to deliver possible high-quality scientific results from the precursor telescopes, and
ultimately from the SKA.

For observing neutral atomic Hydrogen, two relevant precursor telescopes are the Australian Square
Kilometre Array Pathfinder (ASKAP) (DeBoer et al., 2009, Hotan et al., 2014, Hotan et al., 2021)
telescope and the MeerKAT array (Jonas & MeerKAT Team, 2016). The latter telescope consists
of sixty-four antennas of ⇡=13.5m diameter dishes with an 8km maximum separation between the
telescopes. MeerKAT is located in South Africa and eventually will be transformed to be the SKA-mid
array by adding more antennas to the configuration (Dewdney et al., 2009). The ASKAP array is located
in Australia and is designed as a survey telescope covering a wide area in the sky by forming thirty-six
beams simultaneously. The array is comprised of 36 antennas with 6km of maximum separation between
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the dishes of ⇡=12m diameter (see, e.g. Hotan et al., 2021), each equipped with a phased array feed
(PAF) receiver (see, e.g. Mrstik & Smith, 1981, Je�s et al., 2008) that enable the array to form multiple
beams within the FoV of the individual telescopes. Using phased array feeds in radio astronomy is a
perfect example of SKA era instrumentation, with examples beyond the ASKAP telescope, such as
the WSRT-APERTIF array (Oosterloo et al., 2010, Verheijen et al., 2008), the WSRT interferometer
updated with PAF receivers. As such, due to the PAF beam forming capabilities, ASKAP can produce
data streams of problematic size for ‘traditional’ processing.

Therefore, one of the main challenges in the dawn of the SKA is to transfer and process the raw
observational data from the precursor instruments without compromising much on the final data quality
and scientific goals. That is, the observed data has to be processed using the ideal environment, minimising
I/O operations and making use of parallel processing. The current workflow developed for imaging
ASKAP observations is an excellent example of SKA era data processing. The telescope has its own
dedicated high performance computing (HPC) platform located at the Pawsey Supercomputing Centre3
(Guzman et al., 2020), and for the data processing, YandaSoft (formerly known as ASKAPSoft), a
dedicated software is used (Cornwell et al., 2011, Guzman & Wicenec, 2020, Whiting, 2020). YandaSoft
is expected to use the Data Activated Liu (Flow) Graph Execution Engine (DALiuGE) to optimise the
data processing workflow (Wu et al., 2017). The final data products will be stored in the CSIRO ASKAP
Science Data Archive (CASDA) (Chapman et al., 2017). That is, the data reduction and imaging of
ASKAP observations utilise both dedicated hardware and software to handle the immense data streams
produced by the telescope. Nevertheless, observations can be processed in di�erent environments (see, e.g.
Dodson et al., 2016) and using di�erent software. This flexibility is equally important for the scalability of
data processing, since the complexity of radio astronomical data reduction pipelines come from the way
of combining and accessing the data rather than from the basic algorithmic components. Consequently,
surveys with di�erent needs and unique challenges could develop and implement non-conventional
imaging steps that can be included in the complex data-driven imaging pipelines to maximise their
scientific output.

Direct detections of neutral atomic Hydrogen are historically confined to the local Universe due to
the limited sensitivity, surveying speed and/or spatial resolution of pre-SKA facilities. However, the
generational refresh in instrumentation led by the SKA project enables radio astronomers to detect
neutral atomic Hydrogen at cosmologically representative volumes and over significant time periods,
which is one of the key scientific goals of the SKA (Dewdney et al., 2009, Staveley-Smith & Oosterloo,
2015, Blyth et al., 2015). Nevertheless, Big Data related challenges arise with the new instruments, and
so the traditional data processing strategies have to be re-evaluated, especially for the deep spectral line
surveys.

3For more details see, https://pawsey.org.au/
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1.2 Neutral Hydrogen

Di�erent components of galaxies emit radiation at di�erent wavelengths, and so with multi-wavelength
observations, these components can be studied separately. The stellar populations are predominantly
observed from the ultraviolet to the near-infrared. Interstellar dust emits from the mid- to far-infrared,
while some crucial atomic and molecular lines tracing the gaseous component of galaxies can be observed
from sub-mm to longer wavelength radio observations. Traditionally, our knowledge of galaxy properties
and evolution mainly comes from optical observation of stars, but to build a comprehensive picture of
galaxy evolution, observations of the gaseous component of galaxies through cosmic time are needed.

The gaseous component of the interstellar medium (ISM) is dominated by Hydrogen (⇠70.5%) and
Helium (27.5%), while other elements – called metals in astronomy – only contribute ⇠2% to the total
gas mass (Arnett, 1996). The most abundant gaseous component, Hydrogen, exists in (i) an ionised
atomic state denoted as HII (ii) a neutral atomic state denoted as HI, and (iii) in the form of H2 molecular
gas. In this work, the ionised state is referred to as ‘hot’ Hydrogen gas, while the atomic gas with typical
temperatures <104K4 and the molecular H2 gas with typical temperatures <50K are both considered as
‘cold’ gas (see, e.g. Cortese et al., 2021). The cold states of Hydrogen gas are particularly important in
Galaxy evolution, as new stars form from the assembly and collapse of cold gas. Molecular Hydrogen
plays an important role in the later stages of star formation, however, H2 cannot be directly detected.
Therefore, molecular clouds consisting of mostly H2 are observed using tracer molecules, such as carbon
monoxide (CO) emitting in the sub-mm regime. Nevertheless, Hydrogen can be found mostly in atomic
form, and it approximately represents five times more mass, distributed smoothly in the ISM, than H2

(Obreschkow & Rawlings, 2009). Therefore, HI, the most basic baryonic building block, plays a central
role in both driving and regulating star formation.

In fact, HI is one of the most important tracers of the assembly and distribution of mass angular
momentum and structure (Staveley-Smith & Oosterloo, 2015, Blyth et al., 2015, Obreschkow & Rawlings,
2009, Cortese et al., 2021). As such, observing HI in individual galaxies and on larger scales, including
the intergalactic medium (IGM) of galaxy groups, clusters and filaments over cosmic time, is key
to understand the underlying evolutionary mechanisms regulating the life-cycle of galaxies. Optical
observations have shown that the star formation rate has dropped by a factor of three over the last 4.6 Gyr,
with the star formation rate in more massive galaxies peaking earlier than less massive systems (Hopkins
& Beacom, 2006). Smaller galaxies are either acquiring gas reservoirs later or are forming stars less
e�ciently than larger galaxies. Therefore, it is essential to carry out large HI surveys to determine how
gas content varies as a function of the environment and other parameters over cosmic time, which can be
achieved by conducting interferometric deep spectral line (HI) surveys.

4Atomic Hydrogen can be modelled as a two-phased gas in pressure equilibrium with a cool state of ⇠100K and a warm
state of ⇠104K (Wolfire et al., 2003), however, for this work both states can be treated equally as ‘cold’ atomic gas.
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1.2.1 The 21-cm emission line

Atomic Hydrogen can be directly detected in the radio regime by its 21-cm emission line. The emission
occurs due to the hyperfine spin-flip (transition from the parallel to the anti-parallel state of the spin
configuration) of the p+ – e� system, releasing a photon with a rest frequency of a=1420.406 MHz in
vacuum. This transition cannot be produced in laboratories without stimulated emission techniques (i.e.
it is a forbidden transition) due to its extremely long half-life of ⇠107 years. However, in the ISM, in cold
Hydrogen clouds, the atoms can be relatively abundant, up to about one atom per cm3, most of which is
HI. Furthermore, the cold HI gas is considered to be optically thin (see, e.g. Sofue, 2017 and references
therein). That is, in thermal equilibrium and with no significant background radiation, one would expect
to detect the HI line in emission from high column density regions (van de Hulst, 1945). The 21-cm line
from our Galaxy was first detected in 1951 by Ewen & Purcell (1951) and Muller & Oort (1951).

Given that the 21-cm line is a forbidden transition, its natural width is extremely small, with its
observed width still being small mainly due to thermal broadening. Therefore, with a fine spectral
resolution, the relative velocity distribution of HI gas compared to the observer can be mapped. The
observed frequency of the redshifted 21-cm line can be expressed as:

(1.2) aobserved(I) =
aHI

1 + I

where the redshift of the source, I, can be defined via this equation. Many factors contribute to the
observed redshift, including expansion of the Universe, gravitational potential wells, and the relative
motion of the source (or the observer), but their combined e�ect is measured. Therefore, the redshift
of galaxies can be measured using the 21-cm line, and the velocity distribution relative to the average
redshift of the emitting atomic gas can be mapped for spectrally resolved sources.

If the source is spatially unresolved, spectral line observations yield the integrated spectra, or simply
the spectrum of the object. Since the HI gas is optically thin, the observed integrated flux can be converted
into integrated column density for a resolved source (number of HI atoms per unit area), and the total
HI mass of the object can be measured. For a spatially and spectrally resolved HI source, observations
produce a three-dimensional cube instead of a single-pixel, one-dimensional, spectrum. However, for
scientific analysis, these cubes are usually represented in lower dimensions. The integrated spectra can
be generated as a spatial sum for each frequency channel. More importantly, spatially resolved sources
can be integrated over spectrally, which can be converted to a column density map called a moment-0

map. The mean velocity field of the HI gas can be estimated by the intensity-weighted velocity over the
range of the spectrum, a so-called moment-1 map. Furthermore, moment-2 maps can be generated as a
representation of the velocity dispersion. That is, spatially and spectrally resolved observations of HI in
galaxies provide information on the overall gas properties as well as the distribution and kinematics of
the cold gas fuelling star formation. In addition to the moment maps, the three-dimensional cube is used
to precisely model the gas kinematics. For the exact relations between the physical properties and the
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observable flux density of HI emission, including the cosmologically correct formalism, see Meyer et al.
(2017).

The 21-cm line of HI is weak, with the flux of the signal being inversely proportional to the square
of the distance to the unresolved emitting gas. Hence, observing HI at cosmologically representative
volumes and over significant time periods has been historically limited, and so the major HI surveys are
confined to the local Universe and carried out by single-dish instruments producing spatially unresolved
detections of HI in galaxies. Therefore, to enhance our understanding of the role of HI, large samples of
spectrally and spatially resolved data cubes are required by conducting surveys spanning a wide area
of the sky. Furthermore, for galaxy evolutionary studies, sampling over cosmic time scales of a few
Gyr are needed. Upcoming interferometric HI surveys on the SKA precursor telescopes will deliver the
desired more complex data product. However, the immense observational data streams need special
consideration, particularly for deep surveys.

1.2.2 Observing the 21-cm emission line in the local Universe

Single-dish telescopes are (relatively) sensitive, and a single pointing covers a (relatively) large area on
the sky given by the low spatial resolution of these telescopes. In contrast, interferometers can produce
high-resolution HI cubes but are less sensitive to di�use emission. That is, our knowledge about neutral
Hydrogen in galaxies is predominantly from large spatially unresolved samples (including upper limits
on the HI content of the undetected but known optical sources) from single-dish observations and from
small samples of spatially resolved HI cubes of pre-selected galaxies of various types and environments,
observed with interferometers.

The two main catalogues of HI detections are from the HIPASS survey (Webster et al., 1999, Barnes
et al., 2001, Meyer et al., 2004) with ⇠5000 detected galaxies using the Parkes radio telescope, and
from the ALFALFA survey (Giovanelli, 2008, Haynes et al., 2011, Haynes et al., 2018) with ⇠31500
galaxies detected using the Arecibo radio telescope. These surveys have grounded our knowledge of the
HI content of galaxies, despite detecting significantly fewer sources than other instruments detect in
other wavelengths over the same cosmic volume. Moreover, the majority of the detections are unresolved
or marginally resolved.

Blind wide-area interferometric observations require a lot of observing time on pre-SKA facilities,
and so, up until recently, only targeted interferometric surveys have been carried out. Surveys such as
the WHISP (Swaters & Balcells, 2002), THINGS (Walter et al., 2008), VIVA (Chung et al., 2009),
HALOGAS (Heald et al., 2011), LITTLE THINGS (Hunter et al., 2012), or LVHIS (Koribalski et al.,
2018) surveys, which provided samples of resolved HI emission from selected sources. However, the
resultant number of resolved galaxies are far less than the number of unresolved detections, from
single-dish observations. Therefore, one of the key goals in HI astronomy is to map the local Universe
using blind interferometric surveys. The SKA and its precursors have the capacity to carry out such
a survey, and the first blind interferometric all-sky survey WALLABY has commenced (Koribalski
et al., 2020 for overview and for a direct science case see, e.g. Reynolds et al., 2019), using the ASAKP
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interferometer. Nevertheless, to study the role of cold atomic gas in galaxy evolution, deep surveys
observing the 21-cm Hydrogen line beyond the local Universe need to be realised.

1.2.3 Detecting HI emission beyond the local Universe

For observing HI beyond the local Universe, interferometers are preferred due to their high spatial
resolution. However direct detections of sources of I > 0.2 require hundreds of hours of total integration
time on current facilities, emission from background continuum sources within the imaged FoV can
limit such observations (see, e.g. Condon et al., 2012, and in section 1.3.4 for more details). This e�ect
is called confusion, and it is inversely proportional to spatial resolution. That is, single-dish observations
became confusion-limited for deep observations contrary to interferometers5. Therefore, only relatively
shallow ‘deep’ single-dish surveys have been carried out, such as the Arecibo Ultra Deep Survey (AUDS)
(Freudling et al., 2011), observing only to I <0.16 which is still considered as the local Universe by this
work. Or the HIGHz Arecibo survey (Catinella & Cortese, 2015), which contains ‘only’ 39 detected
sources between 0.17 <I <0.25, selected by strict criteria, and consequently which are biased towards
HI-massive objects. Furthermore, interferometric surveys have been producing larger samples at a
redshift where evolutionary e�ects begin to show, such as the BUDHIES (Ja�é et al., 2013) survey on the
WSTR which observed ⇠150 galaxies at I '0.2. However, several surveys are planned on SKA precursor
instruments to observe the redshifted 21-cm emission line beyond the current limitations, as far as I ' 1.

The state-of-the-art deep, dedicated HI survey using interferometry is the Cosmos HI Large
Extragalactic Survey (CHILES) on the VLA6 (Fernández et al., 2013). CHILES covers a redshift range
of z  0.4 observing 1000 hours in total, and it has delivered the most distant direct detection of HI
emission to date at I ' 0.36 (Fernández et al., 2016). Therefore, CHILES is a revolutionary survey
delivering the first distant HI galaxy sample and revealing the possible issues for future projects (Dodson
et al., 2021). Nevertheless, methods need to be developed to create high-quality data products since
the upcoming SKA will reach the CHILES sensitivity after only a few minutes of integration and it
will produce similar or higer data volumes. That being so, additional precursor surveys are needed to
prepare for the SKA era data, especially considering the ⇠0.25 square degree FoV covered by CHILES
compared to the large areas likely to be covered by the SKA.

The Looking At the Distant Universe with the MeerKAT Array (LADUMA) survey (Holwerda
et al., 2012) aims to observe galaxies at I < 1, using the MeerKAT interferometer. The survey will
be the deepest pencil-beam HI survey targeting a single pointing for ⇠3500 hours. Despite MeerKAT
being an excellent instrument, its data rate will not exceed the current computing limitations as the
telescope can form only a single beam at a time covering only one square degree in the sky. That is,
LADUMA can be carried out without being Big Data limited to the detriment of cosmic variance
(for cosmic variance see Driver & Robotham, 2010). In addition, the MeerKAT International GHz

5Here, we refer to confusion from background continuum sources not confusion by in-beam spectral line sources which is
a further limiting factor for single-dish observations.

6The VLA is not a SKA precursor facility, however, the CHILES survey is a SKA precursor survey probing the required
technologies and challenges for deep HI imaging.
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Tiered Extragalactic Exploration (MIGHTEE) survey (Jarvis et al., 2016, Taylor & Jarvis, 2017) using
MeerKAT, will produce deep HI cubes complementary to the continuum images and to LADUMA.
MIGHTEE will observe HI emission at I < 0.5 for ⇠1000 hours over twenty square degrees. Although
MIGHTEE maps large areas, deep surveys with even wider areas are preferred to minimise the bias from
the lack of cosmic variance. Furthermore, from a technical point of view, MIGHTEE imaging is still not
limited by its data volume, and a traditional data processing approach can be used.

The ability to form multiple beams simultaneously, and so to observe a wide area on the sky
makes ASKAP an excellent survey instrument, and it enables ambitious projects including the Deep
Investigation of Neutral Gas Origins (DINGO) (Meyer, 2009, Du�y et al., 2012) survey. To make use
of the wide FoV, DINGO plans to observe cosmologically representative volumes from redshift zero
to ⇠0.4 covering several fields, each being thirty square degrees, with a planned ⇠7500 hours of total
integration time. Thus, DINGO provides a unique dataset ideal for an unbiased evolutionary study
of the HI content in galaxies. Nevertheless, the raw data volumes produced by the survey presents a
computational and long-term storage challenge for DINGO. This work presents an alternative imaging
scheme to deliver high-fidelity deep images for DINGO by using gridded visibilities for data combination
and deep imaging.

Prior to discussing the DINGO survey in detail, it is essential to mention that observational methods
other than the direct detection of the 21-cm line exist to gain information on the cold gas reservoirs and
on overall gas properties – crucial for cosmological studies – for both the local Universe and beyond. In
particular, the statistical detection of an average HI signal by averaging the measured spectra of galaxies
with known optical position and redshift. This technique is called HI stacking, and it also requires deep
observations to produce a good signal to noise ratio (for HI stacking and uses for di�erent science cases
see, e.g., Zwaan, 2000, Chengalur et al., 2001, Lah et al., 2007, Verheijen et al., 2007, Delhaize et al.,
2013, Geréb et al., 2013, Kanekar et al., 2016 and Rhee et al., 2018). Stacking is a powerful tool, and
DINGO plans to deliver some of its science goals through HI stacking. As such, the deep image cubes
produced by DINGO have to have high fidelity for both detected and undetected sources to enable
stacking experiments.

In addition to the direct and statistical detection of the 21-cm emission line, HI can also be detected
via absorption (for an overview, see, e.g. Dutta, 2019 and references therein). The 21-cm absorption line
is detectable at higher redshifts than the emission line, which enables one to measure the HI content of
galaxies beyond the local Universe. For even higher redshift ranges, atomic Hydrogen can be detected in
optical observations of the absorption Lyman-U line, in the presence of a bright continuum emitting
background source (for an overview see, e.g. Wolfe et al., 2005 and references therein). Furthermore,
the redshifted 21-cm emission line from the Epoch of Reionization (EoR) can be directly detected at
low-frequencies, using intensity mapping experiments (for a general overview see, e.g. Zaroubi et al.,
2012 and references therein). Nevertheless, this work primarily focuses on the imaging methods required
to (directly) detect the 21-cm emission line beyond the local Universe, namely imaging by gridded
visibilities. Therefore, the aforementioned methods of measuring the atomic Hydrogen content of the
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Universe at I > 1 are not discussed further.

1.2.4 The Deep Investigation of Neutral Gas Origins (DINGO) survey

The DINGO survey is the dedicated deep 21-cm line imaging survey on the ASKAP interferometer, with
a total planned integration time of 7500 hours and a two-phase observation strategy. Although DINGO
is an o�cial ASKAP survey, the final realisation is still not decided at the moment of writing, and so
the current survey plans are presented here. This is because the final time allocation, consequently the
(final) selection of the deep fields targeted and the survey spatial resolution, depends on the result of
the pilot observations and DINGO’s ability to store and process the deep data. Therefore, this work
will directly contribute to the final realisation of DINGO. Nevertheless, DINGO target fields from the
Galaxy And Mass Assembly GAMA survey (Driver et al., 2009), which is a legacy survey combining
observations from various instruments covering frequencies from the UV to the radio, and aims to
provide the important deep HI observations for the multi-frequency GAMA catalogue.

Combining multi-frequency data from various telescopes enables the GAMA and DINGO teams
to study the co-evolution of the stellar, baryonic, and dark matter content of galaxies over the last ⇠4
Gyr and measure HI contribution to key cosmological distributions and quantities. The DINGO direct
detections are particularly important for understanding the role of environment on the cold gas content
of galaxies, the mechanisms of gas inflow to galaxies and outflow to the IGM, and the evolution of
kinematic scaling relations. Furthermore, the abundant optical spectroscopic data of the GAMA fields
enables DINGO to use HI stacking for statistical studies of HI content, important for cosmological
studies. For the scientific goals of DINGO, and predictions for the produced detections, see Meyer (2009)
and Du�y et al. (2012).

The DINGO survey has two distinct phases planned: the DINGO deep and the DINGO ultradeep

fields. From the total integration time, 2500 hours are allocated for observing five deep fields. The
DINGO deep observations will cover 150 square degrees on the sky and cover the 1146 – 1434 MHz
range (ASKAP band 2), corresponding to a redshift of I < 0.26. Although DINGO covers the same
redshift range as the full-sky WALLABY survey, it will be ⇠8 times more sensitive. That is, DINGO
deep will provide the largest deep HI emission-line data set7 from the local Universe to date. The DINGO
ultradeep fields are two adjacent fields (called tiles in DINGO) targeting the 60 square degrees centred at
RA=22h 59m 0s Dec=-32�180000 , the G23 GAMA field, with each tile observed for 2500 hours at the
860 – 1148 MHz frequency range (ASKAP band 1) that corresponds to 0.1 < I < 0.43 redshift range.
Hence, the DINGO ultradeep observations will provide the largest HI emission line data set beyond the
local Universe. For both phases, DINGO will use the 18.5kHz channel-width corresponding to ⇠4km/s
relative velocity resolution at I=0, and so with the nominal 1000 spatial resolution of ASKAP at these
frequencies, DINGO will deliver HI cubes with superb spatial and spectral resolution.

7The DINGO data set is deeper than from WALLABY and covers a wider area than MIGHTEE, despite being less sensitive.
That is, DINGO-deep targets a ‘sweet spot’ of sensitivity and survey area.
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However, DINGO observations are likely to spread over multiple years, the resultant raw data
volumes (visibilities) are too large to store long term. As such, the default approach is to average daily
images together to form the final deep images. Furthermore, the computational and long-term storage
demands of imaging the thirty-six beams for the observations are so high that DINGO is considering
decreasing its resolution by excluding antennas from its observations. At _ ' 21cm, ASKAP is capable of
creating images with ⇠1000 resolution as the largest distance between the telescopes is 6km. Nevertheless,
ASKAP30, the configuration consisting of the thirty core antennas within a 2km radius, can produce
images with only ⇠3000 resolution at the same frequencies without compromising much on sensitivity.
This compromise would immensely decrease the computational and long-term storage cost for DINGO,
and due to the limitations of the conventional data processing method, this is the current plan for the
DINGO survey, despite higher spatial resolution enabling significantly better scientific output (see Du�y
et al., 2012). Therefore, DINGO is a prime example of SKA era data streams and the limitations of the
current imaging and long-term storage capabilities. Consequently, DINGO is the best survey to test and
develop new data-intensive methods required for future deep emission-line surveys of the SKA era.

In addition to the Big Data challenge, insights from other deep spectral line surveys such as CHILES
underline that the current deep imaging strategy of averaging images to form the deep data product
imposes severe limitations on any re-processing to improve final image quality (Dodson et al., 2021).
In particular, small systematic errors that may be unnoticeable in the individual images could ‘freeze
in’, and thus they will have a significant impact on the quality of the final data products. As a result, if
needed, options for improving the final image quality after the observations are completed are severely
constrained. Therefore, an alternative long-term storage and deep imaging solution of the observed raw
(visibility) data is required to enable re-processing of the deep data.

In this thesis, deep imaging by combining gridded visibilities, an unorthodox data product and
imaging approach is presented. These grids are sparse, so they can be stored e�ciently, which could
potentially enable the 1000 high-resolution realisation of DINGO. Furthermore, gridding the data in this
manner forms a product that is of the same scale as the image and applies the correct kernels whilst
maintaining the ability to flag, reweight or even recalibrate the data. Thus, this approach addresses the
greatest risk in the current deep imaging strategy, while retaining the ability to use the full ASKAP
configuration. Consequently, the material presented in the rest of the thesis is focused on methodological
and implementational details, rather than science possible with DINGO. In fact, deep imaging by gridded
visibilities can be used as a versatile tool, despite the main motivation to develop this technique being
the challenge of creating high-fidelity HI cubes. Hence, this imaging method is likely to be first used by
DINGO to achieve its aforementioned scientific goals, but (deep) imaging by gridded visibilities is a
universal technique and potentially has a wide variety of use cases. This technique is originally proposed
by Golap & Momjian (2016), who discussed several use cases and demonstrated that gridded data could
be used for removing (flagging) erroneous data points from the observations. Nevertheless, this thesis
focuses on improving their data model for spectral line deep imaging. Therefore, to enable the reader to
understand and appreciate the (mostly) technical results shown in this work, a detailed introduction to
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the synthesis imaging technique is given in the rest of this chapter.

1.3 Fundamentals of synthesis imaging

Distant radio sources can be imaged by measuring the mutual coherence function of the electric field
at pairs of points (Ryle & Vonberg, 1948; Jennison, 1958; Clark, 1989). A network of antennas (also
called an array) measuring the pair-wise coherence of the received signals using a ‘correlator’ element
is called an interferometer. Hence, a radio interferometer is a device measuring the spatial coherence

function of radio sources in the sky. The measured spatial coherence function is, remarkably, invertible
within some limitations. The (invertible) relation connecting the two quantities is a Fourier-transform
(FT), with the (complex) spatial coherence function being the FT of the sky brightness distribution. The
technique of imaging or mapping the sky brightness distribution from the measured spatial coherence
function is called aperture synthesis or synthesis imaging.

The basic mathematical formalism of this principle is called the Van Cittert–Zernike theorem (van
Cittert, 1934 and Zernike, 1938) in classical optics. However, the technique of synthesis imaging in
radio astronomy developed from the principles of the Michelson stellar interferometer (Michelson &
Pease, 1921), without any relation to the Van Cittert–Zernike theorem (Thompson et al., 2017, chapter 1
introduction). That is, historically, the synthesis imaging technique used in radio astronomy has its own
mathematical formalism. Nonetheless, the principles used are not unique to radio interferometry, but
have counterparts in X-ray crystallography (Beevers & Lipson, 1985) or in (medical) magnetic resonance
imaging (Twieg, 1983) as well.

A simple scalar formalism is used in this thesis to describe the steps of synthesis imaging. Consider an
ideal interferometer mapping the three-dimensional spatial coherence function Va of the sky brightness
distribution �a , at a given frequency, a. The interferometer response is given by the Radio Interferometric
Measurement Equation (RIME):

(1.3) Va(D, E,F) =
+1x

�1

�a(;,<)
p

1 � ;2 � <2
4

�82c
h
D;+E<+F

⇣p
1�;2�<2�1

⌘i
d; d<

where the location on the celestial sphere is given by the angular coordinates (;, <, = =
p

1 � ;2 � <2)
in units of direction cosines between -1 and +1. The RIME defines a two-dimensional relation with
the (;,<) coordinates representing a projected8 location on a tangent plane from the celestial sphere.
The tangent plane is perpendicular to =, the third coordinate axis pointing opposite to the observer. The
(D,E,F) coordinates are the baseline coordinates on Earth expressed in units of observing wavelength,
with the F coordinate axis being perpendicular to =, and so pointing towards the image centre or outward
to the phase centre. For a thorough geometrical description of the coordinate systems used, see, e.g.
Thompson et al. (2017, chapter 4).

8The definition of the coordinate system in the RIME determines the projection used in radio interferometry to be a
sinusoidal projection.
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If the observation is confined to a small area of the sky around the phase centre, the (;,<) coordinates
can be considered small, and the term

p

1 � ;2 � <2 ⇡ 1. Given that the configuration of the observation
has no large F-terms (F(

p

1 � ;2 � <2 � 1) ⇡ 0), the RIME can be expressed as a two dimensional
Fourier-relation:

(1.4) Va(D, E) /
x

�a(;,<)4�82c(D;+E<) d; d<

For an ideal interferometer, synthesis imaging is then to simply apply an inverse Fourier transform (IFT)
to the spatial coherence function. Hence, the (modified) sky brightness distribution can be expressed as:

(1.5) �a(;,<) /
x

Va(D, E)4+82c(D;+E<) dD dE

For real interferometers, however, the solution to this inverse problem is more complex. A brief
overview of the key concepts and imaging steps are given in the remainder of this section. However, for a
thorough overview of the topics covered, see Thompson et al. (2017) or Taylor et al. (1999). Furthermore,
the scalar formalism used in this work is the traditional formalism used and perfectly suitable for the
concepts covered, yet the modern literature sometimes uses a di�erent tensor formalism to deal mostly
with polarisation. For the generalised tensor formalism and its origins, see, e.g. Sault et al. (1996a),
Hamaker (2000), Smirnov (2011a), Smirnov (2011b), Smirnov (2011c) and Price & Smirnov (2015).

Radio signals from most (non-thermal) astronomical processes are polarised. Polarisation is extremely
important in radio astronomy as the degree of polarisation can be measured by interferometers, and it
indicates the distribution of magnetic fields within the sources observed. Nevertheless, the polarisation
of the received radio waves is ignored in this work, as the 21-cm signal is unpolarised. That is, the
antennas are assumed to measure the total intensity. Therefore, no thorough introduction to the specifics
of polarised interferometry and synthesis imaging is given. For further reading on polarisation on radio
astronomy, see, e.g. Hamaker et al. (1996), Taylor et al. (1999, chapter 6.), Thompson et al. (2017, and
references therein).

1.3.1 Visibility sampling and preconditioning

Consider a radio array consisting of # antennas. This network does not measure the spatial coherence
function everywhere but only samples it at (D,E) points defined by its configuration and the observations
phase centre. Each receiver element pair measures the spatial coherence or visibility function at a given
spatial frequency defined not by the absolute position of the two elements but their separation vector and
its orientation in the (D,E) plane defined by the phase centre of the observation. The antenna separation
vector is called a baseline vector, and the antenna pair is called a baseline. Therefore, interferometers are
sampling the (D,E) plane at discrete points defined by the system’s baselines. The sampling function can
be defined as:
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Figure 1.1: Example sampling function of a simulated ASKAP12 observation at _=21 cm wavelength.
The (D,E) tracks are showing both the simulated and the complex conjugate visibilities for a 6 hour
simulated observation of the G23 field with the observation phase centre at RA=23h 0m 0s Dec=-32�300000
.

(1.6) (a(D, E) =
#1X
8=0

X(D � D8)X(E � E8)

where #1 is the number of baselines equals to #(# � 1)/2 for an array of # antennas, and X( ) denotes
the one-dimensional Dirac delta function. Figure 1.1 shows an example sampling function.

The measured phase and amplitude values are represented as complex numbers and called visibilities.
Every baseline measures a single visibility value during the integration time, generally ranging from a
couple to tens of seconds. Since the (;,<) and (D,E) coordinate systems are fixed to the observations phase
centre, not to the observer (i.e. the Earth), the relative antenna positions, and so the baseline vectors,
are changing as the Earth rotates. Hence by measuring visibilities at discrete intervals, each (projected)
baseline is sampling an ellipse on the (D,E) plane, and so a baseline observes di�erent spatial frequencies.
This technique is called Earth-rotation synthesis. Note that we use the two-dimensional assumption
and ignore the F-term. This can be practically done for East-West (E-W) arrays, for which all receiver
elements are lying on a plane perpendicular to the Earth’s rotation axis. Consequently, if the phase centre
is at one of the poles, the baselines of the array are sampling the (D,E) plane in circular tracks. For such
an observation setup, a given baseline loci samples exactly one absolute spatial frequency of

p
D

2 + E
2.

As the Earth rotates, each baseline measures the same spatial frequency Fourier component but with a
di�erent orientation. Each baseline represents one spatial frequency proportional to the baseline length
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and inversely proportional to the (angular) spatial scales on the sky. Ergo short baselines measure large
angular scales, while long baselines measure the short angular scales on the sky. Therefore, the resolution
of the interferometer, ⇥, is determined by the longest baseline and can be expressed similar to equation
1.1, with 1, the longest baseline in units of wavelengths in the denominator.

A complete baseline locus is completed in 12 hours9 since the sky brightness can be modelled as a real-
valued function, and so the measured spatial coherence function is Hermitian, i.e. Va(D, E) = V

⇤
a (�D,�E),

where ⇤ denotes the complex conjugate. Note that practically every baseline measures two visibilities of
Va(D, E) & V

⇤
a (�D,�E) in each time step but the complex conjugate values have no added information

on the sky brightness distribution. Since in practical imaging only the ‘measured’ visibilities are used,
the complex conjugate values are not considered in this work when discussing the measured visibilities.

Interferometric observations are generally considered to be time-invariant, meaning that the sky
brightness distribution and, consequently, the visibility function are constant for the observation time.
In reality this is not true and time-dependent e�ects (and sources) are important, however for our
general introduction and for HI observations this approximation is su�cient. Nevertheless, the observed
visibilities are sampling the baseline locus in a time-ordered fashion, and so the dataset is often referred
as time-ordered visibilities in this work. Even so, the observed or measured visibility function is the
‘true’ visibility function multiplied with the sampling function. Given that the longest baseline confines
the area which our interferometer can sample, the measured visibility function is usually referred to as a
partially filled virtual aperture. The struggle in interferometric imaging originates from the non-sampled
areas of this virtual aperture10, since a fully-filled aperture could be Fourier transformed to form the
sky image as given by equation 1.5. However, the observed sky brightness distribution, or dirty image,
�
⇡
a (;,<) , of a real interferometer is given as:

(1.7) �
⇡
a (;,<) /

x
(a(D, E)Va(D, E)4+82c(D;+E<) dD dE

Thus, due to the convolution theorem, the observed sky brightness distribution can be expressed as the
true signal convolved with the IFT of the sampling function, called the non-weighted synthesised beam:

(1.8) �
⇡
a (;,<) = �a(;,<) ⇤ ⇤10

a(;,<)

where the ⇤⇤ symbol denotes the two-dimensional convolution, and 1
0
a(;,<) is the non-preconditioned

synthesised beam, which can be written as:

(1.9) 1
0
a(;,<) /

x
(a(D, E)4+82c(D;+E<) dD dE

9Only for a transparent earth (i.e sky visibility is not limited by the horizon). For most directions, a complete locus is not
feasible.

10A two-dimensional approximation is used here, and so consider the true 3D case, and it becomes apparent that our virtual
aperture is (holographic) three-dimensional. Ergo many problems are also originating from the two-dimensional approximation
used. We give more details of the implications in chapter 2.
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Therefore, the synthesis imaging problem has to be solved via deconvolution by removing the
instrumental response from the sky map. However, the instrumental response is more complex than the
sampling function itself. In practical imaging, the receiver elements have di�erent performance, which
can change over the course of the observation. Furthermore, noise and other factors, such as changes
in the ionosphere for low-frequency observations, can a�ect the measured visibilities resulting in a
non-uniform thermal variance on the visibilities. Considering first the additive noise11, each observed
visibility can be expressed as:

(1.10) Va(D, E) = V
TAD4
a (D, E) + Ya(D, E)

where Ya(D,E) is the FT of the thermal noise on the image, with both the real and imaginary parts
being independent Gaussian random variables with zero mean and variance f. This noise term is the
weighted sum of all visibilities that contribute to the spatial coherence function at these coordinates. For
each visibility, the precision of the measurement of the spatial coherence function is correlated with �C

integration time. It can be shown that to minimise the noise-induced error of the observed visibilities,
i.e. to gain the ‘optimal’ instrumental response, the measured visibilities should be weighted inversely
proportional to the variance in the noise in the correlator output f2 (see, e.g. Thompson et al., 2017,
section 6.2.2 or Briggs, 1995, chapter 3 introduction). Therefore, the coherent part of the weighted
visibilities can be considered as the true visibilities multiplied with the inverse noise variance of the
correlator output. The inverse noise variance is sometimes referred to as the SNR noise or SNR weights
of the observed visibilities. That is, the measured sky brightness distribution can be written as:

(1.11) �
⇡
a (;,<) /

x
Fa(D, E)(a(D, E)Va(D, E)4+82c(D;+E<) dD dE

where Fa(D,E) is the so called SNR weighting function. Consequently, the instrument response is given
as:

(1.12) 1a(;,<) /
x

Wa(D, E)4+82c(D;+E<) dD dE =
x

Fa(D, E)(a(D, E)4+82c(D;+E<) dD dE

where Wa(;,<) is called12 the weighted sampling function, weight-density function, spatial transfer
function, spatial frequency coverage or spatial sensitivity function in the literature see, Thompson et al.
(2017, section 5.3.2). Its IFT, 1a(;,<) , is called the synthesised beam, dirty beam or the point-spread

function (PSF). Therefore, the synthesis imaging inverse problem can be expressed as:

(1.13) �
⇡
a (;,<) = �a(;,<) ⇤ ⇤1a(;,<)

11The simplification of considering only the additive noise is generally used, see, e.g. in Briggs (1995). Nevertheless, the
mentioned performance and atmospheric e�ects in general also lead to multiplicative amplitude and phase variations.

12These names could be also referring to the preconditioned transfer function.
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To improve the dynamic range and the fidelity of the reconstructed sky image, additional weighting
functions can be applied to Wa(D,E) . Furthermore, to improve the instrumental response, the dirty image
is often convolved with a tapering function, )a(;,<) , usually a two-dimensional Gaussian function. In
practical imaging, the taper is applied to the visibilities as a multiplicative term in the spatial transfer
function. The process of (additional) weighting and tapering is called preconditioning since it is applied
to the data prior to the deconvolution process. In chapter 2, examples for the most commonly used
functions in preconditioning are discussed.

1.3.2 Convolutional gridding

To create the dirty image, �⇡a (;,<) , one has to solve equation 1.11. However, the sky is generally
represented as a digital image with the flux density values computed only at (; 0,<0) coordinates
representing the pixel coordinates of the image. This can be achieved using an (inverse) direct Fourier
transform (DFT) to the time-ordered visibility data, computing the contribution of each observed visibility
to all pixels on the sky image. However, the computational cost or complexity of the DFT scales with
/ O(#pG#v8B), where #pG is the number of sky image pixels, #v8B is the number of visibilities, and
generally #vis � #px. Since the number of baselines of an array consisting of # antennas scales with
/ #

2
/2 for a single time step, the solution of equation 1.11 is computationally expensive for large arrays

and/or for long observations.
To reduce the computational cost, in practical synthesis imaging, visibilities are re-sampled onto

a regular grid matching with the sky image to enable the use of the (inverse) fast Fourier transform
(FFT) implementation. The computational complexity of the FFT algorithm only depends on the number
of pixels and scales as / O(#px;>6(#px))13. Therefore, generally, it is more e�cient to re-sample the
time-ordered visibilities onto a uniform grid and use the inverse Fourier transform (IFFT) to create
the sky image than using a DFT implementation14. The re-sampling step is referred to as gridding or
convolutional gridding, since a gridding kernel is applied in the re-sampling step.

Considering continuous functions, convolutional gridding consist of three steps: (i) project the
three-dimensional mesured visibilities to the (D,E,F = 0) plane, (ii) convolve the now two-dimensional
visibilities with some gridding kernel, C(D, E), and finally (iii) re-sample the result in the evenly-spaced
grid cell midpoints (D0, E0). Therefore, the non-preconditioned gridded visibilities, G0

a(D0, E0), prior to
Fourier-inversion can be written in the following form:

(1.14) G
0
a(D0, E0) =

1
�D�E

2III
⇣
D

�D
,

E

�E

⌘(
C(D, E) ⇤ ⇤

h
Wa(D, E)Va(D, E)

i)

where we assume no preconditioning, but only weighting with the inverse of the SNR noise of the
visibilities, as the more complex preconditioning case will be shown in chapter 2. 2III(D(�D)�1

, E(�E)�1
)

13Here the gridding step is ignored, which is an additive term with / O(#v8B) for the simplest gridding case.
14This is also true for the 3D case in which the F-terms are non-negligible.
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is the 2D Shah function (Bracewell, 1956), defining the grid cell midpoints, which are marked as (D0, E0)
to di�erentiate from the visibility (D,E) coordinates. The grid cell sizes �D and �E are determined
by the ; and < extensions in the FoV of the image, as the grid cell size is inversely proportional to
the respective image FoV. Similarly, the grid size is set by the sky image resolution as the grid size is
inversely proportional to the image pixel size(s), �; and �<. Therefore, the discrete pixelated sky image
parameters determine the grid parameters.

The re-sampling of the data to a regular grid of finite size leads to an aliasing e�ect, which can
cause distortions on the image, for example, the folding of sources from outside the FoV onto the imaged
area, and more complex e�ects such as imaging artefacts of sources within the FoV can fold back to the
image. Note that aliasing occurs even when the image domain is adequately or even over sampled (for an
overview of the sampling theorem see, e.g. Thompson et al., 2017, section 5.2 and references therein).
Nevertheless, to include visibilities that are not on the grid cell midpoints, a gridding kernel has to be
used, and the kernel can have a significant a�ect on aliasing. The most simple example is cell-averaging,
defined on the gridded visibilities:

(1.15) C(D0, E0) =
1

�D�E
2⇧

⇣
D

�D
,

E

�E

⌘
where 2⇧(G, H) =

8>><
>>:

1, if |G | 1
2 and |H |

1
2

0, otherwise

where 2⇧( ) is the two-dimensional unit rectangle function. However, cell averaging performs poorly
in suppressing aliasing. Gridding kernels that better mitigate the aliasing e�ect can be used, with the
best kernels having approximately finite support (i.e. varies little over the image range and falls o�
rapidly at the edges) on both the Fourier- and image domain. Such gridding kernels are referred to as
anti-aliasing kernels and are commonly used. In radio interferometric imaging, the general choice for
anti-aliasing kernel is either a prolate-spheroidal or a Kaiser-Bessel function (for an overview of windows
used in radio interferometry and for the latest developments see, Ye et al., 2020). Although producing
the desired Fourier transform properties of C(D, E), the usage of such anti-aliasing kernel introduces
a ‘smearing’ e�ect on the gridded visibilities. Hence, the application of such windows is sometimes
referred to as tapering (see. e.g. Cornwell et al., 2008). Therefore, this smearing has to be considered
when working with gridded visibilities and the gridded transfer function. Being a convolution in the
(D,E) plane, gridding is a multiplicative e�ect in the image domain and is accounted for by dividing by
C(; 0,<0) , the IFT of the kernel computed on the digital image. Therefore the measured digital image of
the sky brightness distribution �

⇡
a (; 0,<0) can be written as:

(1.16) �
⇡
a (; 0,<0) =

���)

h
G

0
a(D0, E0)

i

C(; 0,<0)
⇣ P

Wa(D, E)
⌘

where the digitised image is normalised by the sum of the spatial transfer function computed over the
visibility values rather than the gridded visibility values. This data product is the digitised dirty image, as
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it is not corrected for the instrumental response. Therefore to model the true sky brightness distribution,
equation 1.13 has to be solved via deconvolution, where the digitised synthesised beam 1a(; 0,<0) can be
computed similarly to the dirty image but using only the transfer function as an input rather than the
measured visibilities.

1.3.3 Deconvolution

Points not sampled by an interferometer within the virtual aperture of the array can have any arbitrary
values. Therefore, in theory, an infinite number of solutions exist for equation 1.13. In practice, however,
areas not sampled by the interferometer are assumed to have zero values. That is, by the arbitrary choice
of zero values, interferometers can be considered as filters applied to the measured true sky brightness
distribution. This thesis prefers this interpretation of interferometers in contrast to viewing arrays as
an instrument measuring the propagation of coherence, as presented in the introduction of this section.
Hence, deconvolution aims to remove the limited D and E spatial frequency knowledge, that is, remove
the filter e�ect from the observed digital image. Common deconvolution procedures are non-linear and
implicitly generate visibility values at the unmeasured areas of the (D,E) plane within some general
constraints posed on the true sky brightness distribution.

Various approaches exist to deconvolve the dirty image, however, the radio astronomical community
is wedded to the ����� algorithm (for the original implementation see, Högbom, 1974), which has
been used successfully since the beginning of the development of synthesis imaging techniques. Other
algorithms such as the maximum entropy method (MEM) (Gull & Daniell, 1978), or compressed sensing
techniques used in signal processing (see, e.g. Candes & Wakin, 2008 for a general introduction and
for given algorithms see Thompson et al., 2017, section 11.8.6 and references therein) are also used
for imaging of interferometric data. Furthermore, Bayesian imaging algorithms using information field
theory formalism are in development for synthesis imaging (Arras et al., 2018, Arras et al., 2019 and
Arras et al., 2021). That is, the ����� algorithm has its own limitations and other methods addressing
these issues are used by the community. In this thesis, however, discussion of only the ����� method and
its variants is su�cient since it is still the most widely used image restoration method in radio astronomy.

The original ����� algorithm proposed by Högbom (1974) is an iterative deconvolution method
operating solely on the image domain. The main assumption used in ����� is that the sky brightness
distribution can be modelled as a series of point sources. Therefore, the observed sky can be modelled
as the ‘true’ point-source sky model, hopefully well represented by the ����� model, convolved with
the sidelobe-free ideal instrumental response, the clean beam, and the additional thermal noise of the
observation. The ����� model is built iteratively, adding a new sky component to the model in each
iteration. The traditional Högbom �����, works on the image domain with each iteration finding the
brightest peak of the dirty image and removing a ����� component from the image with the peak flux
multiplied by a gain value15 convolved with the synthesised beam. The synthesised beam represents the
instrument’s response to a unit brightness point-source at the image phase-centre, and so by �����ing

15Not to confuse with the antenna gains.
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the dirty image, one iteratively removes the instrumental response from the observed data assuming
a point-source sky. The gain value is used to control the flux removed from the dirty image in each
iteration and to avoid introducing artefacts from the synthesised beam sidelobes. Thus, it is generally
set to be ⇠10% of the peak flux. A threshold of absolute flux or number of iterations is generally set
to terminate the iterative building of the ����� model. The residual sky image is called the residual

image. The final step of �����ing is to model the sky. The general assumptions used in this step is that
the residual image contains only thermal noise, and all flux �����ed from the true sky is represented
in the ����� model. Note that the model contains information from all (D,E) spacing not measured by
the interferometer. To form the model image, the ����� model is convolved with the clean beam, a
two-dimensional Gaussian function fitted to the main lobe of the synthesised beam, which represents
the – now filled – virtual aperture and so the spatial resolution of the instrument. The final image called
the clean image is created by adding the residual image to the ����� model convolved with the clean
beam. This last step adds any uncleaned flux (and its sidelobes) to the model, correcting errors in the
assumption that the ����� model is perfect.

There are obvious limitations of the original Högbom �����ing, most of which are addressed by
modern implementations. Convolution with the synthesised beam on the image domain is computationally
expensive, and either only the central area of the digitised image can be �����ed, or a synthesised beam
image twice the size of the sky image has to be used. To speed up computations Clark (1980) introduced
the concept of minor- and major cycles. The Clark-variation of the ����� algorithm uses only the central
area, the ‘leading’ sidelobes, of the synthesised beam to build the ����� model, however, the accuracy
of removing flux from the dirty image is not su�cient due to the incomplete synthesised beam used.
Hence, first, the dirty image is saved, and before accumulating significant error, the ����� iterations are
terminated, and the subsequent sky model is subtracted from the original (saved) dirty image FFT-ed to
the (D0,E0) gridded visibilities. Ergo, the clean model built using the incomplete synthesised beam is
predicted on the (D0,E0) grid by a FFT16 and subtracted from the (gridded) measured visibilities where the
grid has non-zero values. The produced residual grid then transformed to the image domain and used as
an input image for further �����ing. Deconvolution on the image domain using a truncated synthesised
beam is called a minor cycle, and each ����� model subtraction is called a major cycle. The major cycles
are repeated until all flux is �����ed from the dirty image, and the final clean image is restored similarly
to the classical Högbom implementation. The Clark-����� is faster than the classical implementation
without compromising on precision, as the major cycles are terminated prior to introducing significant
error, which could a�ect the ����� model.

The Cotton-Schwab ����� implementation (Schwab & Cotton, 1983) improves the accuracy of
Clark’s major cycle by de-gridding the sky model and subtracting it from the time-ordered visibilities
in the major cycle. The high-accuracy prediction step requires more computation by de-gridding and
gridding the visibilities, and also, gridding errors that limit the dynamic range decrease as the residual
flux in visibilities decreases. However, calibration of the time-ordered residual visibilities becomes

16����� components are by definition fitted to pixel coordinates of the image, which enable the use of the FFT algorithm.
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possible. The Cotton-Schwab implementation takes into account the non-coplanar nature of the array
(high F-terms), which is crucial for modern interferometers, and it also enables calibration of the data in
each major cycle. Namely, the use of self-calibration (Cornwell & Wilkinson, 1981, Pearson & Readhead,
1984 and Taylor et al., 1999, chapter 10). In self-calibration, the antenna gains are treated as free
parameters and fitted in each major cycle. However, generally, self-calibration is done as an additional
loop around deconvolution, in which self-calibration is applied to the updated sky model after several
major cycles in each calibration cycle. Self-calibration allows for some freedom of the assumptions used
for the modelled source structure by allowing to have di�erent relative gains on di�erent baselines, and so
sources with both compact and more di�use components can be better modelled. Since self-calibration
improves on ����� by introducing the assumptions of the sky model somewhat as free parameters, and
the prediction step is highly accurate, the Cotton-Schwab variant of the ����� algorithm is the most
commonly used implementation.

Despite the use of self-calibration, assumptions of the sky model used in ����� are still a significant
limitation on precisely modelling the sky since it is hard to model di�use emission with only point
sources, especially in high dynamic range images. To better model di�use emission, a multi-scale
variant of the ����� algorithm was developed (Cornwell, 2008). The multi-scale ����� implementation
models the sky as di�erent two-dimensional Gaussian17 functions with pre-determined size. Hence more
compact sources can be modelled as Gaussian ����� components with narrower Full-Width at Half
Maximum (FWHM) and di�use emission with Gaussians of wider FWHM. Using a single scale of size
zero is equivalent to the classical ����� algorithm. Therefore, multi-scale ����� models the sky as a
linear combination of di�erent angular scale sources.

�����-based algorithms were successfully used for decades to image data from di�erent telescopes
and various objects. However, ����� is, by definition, not a scalable algorithm as it cannot be paralleled.
That is, at the moment ����� is at its glory and considered the go-to algorithm in this work, parallel
deconvolution algorithms will eventually take its place. Nevertheless, it has historical importance and an
immense impact on how synthesis imaging developed (Cornwell, 2009).

1.3.4 Brief overview of special imaging problems

The sky images reconstructed from the observed visibilities are not the true representation of the
sky brightness distribution, rather a sky model best fitting the observed data. The sky model can be
improved by considering the instrumental e�ects neglected in the model or re-visiting the assumptions
used. Recent advancements in radio interferometric imaging are mostly achieved by introducing more
precise approximations or adding imaging steps that correct for e�ects traditionally ignored. Only a
brief introduction to synthesis imaging is given in this work, and some ‘special’ imaging topics that are
common in practical imaging are not covered. This section briefly discusses additional imaging problems,

17The multi-scale ����� model components are not necessary Gaussians. For example, in YandaSoft the model components
can be paraboloids multiplied by spheroidals.
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essential to understanding the topics covered by this thesis. Some problems are briefly explained, while
others are introduced and discussed in detail in later chapters.

Continuum and spectral line imaging

In interferometric observations, visibilities are measured over a spectral window (channel) of width
�a. The channel can be broad, spanning a few MHz, which is the case for continuum observations,
but for spectral line observations, having a good spectral resolution when measuring the brightness of
extragalactic HI sources is important, and so the channel size is typically tens of kHz. Note that the
telescope hardware (the receiver) determines the possible spectral window size. In this introduction, the
central frequency of a spectral channel is denoted by a, and only a single spectral channel is considered.
However, for spectral-line observations, the data product is not a single image, but an image cube
with two spatial dimensions of Right ascension (RA) and Declination (Dec) and the third dimension
is the observation frequency. In practice, cubes are generated with equal spatial pixel sizes of (� ;,
�<), independent of observing frequency, which results in lower oversampling (in image pixels) of the
synthesised beam for higher frequencies, since the synthesised beam size is a function of frequency18.
This e�ect can be neglected for imaging of the spectral-line data since each channel can be deconvolved
independently. However, for sources bright across a wide-range of observing frequencies such as active
galactic nuclei (AGN) or star-forming galaxies, this e�ect can not be neglected. Withal, spectral-line
observations are dominated by continuum emission, which is brighter than the spectral line emission and
generally a�ects all channels observed. Therefore, the continuum sources need to be removed from a
spectral cube prior to working with the spectral-line data. This step is called continuum subtraction, and
so spectral line imaging consist of two steps: imaging the continuum sky and imaging the spectral-line
sky after continuum subtraction.

Continuum imaging is traditionally done with wide-band receivers, which allows the measurement
of the spatial transfer function over a wide frequency window. However, for spectral-line observations,
the continuum emission is spread over the spectral channels observed, and so the changing instrumental
response needs to be included in the deconvolution process. The joint deconvolution of multiple channels
is called multi-frequency synthesis imaging (see, e.g. McCready et al., 1947, Sault & Wieringa, 1994,
Taylor et al., 1999, chapter 21, Thompson et al., 2017, section 11.6). Considering an array observing
visibilities, which di�er only in the observing wavelength of the di�erent spectral channels, it follows
from the (D,E) coordinate system definition that the measured visibility coordinates will be di�erent
only in the absolute (|D |, |E |) values for the di�erent spectral channels. Therefore mapping visibilities
from all channels onto the same (D,E) plane for gridding, the virtual aperture is maximally sampled
(sum of all spectral sampling functions), and it will produce a single (continuum) image. That is,
multi-frequency synthesis is similar to observing with a wide-band receiver, yielding solely a continuum
image with a well-defined synthesised beam. During the prediction step of the deconvolution process, the

18Definition of the (D,E) coordinates in units of metres would also be possible. However, such a data product is complicated
to digitally represent since the pixel sizes (�;, �<) would be dependent on observing frequency, but the synthesised beam size
(in pixels) would remain constant across the image cube.
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continuum sky model is predicted onto the spectral line visibilities, and the possible spectral structure
of the continuum sources can be taken into account by a small-order polynomial approximation in the
self-calibration process. Note that the sensitivity of spectral-line and continuum observations conducted
with wide-band receivers are di�erent, yet the same sky brightness distribution can be reconstructed.
In conclusion, spectral line cubes are first imaged using a multi-frequency synthesis method, and the
continuum model is subtracted from the data. Finally, the ‘residual’ spectral cube is channel-wise
deconvolved to model the spectral-line emission of the sky.

Smearing and confusion

The choice of spectral window size �a and the correlation time �C can have a significant impact on
the observations. For a given instrument and science case, the appropriate integration in both time- and
frequency has to be chosen. Integrating for too long or for a too wide spectral channel can lead to time-
or bandwidth smearing e�ects, respectively (see, e.g. Taylor et al., 1999, chapter 18). The latter is also
called chromatic aberration. This work considers the choice of �C and �a to be adequate, and so the
observations are free from smearing e�ects. Nevertheless, the point-source sensitivity is dependent
on the choice of channel width, namely, the sensitivity increases by increasing the channel bandwidth
(see, e.g. Taylor et al., 1999, chapter 9 and Thompson et al., 2017, section 6.2.3). Counter-intuitively,
observations can be limited at higher sensitivities achieved as faint background sources can ‘overlap’
within the synthesised beam, resulting in an additional noise often referred to as confusion (see, e.g.
Scheuer, 1957, Condon, 1974 and Condon et al., 2012). The confusion noise does not decrease with
further integration, and so it can be the limiting factor of sensitivity. The confusion limit is proportional
with the channel width and with the e�ective solid angle of the synthesised beam, the latter being the
more important factor. That is, spectral-line surveys with a high spatial and spectral resolution are less
confusion limited. Considering the e�ect of confusion is extremely important for deep spectral line
surveys, including science using stacking techniques. For the e�ect of confusion on DINGO direct
detections see, Du�y et al. (2012) and on DINGO stacking, see, Jones et al. (2016).

Wide-field imaging

Imaging wider fields than the central area around the phase centre of the FoV needs further consideration.
The observing elements of an array are not sensitive to the whole sky but have a sensitivity pattern called
the primary beam. For simplicity, in this work, the observing elements are considered to have the same
primary beam pattern, all pointing to the phase centre, and so using equation 1.13, the observed sky
image can be written as:

(1.17) �
⇡
a (;,<) = �a(;,<)

h
�a(;,<) ⇤ ⇤1a(;,<)

i

where �a(;,<) is the direction-dependent (DD) sensitivity pattern. The primary beam can be accurately
measured, yet it is often modelled simply as a two-dimensional Gaussian function. The FoV of an
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interferometer (consisting of the same receiving elements) is defined as the main lobe HPBW of the
primary beam given by equation 1.1. The dirty image can be corrected for the primary beam in the
image domain or due to the convolution theorem on the (D,E) plane during convolutional gridding. Since
the primary beam correction appears as a convolution on the visibilities, the gridding kernel can be
multiplied with the FT of �a(;,<) , and so the primary beam pattern can be taken into account during the
re-evaluation of the time-ordered visibilities onto the regular (D0,E0) grid. This technique can be called
�-projection, however, strictly speaking, the �-projection implementations used are more complex to
enable the calibration of direction-dependent gains in imaging (see, e.g. Bhatnagar et al., 2008, Rau &
Cornwell, 2011, Sullivan et al., 2012 and O�ringa & Smirnov, 2017).

Imaging of wide-fields introduces further complications, as the term
p

1 � ;2 � <2 in the RIME
(equation 1.3) can no longer be considered to be close to one. Furthermore, the elements of modern
interferometers are not confined onto an E-W plane19, but distributed in three dimensions. Such arrays
are called non-coplanar arrays, and the measured visibilities have non-zero F-terms, with the long
baselines producing visibilities with larger F coordinate values. Therefore, wide-field or non-coplanar
array imaging requires consideration of the F-term in the RIME and consequently its e�ect on synthesis
imaging. Neglecting the F-term for such observations introduces a phase error on the observed visibilities
(see, e.g. Taylor et al., 1999, chapters 2, 17 and 19), which is

(1.18) / c(;
2 + <

2
)F

The phase errors introduced result in the smearing of sources on the image domain. These phase errors
depend on the configuration and changes within the observation, and so sources are smeared with a
position error locus. The e�ect is more severe further from the phase centre, resulting in erroneous flux
density and morphology measurements of sources. Several methods were developed to mitigate the
smearing e�ect of the F-term, which will be covered in detail in chapter 2.

Imaging of an area on the sky larger than the FoV of an individual antenna requires special
consideration and several observations. The challenge in wide-field imaging across multiple primary
beam areas is the combination of observations with minimal sensitivity variation on the final sky image.
This type of imaging is called mosaicking and is used to image emission wider than the FoV and for
surveys covering a large area. The most common mosaicking strategy is to observe the imaged area with
multiple pointings according to the sampling theorem (Cornwell, 1988). Note that the mosaic can be
created by scanning the sky area of interest, however, there is no principal di�erence in the visibility data
obtained as shown by Ekers & Rots (1979). For simplicity, consider multiple independent observations
for mosaicking. To achieve uniform sensitivity, the FoV of pointings must be overlapping, and the sky
brightness distribution can be recovered by two approaches. The observations can be jointly deconvolved,
or each observation can be imaged separately, forming the final image by mosaicking the individual clean
images (Cornwell et al., 1993). The latter method is called linear mosaicking and is more widely used

19Exceptions, of course, exist, and excellent E-W configuration arrays such as the ATCA or WSRT interferometers, are still
in use producing cutting-edge scientific results.
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for modern interferometers than joint deconvolution of several observations. Multiple implementations
of joint deconvolution exist (see, e.g. Cornwell, 1988 and Sault et al., 1996b), and in principle, synthesis
imaging can be more precisely done on the combined data, however, these methods are computationally
intensive. This thesis considers linear mosaicking as the default wide-field imaging method for large-area
sky surveys.

Modern interferometric surveys are carried out by high-sensitivity and high spectral resolution
instruments. The wide-field imaging of the observed data requires special solutions in deconvolution
that incorporates direction-dependent (DD) e�ects. Thus DD calibration of the antenna gains is needed
to produce high dynamic range images. The in-depth discussion of DD calibration solutions such as
DD-facet (Tasse et al., 2018) is beyond the scope of this work. However, DD calibration is becoming
a key step in modern synthesis imaging. For a general mathematical formalism, see Smirnov & Tasse
(2015).

Radio Frequency Interference

In addition to imaging the measured (true) signal from the sky, the observed visibilities are generally
contaminated with radio-frequency interference (RFI) from various sources (Thompson, 1982). RFI
can be of natural origin (e.g. lighting, the Sun) or artificial signals several magnitudes brighter than the
celestial sources of interest (e.g. satellites, microwave-ovens. . . etc.). Although the mitigation of RFI is
not an ‘integral part’ of synthesis imaging, in practice, it is one of the main concerns in interferometric
observations, and so we must give a brief overview of the characteristic and mitigation of RFI.

The electromagnetic disturbance causing RFI generality a�ects each antenna di�erently, and so
this antenna-based e�ect can be calibrated from the data during deconvolution within some limitations.
Although di�erent processes result in RFI with di�erent time- and frequency coverage, RFI is constrained
in time and frequency, and so it is generally localised on the (D,E,F) space. Therefore, ‘calibration’
against RFI can be done in the Fourier domain since after transforming the visibility data, RFI is smeared
across the (;,<) plane. That is, the noise caused by RFI is correlated across all pixels of the image created.
However, only faint RFI20 can be calibrated due to the low-precision of the measured voltages of each
antenna. Therefore, in this work, we assume that faint RFI can be mitigated in the calibration step before
deconvolution and in the major cycles of deconvolution to a certain precision. However, low-level RFI

resulting artefacts on the image domain below the thermal noise level is extremely hard to mitigate (see,
e.g. Wilensky et al., 2019) and generally cannot be removed from the observations. Furthermore, we are
not considering baseline-dependent RFI in this work.

However, as discussed, most RFI sources are several magnitudes brighter than the radiation from the
celestial sources of interest, and so the measured voltages are dominated by this type of RFI, respectively.
Traditionally, bright RFI can be mitigated by using two methods: (i) flagging and (ii) building the
telescope in a radio-quiet zone. A rule of thumb in radio interferometric imaging is that fewer data of

20In this work, we call RFI faint, if it is not being flagged and its e�ect is above the thermal noise level of the observation,
and so it can be calibrated against.
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quality is better than ample RFI a�ected visibilities. Thus, excluding or flagging the RFI corrupted
visibilities is generally the first step of synthesis imaging. In this thesis, we consider visibilities after
flagging and calibration of RFI, and so for further details of flagging see e.g. Leshem et al. (2000),
Fridman & Baan (2001), O�ringa et al. (2010), O�ringa et al. (2012) and references therein. The other
method to mitigate interference is to build arrays to remote places and/or legally protect their vicinity
from emitters. In order to explore the Cosmos with high sensitivity, RFI should be mitigated by all cost.
The upcoming SKA and its pathfinders are built in radio-quiet zones to enable superb observations
with minimal RFI contamination (RFI from satellites is still a problem). Nevertheless, our civilisation
produces increasingly more radio emission, limiting radio astronomical observations. Therefore, for
deep spectral line imaging, low-level RFI poses a serious challenge, and so it is crucial to retain the
ability to mitigate low-level RFI for surveys such as DINGO. A viable solution is to store the observed
visibilities in a compressed format, such as gridded visibilities, for the full lifetime of the survey.

1.4 Thesis outline

This thesis proposes an alternative data model, gridded visibilities, for long-term storage and deep
spectral line imaging. In particular, to enable the DINGO survey to produce high resolution and high
fidelity deep HI image cubes. Imaging by gridded visibilities addresses the limitations of the current
deep imaging strategy of subsequently averaging individual images to form the deep data product, forced
by not being able to store the full raw visibility dataset. However, in this work, the mitigation of low-level
systematics by developing the ability to re-process the accumulated gridded data, including flagging
and calibration, is not addressed. Instead, the fundamentals of the method are considered in detail since
this imaging method has only previously been considered by Golap & Momjian (2016) with no other
instances in the literature. The possible limitations of the method are investigated, and a minimum viable
deep imaging pipeline using currently available deep imaging methods jointly with gridded visibilities is
developed to show the viability of the method using DINGO pilot observations. The expectation is that
with the foundations of the technique thought out, and with a robust demonstration of the high fidelity
of the deep data cubes achievable, DINGO will use gridded visibilities as a primary data product for
long-term storage and deep imaging. Although further development is needed, this work is the first
step towards an alternative compressed visibility data model that can advance the realisation of radio
astronomical synthesise imaging at the dawn of the SKA.

In chapter 2, gridded visibilities are introduced as a primary data model in the context of deep imaging.
The special considerations needed to enable preconditioning and imaging of deep observations from
non-coplanar interferometers using gridded visibilities are given, including introducing a Wiener-filtering
approximation compatible with wide-field imaging multi-epoch observations. Furthermore, the inevitable
pixelisation uncertainty in tapering the gridded data is shown to be insignificant, and the analytic formula
for estimating this e�ect is given. A minimum viable gridded visibility model is defined, which is
expected to produce images with at least the same quality as the current deep imaging method of image
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domain stacking. A thorough discussion on possible improvements of this data product is presented,
including a comparison of gridded and baseline-dependent averaged visibilities. Finally, the viability of
the gridded data as a long-term storage solution for DINGO is considered, and the approximate cost of
various data arrays with no metadata, including the gridded model, are estimated. The foundations for
interpreting the performance result in later chapters is provided in this chapter.

In chapter 3, the relative performance of three di�erent deep imaging methods of imaging time-
ordered visibilities, stacking gridded visibilities and stacking images are compared. A proof-of-concept
deep imaging pipeline using gridded visibilities is presented with simulated input observations set up to
explore possible methodological and implementational systematic e�ects between the di�erent deep
imaging strategies with no deconvolution included. Verifying that the assumptions used for imaging a
single observation remain applicable in imaging the combined gridded data is a crucial step in proving
that deep imaging by gridded visibilities is possible to implement with the required precision. The
properties studied to detect possible systematic di�erences between the deep imaging methods as a
function of imaging depth, and the number of observations combined, are the relative thermal RMS
noise level, single-pixel flux density di�erence and the RMS of the synthesised beam sidelobe di�erence.
Only negligible e�ects related to numerical precision were measured when no Wiener-filtering was
applied. However, the e�ect of sub-optimal density weighting is detected, which results in an altered
thermal noise level for image domain stacking, similar to imaging with a di�erent Robustness to what is
actually used. The explanation for this e�ect is given, with the conclusion that higher image fidelity can
be achieved with the correct preconditioning of the deep data. More importantly, it is demonstrated that
imaging by gridded visibilities can be implemented with no measurable systematics for the DINGO
survey.

In chapter 4, deep imaging of the galaxy NGC7361 by stacking gridded visibilities is presented.
A pilot pipeline capable of imaging ASKAP observations with limited scalability is introduced. The
pipeline concept and the validation process has been presented at the Astronomical Data Analysis
Software and Systems XXX conference, and a summary is submitted to the conference series (Rozgonyi
et al., 2021). The imaging results from this pipeline compared to the current DINGO pipeline output are
presented. A thorough discussion of the di�erences between images and the e�ect of deconvolution is
given. It is shown that the gridded pipeline produces higher fidelity images, especially for the low-column
density regions, than subsequently averaging together individual images. Nevertheless, the kinematic
modelling of the deep data cubes is shown to be robust between the di�erent deep imaging methods.
Furthermore, the ability to produce high spatial resolution images by gridded visibility stacking using
the pilot pipeline is demonstrated. The deep images are compared to similar data cubes from imaging
co-added time-ordered visibilities and from image domain stacking. The gridded data product is shown
to retain higher fidelity than image domain stacking also for the high-resolution data. Similarly, the
kinematic modelling also proves to be robust for the high-resolution HI cubes created by di�erent deep
imaging methods. That is, the ability to use gridded data for high-resolution imaging is demonstrated
with clear recommendations for deep spectral line imaging based on the comparison of the di�erent
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deep imaging strategies.
Finally, in chapter 5, an overview of the work in this thesis is given. In addition, an outlook is

presented for the role of gridded visibilities for the DINGO survey, and for the broader radio astronomical
community in the SKA era.
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Deep spectral line imaging is one of the greatest challenges for the SKA and its precursors.
The success of surveys targeting a single field for thousands of hours, with observations
likely spanning multiple years, depends on their ability to mitigate low-level systematic e�ects.

Interferometric radio astronomy data operates on two domains: images from which scientific results are
typically derived and the measured visibilities the Fourier domain data product where the systematics
e�ects are best addressed. This dual nature of interferometric data exposes deep imaging to long-term
storage limitations. For SKA era surveys, the raw data cannot be stored, and thus mitigation of low-level
systematics is also limited. A natural need arises for a compressed visibility format, which can be
accumulated for deep imaging and post-survey calibration. Golap & Momjian (2016) proposed to use
gridded visibilities as a compressed format to combine and process interferometric data. Nonetheless,
their elementary data model needs to be adapted for SKA era deep imaging.

In this chapter, we present gridded visibilities as a primary data product in the context of deep
imaging and long-term storage. We begin by introducing the mathematical foundations of gridded
visibilities and the special considerations needed for a non-coplanar interferometer imaging a wide
field of view. We then discuss the importance of synthesised beam control, and we present the e�ect of
pixelated tapering and also a preconditioning method compatible with both deep imaging by gridded
visibilities and wide-field imaging methods. The minimum viable gridded data model for deep imaging
is introduced, with possible future improvements discussed. Finally, we present the long-term storage
requirements of di�erent deep imaging methods considered for the DINGO survey to highlight the
storage benefits of gridded visibilities.
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CHAPTER 2. FUNDAMENTALS OF DEEP IMAGING BY GRIDDED VISIBILITIES

2.1 Gridded visibilities in context of modern synthesis imaging

Deep imaging by gridded visibilities proposes to store and combine the data product defined in equation
1.14 with the associated gridding kernels and normalisation factors given in equation 1.16. Golap
& Momjian (2016) proposed to use cell-averaging as the gridding kernel defined in equation 1.15.
This approach is implemented with the associated task msuvbin in the core libraries of the Common

Astronomical Software Applications (CASA) (Shaw et al., 2007), which is one of the most
commonly used libraries in interferometric synthesis imaging. However, in this elementary data model,
no correction for the non-coplanar baseline e�ect nor preconditioning of the deep data is enabled. Both
of these imaging steps are closely related to gridding and need to be considered in conjunction with the
e�ect of using di�erent gridding kernels than cell-averaging. That is, for deep imaging with non-coplanar
arrays for which the phase-errors given by equation 1.18 are non-negligible, three key aspects of gridding
need to be improved compared to the Golap & Momjian (2016) implementation: (i) cell-averaging
performs poorly in suppressing aliasing, and so the e�ect of anti-aliasing kernels spanning multiple grid
cells needs to be enabled (ii) the gridded data model has to address the non-coplanar baseline e�ect
and enable the mitigation of the phase errors introduced, and (iii) a preconditioning scheme that can be
applied to the combined deep data and compatible with the multi-cell support gridding kernels has to be
developed.

In chapter 1, we have shown that many approximations are used in synthesis imaging. In this thesis,
we attempt to work within the classical synthesis imaging framework without diverging too much from
the existing approximations and approaches to mitigate the non-coplanar baseline e�ect or to apply
preconditioning. Furthermore, we consider the traditional convolutional gridding as the default gridding
implementation. Therefore, various modern advances towards faster or higher-fidelity imaging are de
facto not considered in this thesis.

2.1.1 Anti-aliasing and gridding

The optimal gridding kernel in suppressing the e�ects of aliasing is considered to be a prolate spheroidal
wave function (Slepian & Pollak, 1961 and Landau & Pollak, 1961). Schwab (1984) defines a modified
form of the prolate spheroidal wave functions as an optimal gridding kernel for synthesis imaging that is
still used today. The prolate spheroidal wave function is computed numerically by using pre-computed
lookup tables. The exact form of the function is not important for this thesis, but only of its support on the
gridded data that is generally chosen to be 6, e.g. in the Astronomical Image Processing System (AIPS)
(Greisen, 1990, Greisen, 2003), or 7 grid cells, e.g. in YandaSoft (Guzman et al., 2019). Alternatively,
a Kaiser-Bessel window can be used, which is considered to be a good approximation to the prolate
spheroidal wave function, and which can be computed analytically with a lower computational cost
(Jackson et al., 1991). Ye et al. (2020) proposes a parameterised family of ‘least-misfit gridding functions’
that can be extended to the third, F, dimension. However, three-dimensional gridding is developed
in parallel with the material of this dissertation, with no direct communication between the parties.
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Regardless of the exact form of the gridding kernel, in this work, we consider the two ‘traditional’ (prolate
spheroidal and Kaiser-Bessel) windows as the anti-aliasing kernel used for convolutional gridding, with
a support of 7 grid cells.

The ideal evaluation of the radio interferometric measurement equation (RIME) requires a three-
dimensional Fourier-transform instead of a two-dimensional approximation. While software for the
three-dimensional evaluation of the RIME exists, most modern synthesised imaging implementation uses
some form of a two-dimensional approximation, with special considerations to the non-coplanar baseline
e�ect (see, e.g. Lucas et al., 2019, introduction and the next section for a general overview). Therefore,
we only consider two-dimensional approximations in this work, with the visibilities gridded onto one
or multiple (D,E) planes. Furthermore, we consider convolutional gridding introduced in chapter 1.
Independent of the above mentioned convolutional gridding, van der Tol et al. (2018) introduced ‘image
domain gridding’, an algorithm that implements the gridding process fundamentally di�erently from the
classical convolutional gridding process. Image domain gridding results in almost the same grids as
convolutional gridding, with only low-level di�erences expected due to the di�erent approximations
used. Therefore, although the input grids for gridded visibility stacking could be produced by image
domain gridding, in this work, we consider convolutional gridding as the go-to gridding option since it
is still the standard approach in interferometric imaging.

2.1.2 Wide-field imaging

Interferometric observations using an array with non-coplanar baselines and imaging a wide FoV, are
restricted by phase-errors related to the F-term of the measured visibilities. The non-coplanar baseline
e�ect is non-negligible for SKA observations and for the DINGO survey. Therefore, to carry out deep
imaging of DINGO observations by using gridded visibilities, the gridded data has to account either for
the F-term of the observed visibilities, as they are gridded for each observation individually, or to enable
the mitigation of the non-coplanar baseline e�ect after forming the deep grids. To avoid the smearing and
attenuation of sources due to the large F-terms, several approximate solutions have been developed to
correct or to mitigate the non-coplanar baseline e�ect. For an excellent overview on wide-field imaging
see the introduction of Lucas et al. (2019), and for a more in-depth overview see Taylor et al. (1999,
chapter 19).

The mitigation of non-coplanarity is a correction for a purely geometrical e�ect: the Earth’s curvature
and the Earth’s rotation relative to the celestial sphere results in a three-dimensional visibility sampling
and thus requires a three-dimensional transfer function. For a non-East-West array, a single baseline using
Earth-rotation synthesis measures visibilities on the surface of a sphere in the (D,E,F) space, where the
sphere radius is proportional to the baseline length. Thus, only one visibility (and its complex conjugate)
can have zero F-term for any respective phase centre. Hence, when a rotation is applied to the visibilities,
or equivalently a rotation on the sky (i.e. changing the phase centre), the result is that any measured
visibility can have zero F-term for a given baseline, but only one for a given phase-centre. Therefore, a
non-East-West baseline measures the FT of one spatial frequency of the sky only for one phase centre
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but measures some physically di�erent quantity for any other phase centre. Cornwell et al. (2008) gives
the physical interpretation of visibilities with non-zero F-term using di�raction theory.

Applying reciprocity to the receiving elements of a baseline, we can look at the problem in emission
rather than transmission. In this picture, we can ask how visibilities with F 6= 0 could propagate to
the (D,E,F = 0) plane of a selected phase centre and try to determine the 2D visibility function from
the measured 3D visibilities. We find that the propagation in the F-direction can be interpreted as a
di�racted light cone, ergo the visibilities propagate as di�racted light in the F-direction. This propagation
mathematically can be expressed as a convolution in the visibility domain (see the details and derivation
in Cornwell et al., 2008):

(2.1) Va(D, E,F) = Va(D, E,F = 0) ⇤ ⇤ ⌧a(D, E,F)

where ⌧a(D, E,F) is called the ,-kernel, and it is the FT of ⌧a(;,<,F), the F-dependent exponential
term in eq. 1.3:

(2.2) ⌧a(;,<,F) = 4

�82c
h
F

⇣p
1�;2�<2�1

⌘i

Note that in practice, the ,-kernel is computed up to a certain precision and thus has a finite (D,E)
support, and this support size is visibility, or more precisely, F-term dependent.

Therefore, a visibility with non-zeroF-term measures a finite area (given some precision) proportional
to the square root of its F-term from the (D,E,F = 0) plane, resulting in the fact that the three-dimensional
visibility distribution can be determined purely from the two-dimensional distribution. In practice,
however, we do not measure the two-dimensional visibility distribution but the derived three-dimensional
hologram. Note that this holographic nature of the (D,E,F) space is a result of the sky brightness being
confined to a two-dimensional surface, the celestial sphere (Cornwell et al., 2008).

In the given geometrical and mathematical framework, two options are available to correct for the
non-coplanar e�ect of a given visibility with a large F-term: rotation of the (D,E,F) coordinate system and
propagation in the F-direction. For example, faceting (Cornwell & Perley, 1992) uses di�erent rotations
of the (D,E,F) coordinates to minimise the F-term of subsets of visibilities and mosaic the respective
image centres, each of which has small F-term related errors. The ,-projection algorithm (Cornwell
et al., 2003, Cornwell et al., 2008) ideally propagate visibilities individually to the (D,E,F = 0) plane
using the W-kernel. Furthermore, small F-values can be neglected or treated as a (D, E)-dependent term
using a linear approximation together with short snapshot-observations (warped snapshots Bracewell,
1984), which can be implemented as (i) a time-defined rotation of the (u,v,w) coordinate system and
linear approximation, i.e. the image-domain re-gridding of the snapshot, or (ii) it can be implemented by
fixing the coordinate system and apply a time-dependent image-domain re-gridding of each snapshot
(Cornwell et al., 2003, see Figure 1.). The W-snapshots (Cornwell et al., 2012) algorithm improves this
by selecting di�erent (D,E,F = 0) planes, and thus apply rotations that minimise the F-distance from each
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‘snapshot-plane’ for a subset of visibilities, then project the visibilities to these planes using ,-projection.
,-stacking (O�ringa et al., 2014) performs the F-correction on the image domain expressed as a
multiplicative term, but it requires one to grid the data onto multiple (D,E) grids with di�erent F-terms.

In deep imaging, when the measured visibilities are discarded after the gridding step, and only
the grids are stored for creating the deep image, the choice of (D,E) grid(s) stored limits the possible
wide-field imaging techniques, or conversely, the chosen wide-field imaging algorithm limits the possible
grids to be stored. Every cell of a visibility grid represents the local average of the measured spatial
coherence function for a given phase centre (similarly, the gridded weights represent the local average
of the transfer function). Thus any rotation of the (D,E,F) coordinate system should be performed by
de-gridding the data, performing the rotation on the time-ordered visibilities, and gridding them in the
new coordinate system in order to avoid breaking the local visibility projection and to keep the physical
meaning of the grids. However, if the time-ordered visibility data is discarded, the rotation can only
be approximated by re-gridding the existing gridded data via interpolation. Nevertheless, even with a
simple-cell averaging scheme, this interpolation introduces an unknown scaling factor (or error), which
is dependent on the underlying discrete visibility distribution and the gridding kernels used. Thus the
method results in a re-projected grid, whose cells do not represent local averages anymore. These factors
become more significant with larger gridding kernels, and the re-projection of visibilities projected by
,-projection further magnifies this e�ect, as the W-kernel is a visibility-dependent kernel. This arbitrary
rescaling of grid cell values should be avoided, especially in deep imaging; therefore, gridded visibilities
should not be rotated in the absence of the time-ordered visibility data.

Therefore, three approaches are available to image gridded visibilities whilst mitigating the non-
coplanar baseline e�ect. (i) ,-project each visibility with high-precision to a common (D,E,F = 0) plane
(ii) project the visibilities to multiple F-planes by using ,-projection with high precision and correcting
for the non-coplanar baseline e�ect of each F 6= 0 plane on the image domain similarly to ,-stacking,
and (iii) grid the observed visibilities to pre-determined facets. All of these methods introduce additional
complications to the deconvolution of the deep data. Furthermore, in the latter two methods, the data
is gridded to multiple planes that complicate the preconditioning of the data. Since the work of this
thesis is not only exploratory but also aims to implement and validate a deep imaging method by gridded
visibilities, we have to select a viable yet elementary wide-field imaging method, which can be further
improved in the future. Therefore, we have selected the first method, solely using,-projection to account
for the non-coplanar baseline e�ect in gridding. This choice directly improves the Golap & Momjian
(2016) implementation since each observation is gridded onto a single plane, but the non-coplanar
baseline e�ect is mitigated. Furthermore, ,-projecting the data onto a single plane can be viewed as
,-stacking with a single plane used. Therefore, using ,-stacking to define the gridded data model is a
natural improvement to using only ,-projection, once the feasibility of deep imaging by the ,-projected
gridded data has been demonstrated.

Gridding the data to di�erent facets would enable the use of the DD-facet algorithm (Tasse et al.,
2018). However, the prediction step in DD-facet has to be very accurate, and each facet needs to be jointly
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deconvolved, which is not possible on the gridded data since grids are not compatible with rotation in
absence of the time-ordered visibilities. Furthermore, gridding onto multiple facets increases the size of
the gridded data product, which we want to avoid as one of the main motivations is to enable long-term
storage of the compressed visibilities for large surveys like DINGO.

By mitigating the non-coplanar baseline e�ect using ,-projection, the stored visibility grids are
the two dimensional projected visibilities rather than the holographic, three-dimensional, measured
visibilities. The same convolutional gridding method (i.e. ,-projection) has to be applied to the transfer
function, which results in a complex grid. Hence, we lose the ‘classical’ physical meaning of the gridded
transfer function, that every grid cell represents the instrument sensitivity for the respective spatial scale
on the sky. Classically, the synthesised beam represents the instrument response to a unit brightness
source in the phase centre, and so, its FT is purely real. However, in order to gain the correct instrumental
response, we need to mitigate the non-coplanar baseline e�ect that results in a complex gridded transfer
function when ,-projection is applied. Having an extra convolution in the gridding process does not
just double the storage requirement for the ,-projected transfer function but also introduces limited
possibilities for deconvolving the deep images.

Notably, by using,-projection in gridding, we are no longer able to use major cycles in deconvolution
when only the gridded visibilities are stored. Having no access to the F information, the prediction step
can only generate the (D,E,F = 0) plane visibilities at each grid cell midpoint. However, most grid cells
of the observed and gridded data are corrections of the visibilities gridded nearby with some non-zero
F-term. This means that the prediction is two dimensional from the sky projection onto the (D,E,F = 0)
plane, but the gridded visibilities contains information on the F dimension as well. Vice versa, if we are
not correcting the visibilities for the non-coplanar baseline e�ect by ,-projection, the predicted and
gridded visibilities became comparable, enabling major cycles; however, the final deep images will su�er
from wide-field imaging artefacts (except E-W arrays). Therefore, the ,-projected grids are limited to
minor-cycle only deconvolution. Furthermore, as discussed above, correction for the non-coplanarity is
not possible by rotation if only one grid is stored. In summary, to be able to mitigate the non-coplanar
baseline e�ect and to be able to perform major cycles when deconvolving the deep images, visibilities
need to be gridded and stored on multiple planes.

2.1.3 Preconditioning

The spatial transfer function Wa(D,E) is now introduced as the SNR weighted sampling function.
However, to improve the fidelity of the sky image, an additional weighting scheme can be applied to the
transfer function. Briggs (1995), introduces the preconditioned transfer function,Wp

a , in the following
form

(2.3) W
p
a (D, E) = )a(D, E)⇡a(D, E)Wa(D, E) where Wa(D, E) = Fa(D, E)(a(D, E)

where preconditioning consist of the tapering function )a(D,E) and the weighting function ⇡a(D, E),
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in addition to the SNR weights given by Fa(D,E) . The choice for both the tapering and weighting
functions depends on the observation details and the science case, but generally, it is a trade-o� between
minimising the thermal noise and the synthesised beam sidelobe level. In section 2.1.5 we discuss both
tapering the time-ordered and the gridded data, and so in this section, we only focus on the choice of
⇡a(D,E) , the weighting function. For an excellent and thorough overview of preconditioning, including
the exact form of the weighting schemes introduced below, see Briggs (1995).

Historically, the two choices of ‘Natural’ and ‘Uniform’ weighting schemes were used, representing
the two extreme ends of the preconditioning trade-o�. Both weighting schemes can be considered as a
solution to a minimisation problem. In Natural weighting, the dirty image thermal noise is minimised,
while Uniform weighting minimises the synthesised beam sidelobes. Consequently, Natural weighting
yields a wider synthesised beam main lobe but a lower thermal noise level than Uniform weighting.
Ideally, the weighting function values should be computed and applied to the time-ordered visibilities for
both Natural and Uniform weighting. Natural weighting is simply weighting each visibility inversely
proportional to the thermal noise variance (hence the name Natural), and so the weighting function
is ⇡a(D,E) ⌘ 1. However, Uniform weighting removes all measurements associated with the thermal
variance of the measured visibilities, and it is generally computed on a regular, cell-averaged grid so that
all the gridded data end up having the same overall weight for each grid cell (hence the name Uniform).
Despite the fact that gridless methods to compute the Uniform weights individually for each visibility
exist (Briggs, 1995, Yatawatta, 2014), they are computationally expensive and rarely used. Therefore,
Uniform weights are computed on a regular grid but applied to the time-ordered data.

Uniform weighting can only be done if the measured spatial transfer function does not vary greatly
over the gridding kernel scale. That is, for large FoV, when the grid cell size is small, and thus the
gridding kernels have small physical support size (Briggs, 1995). Thus, the spatial transfer function can
be considered to be constant on a grid cell level, and so each visibility under a given cell is weighted
with the sum of the SNR weights (the thermal noise variance) of that cell. Therefore, the gridded and
traditionally preconditioned (with no tapering) visibilities can be expressed in the following form1:

(2.4) G
p
a(D0, E0) =

1
�D�E

2III
⇣
D

�D
,

E

�E

⌘(
C(D, E) ⇤ ⇤

h
⇡a(D, E)Wa(D, E)Va(D, E)

i)

Briggs (1995) introduced the ‘Robust’ weightings scheme, which can be considered as a solution to
minimising the variance (!2 norm) of a noise-corrupted synthesised beam, that is, the dirty image of a
point-source in the phase centre. Similar to Uniform weighting, the minimisation problem is solved on
the cell-averaged visibilities and then applied to the time-ordered data. The strength of the point-source
is controlled through the Robustness parameter ', which yields a noise-only dirty image when ' !1

and the synthesised beam with no thermal noise when ' ! �1. That is, for large positive ' values, the
Robustness weighting resembles traditional Natural weighting, and for negative ' values, it yields a
Uniform-like weighting solution. In practice, however, Briggs (1995) confined ' to be between the range

1Note that this is the same as equation 1.14, but we include the weighting, ⇡a(D, E), within the convolution.
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of [-2, +2], using measurements made on the Very Large Array (VLA)2. That is, in modern synthesis
imaging, the observed visibilities are weighted by using the Robust weighting scheme, with ' 2 [-2,+2],
rather than using traditional Natural or Uniform weighting schemes. However, Robust weighing also
produces the gridded visibilities defined in equation 2.4, since the weights are applied to the time-ordered
data.

Robust weighting is similar to Uniform weighting since it estimates the local SNR weight density
for each grid cell, and so these schemes sometimes referred to as density weighting schemes. However,
neither of these weighting schemes can be applied in a straightforward manner to gridded data, as the
weight term ⇡a(D,E) is inside the convolution in equation 2.4. Therefore, traditional Uniform and Robust
weighting methods are inherently limited for deep imaging by gridded visibilities, as weighting has to be
decided prior to accumulating the data. That is, the Robust weights are computed on a di�erent grid
than the one onto which the observed visibilities are gridded, and changing the preconditioning after the
time-ordered visibilities are discarded is not trivial and should be avoided. Thus, for each observation,
the same Robustness parameter must be used to avoid arbitrary re-scaling of the grid cells and ultimately
introduce artificial flux (or loss) to the system. Even after this, the weighting scheme applied will be
in general sub-optimal compared to preconditioning of the deep data (we demonstrate this in Chapter
3). Therefore, weighting schemes currently used in synthesis imaging are not compatible with deep
imaging by gridded visibilities. That is, the gridded data either needs to be Naturally weighted, or a new
weighting scheme has to be introduced.

The Robust weighting scheme is similar to the traditional Wiener filter (Wiener, 1942), more precisely
a modified parametric Wiener filter (Andrews & Hunt, 1977). Therefore, the weighting of visibilities
can be considered as a filtering operation on the image domain, and so Robust weighting is sometimes
referred to as Wiener-filtering. However, the filter is derived from the observed visibility data, and to
bring the term ⇡a(D,E) out from the convolution in equation 2.4, the filter has to preserve the local
projection of the gridded transfer function. Therefore, the SNR weight density should be computed by
using a restricted gridding kernel size of ⇠(D,E) . Physically, the kernel support should not be larger
than twice the dish physical size (in wavelengths), as we can not assume that the SNR noise (and
visibilities) has a common expectation outside the cross-correlation area of two dishes, based on Ekers
& Rots (1979). This is so because we should not assume how the electromagnetic field behaves where
we have no measurements, which limits the validity of our assumptions to a certain kernel size. For a
weighting scheme that satisfies the above criteria, the preconditioned gridded visibilities G 5

a (D0,E0) can
be expressed as:

(2.5) G
5
a (D0, E0) = F̂(D0, E0)G0

a(D0, E0)

2Briggs (1995) defined a parametric function as a solution to the minimisation problem and had chosen the parameters to
yield Natural-like results at '=+2 and Uniform-like weighting results at '=-2, based on VLA observations. However, this
choice has never been re-visited but implemented across all interferometers. That is, each instrument is di�erently diverging
from the ‘optimal’ solution by using this scheme. Nevertheless, this e�ect is neglected, and the Robust weighting is generally
considered to be the solution for the proposed minimisation problem.
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where, F̂(D0,E0) is the Wiener filter approximation applied to the non-preconditioned gridded visibilities
defined in equation 1.14. Note that the Robust weighting scheme can be applied as a multiplicative
term to the gridded data if the visibilities are cell-averaged and the grid cell size is small. However, the
gridded visibilities considered in this work are gridded using a visibility-dependent kernel, the ,-kernel.
Furthermore, the gridded visibilities are ‘smeared’ onto cells, and we have no precise information on the
local SNR weight density due to the large support of the gridding kernels used. This can be solved by
introducing an additional grid to allow preconditioning of the gridded visibilities.

Let us introduce the preconditioning function grid %b(D0,E0), which satisfy three conditions: (i) it
preserves the local projection of the transfer function, (ii) it can be used to generate a filter, which can be
applied to visibilities gridded using an arbitrary gridding kernel, and (iii) it can be accumulated without
re-scaling the local SNR weight density. The second point is particularly interesting, as it requires the
prediction of the ‘smearing’ e�ect of the gridding kernels used to create the gridded data. This is a strict
condition since the convolutional gridding kernel, including the ,-kernel is visibility-, or more precisely
F-term dependent3: ⇠a(D0,E0,F).

2.1.4 Wiener-filtering approximation

Robust weighting requires gridding the data twice as an additional cell-averaging of the visibility
weights is needed to compute the Robust weights. Although this approach enables the use of the Robust
weighting scheme jointly with wide-field imaging methods such as ,-projection when the time-ordered
data is available, it is computationally expensive. To speed up the Robust weighting computations,
YandaSoft uses an approximation of the gridded weights to enable the computation of the gridded data
and the weights in parallel and apply the Robust weights to the gridded data as a filter. Therefore, the
YandaSoft implementation of Robust weighting is a di�erent approximation of the Wiener filter than
the initial double-pass gridding implementation of Briggs (1995). The Wiener filter F̂(D0, E0, %b(D0, E0))
as implemented in YandaSoft, is designed for weighting a single observation, but it can also be used for
weighting the accumulated (deep) gridded visibilities.

The YandaSoft implementation of the Wiener filter is described in Algorithm 1. This is the default
preconditioning method in YandaSoft, and so we do not discuss its validity for a single observation in
detail. The filter is computed based on the so-called initial preconditioning function grid %0(D0, E0). This
grid is implemented as a complex grid for the practical reason of needing to have two values associated
with each grid cell for all channels. The real part of the grid contains the cell-averaged SNR-weights,
while the imaginary part is the SNR-weighted cell average of the visibility-dependent support size of the
gridding kernels in pixels. Therefore, the real part is the gridded transfer function, which would be used
to compute the Robust weights in the classical implementation, and so it satisfies the small gridding
kernel condition and represents the local projection of the transfer function. The imaginary part is used
to account for the visibility-dependent smearing e�ect, and so it can be used jointly with any arbitrary
visibility-dependent gridding method. Since both the real and imaginary parts are SNR-weighted (i.e.

3Due to the F-terms the kernel is also dependent on a, in contrast, to simply using an anti-aliasing kernel.
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Algorithm 1: Compute %b(D0,E0) and derive the Wiener filter F̂(u’,v’)

Input: The (complex) initial preconditioning function grid %0(D0,E0) and the Robustness
parameter '

Output: The Wiener filter F̂(D0,E0)

1 begin
2 Function Smearing step: compute %b(D

0
,E
0
) [%0(D

0
,E
0
) ]:

3 %b(D0,E0) copy empty(R4(%0(D0,E0) )); // Initialise the preconditioning function (real grid)
4 ⇠

max
 max(I<(%0(D0,E0) )); // Find the largest (average) convolutional gridding kernel size

5 if visibilities are gridded near the edge; then
6 apply padding( ); // However, we expect no visibilities are gridded to the edge of the (D,E)

plane
7 foreach (D

0
,E
0
) grid cell 2 %b(D

0
,E
0
) ; do

8 if (D
0
,E
0
) cell is close to the grid edge; then

9 %b(D0,E0) 0; // Set cell value to zero as no data is gridded nearby
10 else
11 ⇠

max
local max(I<(%0(D

00
, E
00
2 [(D0,E0) ±⇠max

/2]))); // Find the largest local
kernel used in gridding

12 if ⇠max
local > 0 then

13 %b(D0,E0) avg(R4(%0(D
000
, E
000
2 [(D0,E0) ±⇠max

local/2)))]; // Compute the
average gridded SNR weight over the support of the local largest kernel support

14 else
15 %b(D0,E0) 0; // Set cell value to zero as no data is gridded nearby
16 end
17 end
18 end
19 f

2
 

P
(D0,E0) (R4(%

2
0(D0,E0) )/P

(D0,E0) (R4(%0(D0,E0) ); // Compute the noise power, for
simplicity assuming the SNR weights of visibilities are equal (for details see Briggs, 1995)

20 return %b(D
0
,E
0
) , f

2

21 Function Compute the Wiener filter F̂(D
0
,E
0
) [%b(D

0
,E
0
) ,f

2
]:

22 F̂(D0,E0) copy empty(%b(D0,E0) ); // Initialise the filter on the visibility domain
23 (

2
 25(f2

)
�110�2'; // Compute the Robust scale parameter similarly to the traditional

method
24 foreach (D

0
,E
0
) grid cell 2 F̂(D

0
,E
0
) ; do

25 if %b(D
0
,E
0
) > 0; then

26 F̂(D0,E0) 1/(1 + (
2
%b(D0,E0) ); // Compute the parametric Wiener filter values

27 else
28 F̂(D0,E0) 0; // Set filter values to zero where no data is gridded
29 end
30 end
31 return F̂(D

0
,E
0
)

32 end

Naturally weighted), stacking (weighted averaging) multiple initial preconditioning function grids to
form a deep grid preserves the relative SNR sensitivity of the grids stacked for each grid cell. Therefore,
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the initial preconditioning function grid satisfies all conditions needed to estimate a Wiener filter for the
deep data based on the accumulated SNR weight density.

However, the Wiener filter is computed from the preconditioning function grid %b(D0,E0) , which
does not satisfy all the criteria defined above. That is the key to precondition the accumulated gridded
visibilities are not to perform the smearing step until all data have been combined since the smeared
preconditioning function does not retain the relative local SNR weight density between individual
observations. The smearing step is performed via a running average with an adaptive window size
corresponding to the largest local SNR-weighted average kernel size. Therefore, if the visibilities have
approximately the same kernel size for any given grid cell, regardless of neighbouring grid cells,
the YandaSoft implementation of the smearing step is a Robust estimation of the projected SNR
weight density of the three-dimensional holographic data propagated to the (D,E,F = 0) plane. This
approximation has to be valid for combining initial preconditioning function grids to form the deep
data product. Nevertheless, for deep surveys such as DINGO, for which the three-dimensional visibility
distributions are comparable, this approximation is expected to be true.

However, this approach requires the long-term storage of an additional gridded data product, the
initial preconditioning function grid. Note that any preconditioning method applied to the deep data
has to based on the non-smeared (local) SNR weight density. Therefore, this trade-o� between the
ability to optimally precondition the deep data and the data product size is inevitable. Furthermore, the
SNR-weighted kernel sizes could be used in calibrating or flagging both the deep and the individual
gridded data product.

The Wiener-filter approximation presented can be used to precondition the accumulated Naturally
weighted images as well if the initial preconditioning grids are stored, and the filtering is done on
the image domain via convolution. Nevertheless, the possible use of the Wiener filter implemented in
YandaSoft for preconditioning the deep data have been first recognised in this work, and so it has not
been considered for deep imaging yet. Therefore, in the current deep imaging strategy of subsequently
averaging individual images, preconditioning is expected to happen when the daily images are created.
For practical reasons, we assume this sub-optimal preconditioning method (see Chapter 3 for more
details) for image domain stacking in this work. Furthermore, preconditioning also depends on the
possible �����ing of the individual data set prior to combination. This is discussed in more detail in
section 2.2.1. Nevertheless, the realisation of the possibility for preconditioning deep data by using the
YandaSoft implementation of the Wiener filter is an important byproduct of our work.

2.1.5 Tapering and pixelisation uncertainty

In addition to weighting the visibilities, preconditioning generally includes tapering the data. Tapering
can be considered as smoothing the dirty image with a two-dimensional kernel to improve the synthesised
beam shape at the expense of spatial resolution. Traditionally, a two-dimensional Gaussian function is
used to suppress small-spatial scale variations on the dirty image caused by the poor sampling of the
long (D,E) baseline spacings of the transfer function. However, any general tapering function can be used
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to control the synthesised beam shape, for example, a ‘negative’ or inverse Gaussian taper or even a
hyperbolic taper, which can be used to produce a more circular synthesised beam main lobe (Briggs,
1995). YandaSoft uses a technique called ‘beam-forcing’ to find the optimal elliptical Gaussian taper
parameters that produce a desired synthesised beam shape of the preconditioned visibilities (for the
details see, Briggs, 1995, chapter 3 and Appendices B & D). Beam-forcing is extremely useful for
spectral-line observations, as the tapered synthesised beam shape can be forced to match across the
spectral channels, and so the instrumental response for the di�erent channel maps became comparable.
Note that this is important if the non-preconditioned synthesised beam shape of adjacent channels are
significantly di�erent e.g. because of di�erences in flagging. That is, tapering is an important part of
preconditioning.

Traditionally, the time-ordered visibilities are preconditioned to achieve high-precision beam control
through tapering. In contrast to weighting, the tapering function is independent of the observed visibilities,
and so the tapering operation can be applied to either the stacked gridded visibilities as a multiplicative
term or to the stacked images via convolution. Therefore, it is preferred to apply tapering after the
data is combined (both for the stacked grids and the accumulated images) since tapering cannot be
accurately corrected or modified for after the data is combined if the taper has already been applied to
the time-ordered data prior data combination. That is, tapering should be applied to the deep data after
the Wiener filtering.

However, applying the taper to the gridded data rather than the time-ordered visibilities introduces a
‘pixelisation uncertainty’, due to the variation of the taper across each grid cell. Consider the extreme
case when the taper to be applied changes significantly within each grid cell. Consequently, the deep
images created by gridless and gridded tapering are expected to di�er noticeably. Therefore any signal on
the individual images which is below the di�erence level of the two images can not be trusted since the
di�erence could be merely methodological. Furthermore, if the di�erence is around the noise level of the
images, the noise characteristics can be a�ected by the choice of tapering. Although the pixelisation error
of tapering is expected to be small given the assumptions used in gridding, it is crucial to emphasise that
methodological e�ects like this need to be considered for imaging by gridded visibilities, in particular
for deep imaging.

Using tapering as an example, we demonstrate that (i) pixelisation uncertainty can be analytically
estimated and measured, and (ii) the assumptions used in gridding ensure this type of errors to be
negligible, and vice versa, testing the significance of such errors confirm the validity of our assumptions.
Note that traditional Robust weighting does not su�er from pixelisation error since the weights are de
facto computed on the gridded data. However, the YandaSoft implementation of the Wiener filter can
introduce uncertainty to the imaging process through the assumptions used. We re-visit this problem in
chapter 3.

Imaging errors or uncertainty of this level has not been investigated since it expected to be below the
thermal noise level of a single observation. However, in the context of deep imaging, the approximations
used in the synthesised imaging process can be the limiting factor, especially if the approximations are
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producing systematic e�ects that can add up to become significant for the deep images despite being
negligible for the individual observations. That is, the less-precisely implemented imaging steps can be
hazardous – especially for deep imaging by image domain stacking as the systematics cannot be mitigated
– and so the manipulation of the deep data product is advised. In particular, when developing imaging
steps operating on the individual or stacked gridded data, such as (gridded) flagging and calibration, the
core assumptions have to be considered carefully.

The pixelisation uncertainty can be estimated analytically, and so it is a perfect example to show the
assumptions and caveats considered. We derive the pixelisation uncertainty on the visibility domain as
an average relative amplitude uncertainty on each visibility falling into a corresponding, ;th cell, since
the pixelated taper samples the input taper using a boxcar function, while gridless tapering is applied to
the time-ordered visibilities. It is worth pointing out that historically, the time-ordered visibilities are
tapered without considering the F-term, ergo the holographic data is tapered rather than the projected
visibilities. Nevertheless, tapering the ,-projected data would de facto introduce gridded tapering, and
for other wide-field imaging methods such as faceting, the traditional tapering works superbly. As such,
we consider the traditional and gridded tapering only.

For the ;th grid cell, the absolute amplitude di�erence can be written as:

(2.6) �V; =
��� X
:2⇠;

):F:V: � b); X
:2⇠;

F:V:

���
where ): is the taper value on the (D,E) location of the :th visibility of the ⇠; set of visibilities under the
;th grid cell. F: is the measured SNR weight of the :th visibility, while b); is the pixelated taper value,
equivalent to the taper value at the centre of the grid cell. The frequency dependence is not explicitly
shown, as a single spectral channel is representative. We consider Natural weighting of the data with
⇡: ⌘ 18 : 2 ⇠;8 ;th grid cell.

To eliminate the dependence on the time-ordered visibility values and the associated SNR weights,
we used a smooth spatial transfer function and smooth thermal noise assumptions. That is, the SNR
weighted visibilities under the ;th grid cell have the same expectation value. Under these assumptions,
the pixelisation uncertainty is only dependent on taper and grid parameters. We can give two estimations
to the absolute tapering di�erence: (i) an extreme case, in which only one visibility is under the ;th grid
cell far from the cell centre, and (ii) when the ;th grid cell is evenly filled with visibilities. We call the
first case sparse, while the second case the dense estimator of the absolute tapering error. We define the
taper as a general two-dimensional function parameterised by the (D,E) coordinates. Hence, the sparse
estimator can be written in the following form:
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where mD and mE are the partial derivation operators in the D and E directions, and r2 = m
2
D + m

2
E is the

Laplace operator. To gain this form of the sparse estimator, the assumption of square grid cells (�D ⌘ �E)
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Figure 2.1: Measured grid cell pixelisation error for a circular Gaussian taper with 1200 FWHM taper,
with both the sparse and the dense estimators shown. The top figure shows the pixelisation error for the
D = 0 radial slice of the di�erence grid, and the bottom figure shows the E = 0 slice, respectively.

is used. The sparse estimator can be considered an upper limit estimator to the pixelisation uncertainty,
which includes the first-order terms. However, if the number of visibilities under the grid cell converge
to1, the di�erence between the cell-midpoint and cell-average taper values need to be considered. That
is, the dense estimator is the cell-integral of the sparse estimator and can be written as:

(2.8) �)dense
; =

�D�E
12

���r2b);
���

The dense estimator only contains the second-order terms, and so it is not a lower-limit estimator. For the
derivation of both estimators, including the forms for �D 6= �E, see Appendix A.
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To show that our absolute pixelisation uncertainty estimators are realistic, we have conducted a
simple simulation of an ASKAP observation. We used the Algorithm Reference Library4 (ARL),
to simulate a single-beam full day (12h and including the complex conjugate visibilities) observation of
the G23 field centre (RA=23h 0m 0s Dec=-32�300000 ) at _=21 cm wavelength with 10s integration time.
The sky image is set to have � ; ⌘ �< = 200 pixel sizes with 1800⇥1800 pixel area imaged. We used a
symmetric Gaussian taper with 1200 FWHM. Both the visibility values and SNR weights are set to one,
and the data is tapered by using two di�erent approaches. (i) the time-ordered visibilities are tapered
prior to ,-projecting the data to a single (D,E,F = 0) plane, and (ii) the pixelated taper is applied to
the ,-projected visibility grid for the second approach. The di�erence between these two methods is
shown in Figure 2.1 for two D = 0 and E = 0 slices, with the sparse and dense estimators also shown for
comparison.

Our results show that the pixelisation uncertainty estimators can be trusted for ASKAP observations.
In particular, the results are in remarkable agreement with the sparse estimator. However, for the short
(D,E) spacings, the measured di�erence values are expected to be closer to the dense estimator. That
is, the ASKAP configuration is still too ‘sparse’ for our dense estimator (as the second-order terms are
negligible for this taper), so the sparse estimator should be used to estimate �); for most of the (smooth)
tapers and instruments. Nevertheless, for the future SKA, the dense estimator could be closer to the
actual pixelisation uncertainty introduced for the short baseline visibilities, while the sparse estimator
can be used for the long (D,E) spacing grid cells and for more ‘extreme’ taper functions.

The uncertainty presented is the absolute taper di�erence, but for the observations, the relative
uncertainty on the measured visibility amplitudes is important. This can be expressed as the measured
absolute di�erence for the ;th grid cell divided by the taper value of the same cell. Therefore, the
pixelisation uncertainty introduced by using the pixelated taper can be neglected if:

(2.9)
�) sparse

;

);

⌧ 1 8; 2 grid

where the sparse estimator is used as an upper limit estimator. Given that the FWHM of the taper used
in our simulations is ⇠27000 _�� in the Fourier domain, the absolute error is a good estimator of the
relative amplitude error in this case. That is, for the simulations presented, the relative amplitude error
is <1% due to the pixelated taper applied. Therefore, the circular Gaussian taper used in our example
can be considered to be a smooth taper for the given gridding parameters, i.e. the taper does not change
significantly under a grid cell.

However, this example shows that despite the pixelisation errors are negligible (<1%), they also
can be high for a poorly chosen tapering function and image parameters. This is the case when the
taper is poorly sampled or if the taper is changing rapidly over a grid cell. Furthermore, if the same

4ARL is mainly developed by T. J. Cornwell to providepython reference code used inYandaSoft for projects such as this. The
code has been abandoned since, but the source code is available at: https://github.com/SKA-ScienceDataProcessor/
algorithm-reference-library
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taper is applied to multiple observations prior to forming the deep data, this e�ect is systematic. That is,
combining hundreds of observations can introduce significant amplitude errors. However, if the deep
grids or images are tapered after the data combination, only small-level uncertainty is introduced, which
can be estimated by using our results.

The e�ect of pixelisation uncertainty on the image domain is more complex to estimate since the
introduced ‘error’ needs to be propagated through a Fourier transform. The propagation can be done
by following the method given by Fornies-Marquina et al. (1997) and Grauer & Morelli (2014). We
confined our investigation to the visibility domain, as from an interferometry point of view, constraining
the uncertainty introduced to the visibility amplitudes is adequate. Furthermore, the gridded data has to
ensure that the smooth spatial transfer function over a grid cell is a valid approximation for constructing
the Wiener-filter, and so any well-behaving tapering function is also expected to be well-sampled.

For the remainder of this work, we assume that the tapers produced by the beam-forcing implementa-
tion of YandaSoft introduce negligible pixelisation errors. However, we advise only to taper the deep
data product, and if the individual observations are tapered – which we can call sub-optimal tapering –
the estimation of the uncertainty introduced above should be performed. In chapter 3, we present an
in-depth examination of sub-optimal Wiener-filtering and the numerical uncertainty introduced by the
YandaSoft implementation. Thus in this thesis, a full overview of low-level preconditioning-related
methodological errors are presented.

In the spirit of discussing preconditioning as a whole, we present an idea to improve beam control
across spectral channels by improving beam-forcing. Density weighting and tapering are discussed and
applied separately. That is, when preconditioning spectral-line observations, each channel is weighted
by using the same Robustness parameter and only tapered di�erently by using beam-forcing to achieve a
uniform beam shape across the spectral channels. Since for non-coplanar baseline instruments such as
ASKAP, the traditional Robust weighting implementation needs to grid the data twice (SNR weights
and visibilities) to be used jointly with wide-field imaging methods, iterative methods of optimising
the Robust parameter are too expensive. However, the Wiener filter implementation used in YandaSoft

requires the gridding of the SNR weights only once to construct %1(D0,E0) , and the derived Wiener filter
is applied to the gridded data as a multiplicative term. Therefore, due to the decreased computational
complexity, the Robust weighting could be incorporated into the beam-forcing algorithm as a free
parameter, since in each iteration, only the pixelated taper and the Wiener filter would have to be
re-computed, but not the preconditioning function grid, which is the most computationally expensive part
of creating the Wiener filter. We can call this method ‘forced preconditioning’, as both the Robustness
parameter and the tapering values are iteratively fitted to match the preconditioned synthesised beam
sidelobe to the desired input function. However, density weighting and tapering can counteract one
another, and so by matching only the FWHM of the preconditioned synthesised beam to a desired
(objective function) beam FWHM might not result in a convergent solution. Therefore, in the forced
preconditioning implementation, an additional control parameter should be chosen to secure convergence.
Developing this algorithm is out of the scope of this work as it diverges from the original goal of
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demonstrating the feasibility of deep spectral line imaging by gridded visibilities. Nevertheless, forced
preconditioning is a method that should not be overlooked, and it should be investigated in the future.

2.2 Gridded visibility data model

Defining gridded visibilities as a standalone data model is not a trivial task. However, some work has
been done by Golap & Momjian (2016), and gridded visibilities are also considered for the SKA as a
data product (including our input through private communication). The data model consist of the data

array(s) and the associated metadata, the latter which for the SKA is described in Kirkham & Wortmann
(2019, chapter 10 by Cornwell. T. J.). In this work, we explicitly focus on the data arrays providing a
thorough overview of the possible limitations and a demonstration of the feasibility of deep imaging by
gridded visibilities.

The actual realisation of a gridded visibility data model is dependent on the imaging choices used,
namely the convolutional gridding kernels, deconvolution, preconditioning, and the wide-field imaging
solutions used. Therefore, the data model needs to be designed individually for a given instrument and
survey prior to discarding the time-ordered visibilities since the model cannot be changed later without
introducing unwanted errors. After defining the data model, the imaging parameters such as the phase
centre, the image- and pixel sizes have to be decided to define the coordinates systems. Note that all
gridding kernels, including visibility-dependent kernels like the ,-kernel, can be precisely applied to the
time-ordered data in this framework, which is a cornerstone of the method. Consequently, the gridding
kernels are de facto included in the data model, and so the gridded visibilities are not equivalent to
the back-transformed dirty image or synthesised beam. Overall, for a given gridded data model, the
imaging choices used establish the limitations of calibration and imaging of the gridded data. That is,
di�erent data models suit di�erent instruments, surveys and science cases. For example, a di�erent data
model should be used for legacy storage of shallow ATCA data5, than for deep imaging for an ASKAP
survey like DINGO. In this work, we solely focus on a minimum viable data model that enables the
long-term storage and deep imaging of DINGO observations by gridded visibilities. Furthermore, we
discuss possible improvements on this data product and compare it to an alternative compressed visibility
format: baseline-dependent averaging (BDA) of visibilities.

2.2.1 Minimum viable data model for wide-field deep imaging

In section 2.1, we have shown that the elementary data model proposed by Golap & Momjian, 2016, is
not suited for wide-field deep imaging. However, we have improved on their data model, which would
enable a deep survey such as DINGO, to use gridded visibilities for long-term storage and wide-field
deep imaging without falling short of the current deep imaging strategy of subsequently averaging

5Being a compressed visibility format, the gridded data can be used for the long-term storage of legacy observations. In
this framework, the gridded data is stored to save space since it is not expected to be re-processed, nevertheless the possibility
for re-processing is retained. Furthermore, the sparse grids are smaller (in required storage size) than the respective images,
which can be exploited in legacy storage as well.
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images. We have shown that all three points of (i) anti-aliasing kernels, (ii) preconditioning and (iii)
wide-field imaging methods can be included in the gridded visibility data model by using state-of-the-art
software. Therefore, a minimum viable data model for wide-field deep imaging by gridded visibilities
can be defined using the methods presented above without introducing fundamentally new methods in
gridding.

The minimum viable data model array consists of three complex grids for every channel (or spectral
window for a continuum survey): the un-polarised and non-preconditioned (SNR-weighted) gridded
visibilities and gridded transfer function as introduced by equation 1.14, and the initial preconditioning
function grid, %0(D0, E0) defined in section 2.1.4. The convolutional gridding kernel used is a visibility-
dependent kernel constructed for each visibility by combining the corresponding ,-kernel with a
prolate-spheroidal anti-aliasing kernel as defined in Schwab (1984). The metadata is similar to what is
described in Kirkham & Wortmann (2019, chapter 10). Note that we ignore polarisation without the loss
of generality as extending the data model along that axis is trivial.

Similarly to any compressed visibility format, the proposed data model has some caveats. The
overlapping baselines contribute to the same cells (especially for the short baselines), and thus prevents
antenna- and baseline based calibration of the gridded data. Furthermore, neighbouring grid cells are
correlated due to the convolutional kernels used, and as the ,-kernels are visibility-dependent, the
support of the gridding kernels (thus the correlation distance) can vary across the (D,E,F = 0) plane.
Consequently, as the gridding kernels cause smearing (correlation) between grid cells, an equivalent of a
blending in time is introduced to the gridded data. In the image domain, all image pixels are correlated,
making calibration extremely di�cult. That is, due to the multi-cell and visibility dependent kernels
used, the possibilities for calibrating and flagging the gridded data are somewhat limited. However, the
smearing e�ect of the gridding kernels can be approximated similarly to the derivation of the YandaSoft
implementation of the Wiener filter.

We can adopt statistical identification of bad data similar to the flagging method shown by Golap &
Momjian (2016) using gridded visibilities. Thus, by using the approximation of the smearing e�ect and
the constraint that signals from physical sources are not changing very fast (due to source compactness),
the statistical analysis can be extended over multi-cell areas on the (D,E,F = 0) plane for identifying and
removing bad data. The same data manipulation can be done on the gridded transfer function and even in
the initial preconditioning function to retain the relative sensitivity of individual observations and the
possibility of preconditioning the deep data. Therefore, the minimum viable data model does not provide
a comprehensive solution to calibrating low-level systematics but o�ers more flexibility (by enabling
limited flagging) than simply storing and combining individual images.

The dirty images created from the minimum viable data model grids are limited to image-domain
only deconvolution (traditional Högbom or Clark �����) due to the ,-projection used as discussed
in section 2.1.2. Therefore, only minor ����� cycles are possible, limiting the achievable dynamic
range since no self-calibration can be applied to the data. In deep spectral line imaging, the continuum
data needs to be imaged and the sky model removed from the measured visibilities prior to imaging
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the spectral line data. The prediction step of the continuum sky model has to be accurate, and so the
minimum viable data model visibility grid is defined as the continuum-subtracted gridded visibilities.
The continuum sky model is included in the data model as a list of ����� components. The residual grids
for lower frequencies (corresponding to higher redshifts) are expected to have no direct HI detections
for DINGO. However, the high-frequency channels corresponding to the local Universe are expected to
have direct detections in the individual observations. Therefore, the bright spectral line sources must be
either �����ed from the individual observations before gridding, and the residual visibility grids are
stored, or the bright sources can be deconvolved from the deep data after the individual observations
are combined. Partial deconvolution of the individual observations can be hazardous and can result
in a sub-optimal ����� model, e.g. if some observations are �����ed too deeply or too shallowly.
However, if high dynamic range deep imaging is required, the strong sources have to be �����ed from
the individual observations. Therefore, the minimum viable data model can be extended to define the
gridded visibility data array as the (continuum-subtracted and spectral line �����ed) residual gridded

visibilities. Furthermore, the spectral line ����� model has to be stored as an additional data array with
a list of model components. However, in this work, we define the minimum viable data model visibilities
as the un-�����ed gridded visibilities. Nonetheless, most of our results remain virtually the same if
the visibilities are partially deconvolved. Note that in this scenario, the time-ordered data should be
deconvolved via a Cotton-Schwab style deconvolution to accurately remove the �����ed flux from the
data before the gridding step. We discuss the e�ect of partial deconvolution in more detail in chapter 4.

The current shallow data model retained for long-term storage for the DINGO survey is the mosaiced
clean images and sensitivity maps by using the conventional YandaSoft pipeline with some specific
parameters to DINGO. As such, the individual beam images are discarded, which introduces further
limitations on post-survey data modification for the image domain data product since the mosaic images
are created from individual beam images with di�erent phase centres. Therefore, when comparing deep
imaging by gridded visibilities to image domain stacking, assumptions arising from the current DINGO
deep imaging strategy are generally used. Namely, that preconditioning of the deep data can be done
only on the accumulated grids but not on the averaged mosaic image. Furthermore, the stacked grids can
be deconvolved but with higher precision than the deep mosaic image. Therefore though we use a single
beam in our analysis in the subsequent chapters, we assume that the image domain stacking results are
mosaiced when deciding on the imaging steps available for image domain stacking. That is, although for
a general survey, the individual beam images can be stored, for DINGO, this could only be achieved
by using a compressed visibility format. This is merely the result of the long-term storage limitation
DINGO faces, which is presented in section 2.3.

2.2.2 Gridded visibility combination

Gridded visibility combination can be performed by summing the gridded visibilities and visibility
weights for all individual observation. Hence, the deep image, deep

�
⇡
a (;,<) , can be expressed as:
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where we stack # observations, and we use the 8 index to indicate the 8th observation. We assume that
the same anti-aliasing convolutional gridding kernel, C(D, E), is used in gridding each day. The ,-kernel
is a phase-only (all-pass) filter, hence no correction for it is needed when stacking. We can use this
scheme for combining both the gridded transfer function and the initial preconditioning function grid to
construct the preconditioned deep synthesised beam and the deep Wiener-filter, respectively.

The grid stacking method presented is the Fourier domain equivalent to the sensitivity-weighted
averaging of the dirty images from each observation in the image domain. The normalisation by the
visibility weight-sum is computed over the time-ordered visibilities and can be done in the image domain
due to the linear property of the Fourier-transform. Alternatively, this normalisation can be applied to the
gridded data prior to the Fourier-inversion. However, if the grids are re-processed and thus modified, e.g.
by flagging, the normalisation would need to be accounted for (this is why we advise normalisation in the
image domain after the gridded data is combined). The normalisation term can be gained by summing
the real part of the preconditioning function grid, and so it can be computed with high precision even
after the gridded visibilities and the corresponding initial preconditioning function grid are modified.
Furthermore, no (additional) weighting scheme is needed for the stacking as the grid cell relative weights
are de facto accounted for in each individual observation. That is, days with di�erent observation lengths
and (D,E) coverage can be stacked together without introducing flux errors.

A di�erent stacking strategy would also be possible in which the measured visibility grids of each
observation are normalised by the respective gridded transfer function on the grid-cell level. For this, each
spatial scale measured (grid cell) for each observation is weighted by the sensitivity of the instrument for
the respective spatial scale for each observation individually. While this stacking strategy can work for
the principal data product introduced by Golap & Momjian (2016), it is non-trivial to implement for the
minimal viable data product proposed in this work due to the ,-projection used. Therefore, although it
is possible, we advise against any grid-cell dependent stacking scheme for deep imaging.

In comparison, forming the deep data cube by subsequently averaging individual images is done by
computing the weighted average of the dirty images. Each observation is weighted by its sensitivity, i.e.
the non-normalised synthesised beam peak. DINGO plans to store and combine the mosaiced images,
and so the individual image pixels are weighted by the corresponding pixels of the sensitivity map
for each observation, respectively. For a given beam, the two data combination methods presented are
di�ering only in the correction for the anti-aliasing kernel. We discuss the magnitude of this e�ect in
chapter 3.
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2.2.3 Possible improvements on the minimum viable data model

Increasing the gridded data model complexity would enable better radio frequency interference (RFI)
mitigation, continuum subtraction, deconvolution and calibration on the stacked deep grids. However, by
increasing the model complexity, the cost of storage and re-processing of the gridded data also increases.
As we only sample the spatial coherence function sparsely at given points, we have no information in the
vast majority of the (D,E,F) space. Convolutional gridding preserves this sparse nature of observations
with conventional imaging parameters, especially if the array includes long baselines. That is, gridded
visibilities consist mostly of ‘empty’ grid cells, and only a minority of the cells have observational
information of some non-zero value. Such sparse grids are highly compressible compared to images
with only non-zero values but the same total number of pixels, reducing storage cost. For future deep
spectral line imaging surveys, which are Big Data limited, such as DINGO, finding the optimum trade-o�
between storage and data processing cost and the versatility of the data product is crucial. We discuss the
storage requirements and the sparseness of the grids in more detail in section 2.3. Here we present a
brief overview of some potential improvements of the minimum viable data model introduced.

A trivial improvement is to grid each baseline onto a di�erent grid with the same (D,E,F = 0)
coordinate system. Adding an extra (baseline) axis to the data model does not significantly increase the
long-term storage cost since only the grid cells of overlapping baselines increase the data size. Despite
storing the baseline-separated grids, the visibility-dependent ,-kernels would still limit the calibration
possibilities due to the changing correlation scale introduced. Therefore, baseline-separation require a
di�erent wide-field imaging strategy from the minimum viable data model.

In this (improved) data model, the time-ordered visibilities are gridded by using a simple spheroidal
kernel, then the correction for the F-term is applied to the gridded data after any calibration or re-
processing. By gridding every baseline using only the anti-aliasing kernel, baseline- and antenna-based
calibration becomes possible, however, the correlation distance introduced by the anti-aliasing kernels
needs to be included in the calibration model. Similarly to the minimum viable data model, the assumption
here is that the initial data for each observation would be well-calibrated and modelled (continuum
subtracted), at least to the level that could be achieved with a single observation. Nevertheless, calibration
(and therefore deconvolution and continuum subtraction) would likely be imperfect, which is the major
challenge in deep imaging. One might imagine that station-based beam models (or certain beam weights
for the PAFs) might need to be updated, which would otherwise be a constant for each observation.
Self-calibration could be applied using the deeper models from multiple observations and applied to the
time-segmented gridded data. Direction-dependent (DD) gain calibration might be required for certain
observations on the discovery of some beams not being nominal. Equally, potential pointing errors
should be corrected on the individual observations before combining the grids. DD calibration could
be done by using �-projection as discussed in chapter 1. The �-kernel would be applied as a pixelated
kernel to the gridded data.

Enabling DD calibration is crucial for deep surveys since flux leakage through sidelobes of the
primary beam from bright sources far from the phase centre could pose potential limitations on the
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deep data quality (Dodson et al., 2021). Therefore, one would want to apply self-calibration, including
DD corrections. That is, the individual models would need to be back-transformed (from the sky) and
compared (jointly with the residuals) with the average model to determine the gain corrections required.
This approach requires a record of the average time-stamp for each grid cell, and so this should be
included in the data model. After a survey is carried out, the calibration would be applied by correcting
the gridded visibilities with the new gain terms, restoring the model and storing the updated residual
grid for deep imaging.

An alternative implementation for the (continuum) sky model is to use a forward-prediction approach.
That is, for each observation, the sky model is fully degridded on the original sample points, then
re-gridded in the same manner as the residual visibilities. This would allow the major cycles to be
accumulated in a correct fashion. Nevertheless, this approach requires the full flagging information,
calibrations applied and the daily model to be retained, which could immensely increase the long-term
storage requirements. This approach is mainly envisaged for the application of DD e�ects onto the
model but could be used to implement a Cotton-Schwab-like algorithm for cleaning deep stacks of
hundreds of grids. As such, including major cycles to deconvolution by using this alternative approach to
deconvolution and a more complex data model correcting for the non-coplanar baseline e�ect is possible.

After applying the calibration and forming the stacked and baseline separated grids, the non-coplanar
baseline e�ect can be minimised by applying ,-projection for each baseline grid separately. We assume
that the convolution with the ,-kernel is changing slowly for each baseline and the same for each
observation stacked. This approach is easy to implement and also would be cost-e�ective as we would
exclude the large ,-kernels in gridding. The resulting method though will only be a low-precision
wide-field imaging method. Therefore, to enable better correction of the F-term, we can grid the data
onto di�erent (D,E,F 6= 0) planes. By this separation, the F-terms would be made su�ciently small
that ,-projection e�ects are essentially removed, and we could form the image through ,-Stacking.
As the adjacent grid cells are correlated due to the anti-aliasing kernel, we can use ,-projection for
each visibility with a ,-kernel of smaller or equal support size as the anti-aliasing kernel. Thereby,
we would minimise both the ‘smearing’ e�ect of convolutional gridding, and we would minimise the
errors associated with the F-term on the residual data. These F-term errors are those that prevent the
use of gridded data in deconvolution using major cycles. By introducing F-plane gridding, we would
enable a three-dimensional Clark-style deconvolution (a ‘pixelated’ version of the Cotton-Shwab �����),
in which the sky model is predicted onto the di�erent F-planes, preserving the holographic nature of
the spatial coherence function. Similarly, an improved continuum subtraction would become possible
based on deep continuum models. Nevertheless, phase errors dependent on the distance between the
F-planes would still be present, and so a large number of F-planes is preferred. By dividing the data
into planes, one would have even more individual grids (one per baseline, one per plane), but this is
merely a question of data management; in principle, the data volume would not be significantly increased.
Furthermore, the forward modelling discussed previously, would also be applicable in this data model.

In this thesis, we focus on the initial viable data model, and we demonstrate that similar quality
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deep images can be created by using this deep imaging approach as the current image domain stacking
strategy. Nevertheless, as shown, the minimum viable data model only allows statistical flagging of bad
data. In the future, an updated data model, such as presented here, should be used for SKA era deep
spectral line imaging. This data model does not just enable antenna-based calibration, but statistical RFI
flagging techniques are applicable as well. Furthermore, by using either forward modelling or enabling
major cycles by storing the gridded visibilities segmented to both baseline- and F-planes, an improved
continuum subtraction becomes possible. This is crucial since even with ‘perfect’ observations (when
no RFI present nor self-calibration needed), the imperfect continuum subtraction on the individual
observations would limit the dynamic range available on the deep images. That is, we advise the data
model presented here to be investigated further and implemented for future deep surveys.

2.2.4 Gridded and Baseline Dependent Averaged visibilities

Baseline-dependent averaging (BDA) of visibilities is an alternative format for deep imaging since
it features both compressed visibility storage and the possibility for post-survey data reduction. This
method was first proposed by Taylor et al. (1999, chapter 17) and has been gaining interest recently (e.g.
Cotton, 2009, Salvini & Wijnholds, 2017, Wijnholds et al., 2018, Atemkeng et al., 2018). BDA can be
done in frequency and/or in time, however for spectral line surveys, only the latter is relevant. Hence we
only focus on time-domain BDA in this work.

Visibilities are uniformly sampled in time (and in frequency) for every baseline, but not in the (D,E,F)
space due to di�erent baseline length and orientation. However, to avoid smearing due to undersampling
the (D,E,F) space, we only require that the sky does not rotate more than the (oversampled) synthesised
beam for the averaging interval compared to the baseline interval defined by the antenna diameter. Hence,
for an aperture-synthesis interferometer, the maximum allowed integration time gmax, for a given, 1,
baseline, can be written as:

(2.11) gmax(1) =
⇡

1

 
%

2c#os

!

where ⇡ is the dish diameter, 1 is the baseline length, both expressed in observing wavelengths. #os

is the oversampling factor of the synthesised beam, and % is one sidereal day in seconds. At a given
oversampling, this expression gives an upper limit for averaging visibilities in time without introducing
significant smearing e�ects. Cotton (2009) introduces a similar equation but expressing the averaging
time limit in (D,E) distance as a function of the averaged visibility amplitude loss (decorrelation).
However, for averaging times smaller than the given value, we can correct for this decorrelation (Salvini
& Wijnholds, 2017, Wijnholds et al., 2018). Therefore, without loss of flux, time-ordered visibilities can
be averaged in time, inversely proportional to the respective baseline length.

Interferometers with a dense core (e.g. ASKAP or SKA-mid) have predominantly short baselines,
which makes BDA appealing due to the long averaging time allowed for short baselines (see, e.g.
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Atemkeng et al., 2018). However, in the context of deep imaging, BDA might introduce a small
systematic e�ect since we cannot apply the ‘correct’,-kernels. It is trivial to show that propagating BDA
averaged visibilities to the (D,E,F = 0) plane yields di�erent results than propagating every visibility
individually. Therefore, BDA used in conjunction with ,-projection introduces a small (phase) error
due to the non-coplanar baseline e�ect. The magnitude of this e�ect is expected to be negligible, as the
baseline-dependent F-terms can be considered constant for the averaging time.

Therefore, an important di�erence between gridded- and BDA visibilities is that accurate visibility-
dependent kernels can be applied to the gridded data. However, in practice, computing the ,-kernel for
each visibility is computationally too expensive, and therefore the same pre-computed kernels are used
for all visibilities within a ±�F range. That is, the ,-kernels are computed on F-layers, which can lead
to F-related systematic phase errors for the gridded data on a similar or even greater level than for BDA
visibilities. Therefore, for deep imaging by gridded visibilities, we advise applying a one-time precise

,-projection to create the gridded data, to minimise this systematic e�ect.
Another significant di�erence between the two compressed formats is that BDA visibilities can be

rotated. Consequently, wide-field imaging methods such as faceting or warped-snapshot methods can be
used to image the deep data product. The F-term of the BDA visibilities is changing due to the rotation,
but not the �F range, which over the visibilities are originally averaged. That is, BDA ‘freezes’ in this
�F-range, which can cause a non-trivial systematic phase-error. As far as we know, the e�ect of the F

direction on BDA visibilities has never been considered, and so we advise to thoroughly consider this
e�ect and re-visit the assumptions used before using BDA visibilities for deep imaging. Nevertheless, for
now, we can ignore this e�ect6.

In the context of deep imaging, BDA visibilities enable major cycles in deconvolution as well as
self-calibration in contrast to the minimal viable gridded visibility data model introduced. Nonetheless,
the improved data model discussed is expected to o�er similar flexibility on calibrating, re-processing
and deconvolving the accumulated gridded data as BDA visibilities. Furthermore, BDA visibilities have
to be further averaged to form the deep data product since imaging and re-processing of the deep data
has a limit on the input data size, which has never been considered to the best of our knowledge. The
long-term storage requirements for the two compressed formats are instrument- and survey dependent,
but in the next section, we show that the storage requirements are comparable for the DINGO survey.
Nevertheless, BDA o�ers a seemingly better solution. That is, the question naturally arises: why not use

BDA visibilities for the DINGO survey? The answer is partially philosophical, for the question that should
be asked is: rather average visibilities in time or in the (D,E,F) space? The answers are not known yet,
and more analysis has been done on BDA visibilities, while the other option of averaging on the (D,E,F)
space is merely being discovered by Golap & Momjian (2016), and in this thesis. This work does not aim
to answer definetly these questions but to show that gridded visibilities can be used for deep imaging.

A more practical reason to explore gridded visibilities for deep imaging as an alternative to BDA
visibilities is the special circumstances of the DINGO survey. The data reduction of ASKAP observations

6Since we have no knowledge of its magnitude, and so if it is negligible or not.
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is done by YandaSoft, which currently does not support BDA. That is, there is a possibility to explore
alternative methods since work on a deep imaging pipeline has to be done. In this regard, the two
compressed formats share the lack of existing implementations of calibration methods needed for data
with varying time steps. Therefore, further software development is needed for re-processing deep data
regardless of the compressed visibility format.

Furthermore, hybrid solutions for deep imaging are possible. For given instruments and surveys,
or in light of the first deep imaging survey results from thousands of hours of total integration time, a
combination of BDA and gridded visibilities might be the ideal deep imaging solution. To improve the
flexibility of the retained data product or to optimise the long-term storage required, one can imagine
storing, for example, only the long baselines in one and the short baselines in the other format. The
discussion of deep imaging by a combination of BDA and gridded visibilities is out of the scope of this
work. However, it is essential to emphasise that the two methods are not mutually exclusive but can be
used jointly.

2.3 Long-term data storage

SKA era deep spectral line surveys are facing a unique data storage and imaging challenge, as the
observed raw visibilities are beyond the long-term storage capacity currently available. Furthermore,
low-level systematics can become apparent only after several observations have been carried out and the
observed visibilities are discarded. The current deep imaging strategy of subsequently averaging images
together imposes severe limitations on any re-processing to improve final image quality. In particular,
small systematic errors that may be unnoticeable in the daily images would ‘freeze in’ when forming the
deep image, and thus they will have a significant impact on the final data products. Long-term storage of
compressed visibilities is required for deep imaging and post-survey re-processing of the accumulated
data.

We have introduced that gridded visibilities are sparse so that they can be stored e�ciently. Figure 2.2
shows an example gridded dataset observed with the ASKAP12 configuration, an early 12 antenna array
configuration for which the data was available at the start of this project. In the remainder of this chapter,
we present estimations for the long-term storage requirements for the DINGO survey for di�erent data
products, including gridded visibilities. We expect that the optimal format is used for both storage and
processing for the various data products considered for the DINGO survey, respectively. Consequently,
we do not consider any particular realisation (format) for the data arrays and metadata in estimating the
long-term storage cost for DINGO. Moreover, we ignore the storage cost for the metadata for all deep
imaging methods considered. Therefore, we estimate only the long-term storage cost for the raw data
arrays, which are the absolute minimum to form the deep images. Nonetheless, the actual storage costs
will be higher, yet the data arrays can be assumed to be primarily responsible for the size of the data.
Note that further algorithmic compression can be applied to the data, but we assume this decrement in
storage cost is the same for all methods. Similarly, we assume that the storage cost of metadata is the
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Figure 2.2: Example (D,E,F = 0) grid coverage of the DINGO early-science observation SB4191. The
zero grid cells are coloured white, and the non-zero grid cells are coloured either light blue or purple. The
cell-averaged visibilities of the preconditioning function are coloured purple, while the visibilities gridded
by using ,-projection and prolate spheroidal anti-aliasing kernel are coloured light blue (additional
to the purple grid cells). The e�ect of the ,-kernels, is that its support size is changing depending on
baselines, and the (D,E,F) location is clearly visible. The high sparseness of the grid is clearly evident, as
we only show the central quarter of 800⇥800 pixel area of the full (1600⇥1600 pixel) grid. The complex
conjugate visibilities are not gridded.

same for all data products.
A cornerstone of deep imaging is the capability to store compressed visibilities of each observation

to enable re-processing of the data. The compression achieved by gridded visibilities can be defined
by the ratio of the gridded data product and the time-ordered visibilities. However, the compression
ratio is dependent on the format in which the data is stored. Furthermore, additional (algorithmic)
compression can be applied to the data. Actual interferometric data formats such as the casacore Table
Data System (CTDS) (van Diepen, 2015), includes additional information to the strictly defined data
arrays and metadata necessary for imaging. Information such as visibility flags and also row flags, or
even weather-related information can be included in a CTDS. Generally used formats in radio astronomy,
such as the Measurement Set (MS) or the CASAImage formats use the CTDS system. However, both
images and time-ordered visibilities can be stored alternatively, e.g. in a FITS format (Wells et al., 1981).
Furthermore, each table in a CTDS can be stored by using a di�erent storage manager such as ADIOS2
(William et al., 2020) that can a�ect the actual size of the data product. Therefore, the actual compression
rate of the gridded data is heavily dependent on the format used.
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In particular, no optimal format currently exists in mainstream radio interferometric imaging for
long-term storage of the gridded data product. Due to the overwhelming number of zero entries, we
advocate gridded visibilities should be stored in a sparse representation rather than represented as
N-dimensional images cubes. More precisely, in a labelled partitioned sparse format, similar to, e.g.
xarray (Hoyer & Hamman, 2017), which would allow the access of subsets of the grids as well as
parallel I/O operations. Withal, deep imaging can be processing limited if the gridded data has to be
de-compressed to N-dimensional image cubes for the re-processing instead of utilising the sparseness of
the data. Note that for DINGO, tens of PB of data arrays need to be handled when re-processing the deep
data. That is, minimising I/O operations and enabling parallel implementation is a key for any deep data
product, and so for the gridded data model, new data formats in the framework of synthesised imaging
software need to be developed. On the other hand, classical formats, such as the CTDS, used in radio
interferometry are not designed to scale up to the PB regime neither. Therefore, new data formats and
storage managers almost certainly need to be developed for SKA era data streams. This is an active
debate within the community, but this thesis does not address this particular issue in detail. Furthermore,
since we have not addressed the optimal format issue, the pipeline(s) presented in later chapters are using
a conventional and so sub-optimal format for storing the gridded visibilities. Optimising storage is a
subsequent project to this thesis.

We have chosen a DINGO early-science observation (SB4191) as an example for this chapter. The
gridded visibility distribution is shown in Figure 2.2 for this data set. The observation phase centre is
RA=22h44m10.378s, Dec=-31�47043.6200 , corresponding to beam no. 0 of footprint A in the scheduling
block. We selected a single channel centred at 1.351 GHz from the 8.6h observation. Shown here is
the grid-cell occupancy of the continuum subtracted and calibrated dataset, including flagging, and we
gridded the visibilities onto a single (D,E,F = 0) plane using ,-projection. We used a 5.7500 pixel size
and a 1600⇥1600 pixel image for the imaging, as the longest baseline for ASKAP12 is ⇠2km. We present
both the gridded visibilities and the gridded preconditioning function on the same plot to highlight the
,-kernel e�ect. Furthermore, only the central quarter of the gridded data is shown. The discontinuous
sampling of the baselines is due to the DINGO observing strategy of switching between two footprints
for each observation or scheduling block. For further details of the observation and data reduction used,
see (Rhee et al., 2021).

2.3.1 Gridded visibility sparseness

Visibility grids can be characterised by their sparseness, B, for estimating the long-term storage
requirements. We define B as the ratio of empty to filled grid cells, but we could have chosen any
equivalent metric to characterise grid size, such as the sheer number of non-zero grid cells. However, in
our definition, B 2 [0,1] and is a fractional value, and so it is a robust metric for estimating the grid sizes.
Furthermore, B can be used for di�erent gridded data models without the detailed knowledge of the grid
specific implementation. The approximation of B in a general case is extremely di�cult, as the visibility
grids are dependent on several parameters through the sampling function and the data model. That is, the
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array configuration, the observation setup (length, phase centre. . . etc.), the gridding kernels used, and
the grids the data projected onto should be all considered when estimating B. However, a representative
observation for a given survey can be su�cient for estimating the long-term storage requirements, and so
it is enough to measure sparseness of the representative observation visibility grids. Here, we briefly
overview the implications of di�erent data models on B, as well as presenting the dependence of B from
Declination and imaging parameters for simulated ASKAP observations representative for DINGO.

The sparseness is expected to be close to one, but it can be highly dependent on the imaging
parameters and the data model used. For a given observation setup, the sparseness is at the maxima
if simple cell-averaging is used. More complex data models result in lower sparseness, and so higher
long-term storage cost. For example the ASAKP12 observation shown in Figure 2.2, the cell averaged
sparseness is B=0.997 while for the minimum viable data model grid including the anti-aliasing kernel
and ,-projection, the sparseness is B=0.968. This is a substantial di�erence for long-term storage, which
needs to be considered before deciding on the (improved) gridded visibility data model. For example, if
we store a di�erent grid for every baseline, B decreases, proportional to the number of overlapping grid
cells. However, the case is more complicated if we grid visibilities onto di�erent F-planes for storage. As
the ,-kernels used become smaller, B increases, but the overlapping grid cells of the di�erent F-planes
counter-actively decreases the sparseness. Furthermore, padding of the grids to increase the oversampling
of the synthesised beam a�ects B, but not the actual number of the non-zero grid cells. Therefore, we
consider grids without additional padding as that can be applied before imaging, if needed.

We simulated ASKAP observations to explore the possible sparseness values expected for the DINGO
survey. The simulations are carried out by using ARL with the minimum viable data model, and we
explored the dependence of B on (i) imaging parameters and (ii) declination. In the first set of simulations,
we chose to ‘observe’ G23 field (the nominal centre position of RA=23h 0m 0s Dec=-32�300000 ) for
6 hours within a reasonable values in the pixel-size and image size (in pixels) parameter space. We
decided to express the pixel size in terms in oversampling of the synthesised beam, which is with a 6km
maximum baseline length ⇠1000 . For the simulations, the oversampling values are ranging from 6 down
to 3.5 with 0.25 step size, which corresponds to pixel sizes from ⇠1.6600 to ⇠2.8600 with ⇠0.2200 step
size. The image sizes are selected to range from 2160 to 3780 pixels (both ; and < directions) with 90
pixel step size. That is, the highest oversampling of the synthesised beam with the smallest image size
corresponds to ⇠1�FoV – which equals the primary beam FWHM – while the lowest oversampling with
the largest image size covers ⇠3�FoV on the sky. Figure 2.3, shows the non-zero grid cell counts and the
corresponding B sparseness values within this parameter space. The constant FoV values of [1�, 1.5�, 2�,
2.5�, 3�] are shown as dashed lines increasing from the lower left to the top right of the figures. These
values are corresponding to constant grid cell sizes on the (D,E,F = 0) plane.

The simulation results show that a representative observation can be used to estimate the long-term
storage requirements. The constant FoV values shown correspond to the same number of non-zero
grid cells in the first approximation, since the absolute area the visibilities are projected onto is quasi-
independent from the grid size (left panel of Figure 2.3.). However, the sparseness is dependent on
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Figure 2.3: The square root of the number of non-zero grid cells (left panel) and the B sparseness (right
panel) in the image size – synthesised beam oversampling parameters space described in the main text.
The white dotted lines are corresponding to constant FoV values of [1�, 1.5�, 2�, 2.5�, 3�] with increasing
FoV shown from the lower left to the top right corners of the parameter space shown. These values are
corresponding to constant (�D,�E) grid cell sizes, inversely proportional to the FoV.

the imaging parameters by proportionally increasing with the oversampling of the synthesised beam
(right panel of Figure 2.3.). Consequently, in the first approximation, the gridded data size estimates in
Bytes can be considered to be independent of the imaging parameters for a given FoV. Nevertheless, the
results also reveal that this relationship is not precise, and the number of non-zero grid cells is increasing
with decreasing oversampling of the synthesised beam for a given FoV. Ergo, the sparseness function
gradient is not parallel to the iso-FoV values. This e�ect is similar to padding, as the anti-aliasing kernels
used are the same size for a given FoV (in pixels), as well as the ,-projected visibilities, and so the
relative contribution of the gridded data decreases with increasing grid size. Therefore, despite the fact
that sparseness is varying greatly in this parameter space (0.96 >B >0.87), for estimating the long-term
storage, a low-resolution oversampling of the synthesised beam should be used for the given FoV, as it is
an overestimation. That is, the upper bound can be given by using the low-resolution estimations.

For our second simulation, we selected imaging parameters outside of this parameter space, based
on the initial survey design (which is likely to change and which was available at the start of this
project) given by Cornwell et al. (2011). The simulated observations using the ASKAP configuration
used 2.2100 pixel size and 4000⇥4000 pixel image area, with changing Declination from -90�to +30�,
simulating observations with one-degree separation in Dec. Figure 2.4 show the sparseness dependence
on Declination. Note that sparseness does not depend on RA.

The sparseness dependence from Declination is purely a geometrical e�ect, and so it is di�erent
for each array. The minima in sparseness correspond to the geometrical case in which the F-terms are
maximised while for observing the celestial equator, the F-terms are minimised as all baseline project
onto a line (a plane, considering the F-term), and so each baseline overlaps with itself. The sparseness
dependence on Dec is almost identical for the Northern (celestial) hemisphere due to symmetry reasons.
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Figure 2.4: The sparseness dependence on Declination for ASKAP observations. The simulation setup
and imaging parameters are defined in the main text.

In summary, sparseness has a non-linear dependence of the Declination of the observation, and its
significance is comparable to the choice of FoV. Therefore, selecting a representative Declination for the
long-term storage cost estimations is crucial. For the DINGO survey, the G23 field is the southernmost
field, and both ultradeep fields are targeting G23, and so the majority of the DINGO allocated time
will be spent at this Declination. Therefore, for our estimations, we can use sparseness derived from
simulated G23 field observations. Nevertheless, it will result in some overestimation since the deep fields
are closer to the celestial equator.

A di�erent data model could have been used to estimate the sparseness, such as the improved data
model presented in section 2.2.3. Furthermore, the visibilities gridded could be flagged, which could
increase the sparseness. By selecting the sparseness as our metric to characterise the zero elements in the
gridded data, we can include these e�ect as a sparseness uncertainty range in our estimations. In the first
approximation, we assume that such e�ects are secondary to the Declination of the observed field with
a given FoV, and so their contribution to sparseness is small (/ ±0.01). Therefore, if a representative
observation is carefully selected, a single sparseness value can be used for estimating the long-term
storage requirements for DINGO. Furthermore, to account for possible di�erences in the FoV imaged,
the Dec variation of the survey fields, the data model used and other e�ects such as flagging, we define
the estimated data volume to be precise within ±10%. Note that this uncertainty is on the data size in
Bytes, not on the sparseness value used. Our aim is not to give a precise estimation for the long-term
storage requirement of the gridded data arrays, but only to estimate the order of magnitude of the storage
required and to compare this between di�erent deep imaging methods and their corresponding data
products.
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2.3.2 Estimation of long-term data volumes for the DINGO survey

Table 2.1 presents estimated long-term storage requirements for the DINGO survey for di�erent data
product stored for each subsequent observation, including gridded visibilities. The parameters used in this
section are based on the initial survey design parameters presented in Cornwell et al. (2011). However,
the survey specifications and imaging parameters could be di�erent for the actual (final) realisation of
the DINGO survey. As a result, the estimated long-term storage costs are informative for the relative cost
of the di�erent storage methods and only approximately represent the actual data volumes that need to
be stored.

DINGO plans to observe for 7500 hours (�=2.7⇥107s) in total, from which 2500 hours is currently
planned for the deepest fields. Considering that the phased array feeds of ASKAP can form 36 beams
(#beam=36) simultaneously and that all ⇠16000 spectral channels (#chan=16000) needs to be stored
for both XX and YY polarisations (#pol=2), DINGO will produce around a hundred Petabyte-scale7
visibility output spread over hundreds of days (Meyer, 2009, Du�y et al., 2012).

We consider two cases for DINGO: the original survey plan, using all 36 ASKAP antennas (we refer
to this configuration as ASKAP), and a scaled-down version in which we use only the 30 core antennas
(denoted as ASKAP30). In the latter case, the maximum baseline length is ⇠2km resulting in ⇠3000

synthesised beam FWHM, while the full array increases the resolution to ⇠1000 FWHM, by including
long baselines up to ⇠6km, which is the desired configuration if feasible. The configurations ASKAP30
and ASKAP have 435 and 630 baselines (#b=435 and #b=630) respectively. We estimate the storage
cost for raw visibilities, BDA visibilities, daily images separately for individual beams, daily mosaics
and, gridded visibility storage. In this work, we only consider the size of the data arrays without the
associated metadata or coordinate system information. Therefore, our estimates reflect the raw data sizes,
but the actual storage requirements are higher. For example, if we store our data in Measurement Set
(MS) format, it can immensely increase the data volume due to the additional tables and columns used.
However, for simplicity, we expect this increment in storage due to a specific format to be the same
regardless of method, and thus, we exclude the study of di�erent metadata storage solutions in this work.
Furthermore, the gridded data is assumed to be stored in a sparse representation, and thus, the zero
entries are not considered. Note, however, that further compression of gridded visibilities is possible (e.g.
for an example lossy algorithmic compression of visibilities, see O�ringa, 2016) and is expected to be as
e�ective as, e.g. compression of BDA visibilities. However, we have not considering lossy compression
in our estimations.

For simplicity, we assume that the full survey is carried out by observing 1250 equal-length nights of
6 hours observation time (Tstack=21600s), which we can stack to form the final deep image cubes when
the survey is finished. Hence, for the single night data volume estimations, the observing time, �, is
21600s for each night, respectively. We give the storage cost of both a single night and the full survey
data product. The formulas used are shown in Table 2.1 jointly with both the storage cost of a 6-hour

7Considering only the visibility and coordinate entries it is less than 100PB, however, storing visibilities in a conventional
format, such as a Measurement Set, easily triples the estimated data volume.
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observation and for the full survey.

For the visibility storage, we assume g=10s correlation time and that we need to store both the real
and imaginary parts with 8-byte precision (‘double’ precision), yielding ⌫E8B=16B. The factor of 1.5
represents that the purely real SNR weights are stored as well, for computing the PSF.

Estimating the BDA visibility storage volume is similar to the raw visibility storage estimation. We
used eq. 2.11 to compute the averaging time, as it yields a lower limit to the BDA volume. However,
instead of computing the volume for every baseline, we used the average baseline length h1i and
the corresponding maximum averaging time gmax(h1i). Assuming an oversampling factor #OS=4, the
maximum averaging times are 49.1s (h1i ' 838m) and 26.4s (h1i ' 1560m) for the configurations
ASKAP30 and ASKAP respectively.

As emphasised before, we only consider the raw data entries, however, for the time-ordered and
BDA visibilities, the storage of the (D,E,F) coordinates are also needed. However, the image and gridded
visibility storage methods require only the coordinate-system information, which also needs to be stored
for both BDA and time-ordered visibilities. Therefore, the real storage cost is one and half times higher
for the time-ordered and BDA visibilities, as we only store the coordinates once for the data and data
weight values for both polarisations. The estimations, including the coordinates, are shown in brackets in
Table 2.1 after the nominal values.

We consider two types of image-based storage solutions: saving individual images for each beam
and saving the mosaiced images, that is when for each 6-hour observation block, the 36 di�erent beam
images are mosaiced together, and only this final mosaiced image is stored. However, to achieve uniform
sensitivity across the field for mosaicking, observations need to cover the field with two overlapping
footprints (for the details, see Rhee et al., 2021), which would introduce a factor of two to the image
and mosaic storage equations. For simplicity, we assume an observing strategy in which only one
footprint is observed during each 6-hour observing session instead of alternating (dithering) between
the footprints. In practice, such a dithering surveying strategy is preferred, which would result either
in the increment of data volume or in Tstack, since in every 6-hour observing session, each pointing is
observed only for 3 hours respectively. However, using the assumption of no dithering, a lower limit can
be given in line with our BDA data volume estimation method. We chose the imaging parameters to
oversample the synthesised beam FWHM by ⇠4, and the whole image covers a little more than twice the
primary beam Half-Power Beam Width (HPBW). Therefore, for the single-beam images we are imaging
⇠2.5�⇥2.5�field with 5.7500 pixel size for ASKAP30, and ⇠2.4�⇥2.4�field with 2.2100 pixel size for the
ASKAP configuration. Hence, the image size in pixels is #pixel=1600 and #pixel=4000 for the two cases
respectively. For the mosaic image, we used the same pixel sizes, and we assumed a ⇠ 6�⇥6�field covered
by the 36 beams, but we expect to image a slightly larger area of ⇠6.4�⇥6.4�. To approximately cover this
field, we used #pixel=4000 and #pixel=10500 for the AKSAP30 and ASKAP configurations respectively.
Note that the estimated values are valid only for this choice of imaging parameters, and thus, we only
give an approximation for the order of magnitude of the data that is needed to be stored. Furthermore,
the choice of the length of individual observations for which we create and store images can have a huge
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CHAPTER 2. FUNDAMENTALS OF DEEP IMAGING BY GRIDDED VISIBILITIES

e�ect on the results, and we can reduce the image data volume if we observe each night for longer or
average multiple days together. Note that this will be applicable for the gridded visibility storage as
well, but not for the visibility and BDA visibility storage methods, in which imaging parameters can be
changed after the survey is carried out since the data stored is time-ordered.

The image pixels are expected to be stored with 8-byte precision, yielding ⌫pixel=8B. The factor of
two in the relevant equations of Table 2.1 represents the fact that the PSF images have to be stored as
well. Note that if we store the gridded visibilities corresponding to the images of each beam, we need to
use the same size grids as images and #cell=#pixel, where #cell is the number of cells of the grid (in both
D and E direction), which we grid the visibilities onto. Therefore, assuming the same parameters for the
image and gridded visibility storage, the two cases only di�er only by a factor of ⇠ ⇤(1 � B). Where B is
the sparseness, ⇤ is a data model-dependent scaling factor, and we considered the fact that ⌫vis = 2⌫pixel.

To estimate the long-term storage requirements for the gridded data, a representative sparseness
value needs to be measured, and ⇤ has to be defined. For the representative sparseness values, we
simulated six-hour-long observations of the G23 field using ARL for both ASKAP30 and the full ASKAP
configuration. With the imaging parameters described above, the sparseness for the two cases are B '0.88
and B '0.93 for the two configurations, respectively. The e�ect of the data model on the sparseness is
discussed in the previous section, however, for the grids stored, di�erent gridding parameters are used
that needs to be taken into account. For the minimum viable data model, we can estimate ⇤ to be '2.1, as
the (complex) gridded visibilities, the gridded transfer function, and the initial preconditioning function
grid needs to be stored. The latter is gridded by using cell averaging, and so a good approximation is to
assume this grid has only ⇡10% of non-zero grid cells compared to the gridded visibilities8. That is, the
gridding di�erence is included in this term rather than the sparseness. Furthermore, we have mentioned
that if the improved gridded data model is used, the correction for the non-coplanar baseline e�ect is
done after gridding, which results in a real-only gridded transfer function. Since this does not a�ect
the sparseness, we can take this into account in ⇤. Given that the storage cost for the gridded transfer
function halves, ⇤ is '1.6. We have shown estimations using this value in brackets after the nominal
assumption. In addition, by storing the high-resolution data, one can retain the ability to image only
the short baselines by Fourier transforming only the central area of the gridded data for imaging. This
is only possible on visibility data, either time-ordered or compressed, such as BDA or, as shown, the
gridded data.

Based on Table 2.1, for the ASKAP30 configuration, the raw visibility and beam-by-beam image
storage is the most expensive solution. Considering the improved gridded data model, all the gridded data,
BDA and mosaic image storage o�er feasible storage costs. That is, the reason for the current DINGO
plan is to store only the mosaic images for the ASKAP30 configuration because this was previously the
only available (and feasible) solution. For the full ASKAP configuration, only compressed visibility
storage is possible. Therefore, deep surveys such as DINGO can realistically deliver high-resolution
images using long baselines only if visibilities are stored in a compressed format either by gridding

8The anti-aliasing kernel support size is 7 pixels, while the ,-kernels can be as large as ⇠100 pixels in our simulations.
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or by BDA. Though image domain based storage methods can be more e�ective if we average images
over longer periods of time (increase Tstack), this is not advisable because if errors corrupt any of these
multi-night stacks, and re-calibration is impossible, one loses multiple (6 hour long) nights from the
survey due to the bad quality of the averaged data that has to be removed. Nevertheless, this applies to
the gridded data as well, the storage gain can be substantially lower, and so the high time-resolution
partition of the deep observations is favoured by the gridding method. Note that the time-ordered and
BDA visibility storage are both independent of Tstack.

In conclusion, although gridded visibilities have twice the storage requirements as BDA visibilities
for the current minimum viable data model, the actual storage requirements will be closer once optimising
both methods. Our estimation for the improved gridded data model is an overestimation, and so it can
be considered as an upper limit, given that the data can be stored in a sparse format. However, for the
BDA visibilities, we used the maximum averaging time, and so – even for the optimal format of storing
the visibility entries and the (D,E,F) coordinates only – it is an underestimation and can be considered
as a lower limit. Therefore, gridded visibilities can be considered as a possible solution for DINGO’s
long-term data storage problem, especially given the current data formats available. Furthermore, a
hybrid solution of BDA and gridded data can be the key for the storage problem for future SKA era
projects deeper than DINGO.

2.4 Conclusions

Gridded visibilities are traditionally considered to be an intermediate data product, and thus until recently,
the gridded data have not been considered as a principal data product to store and later image. Golap &
Momjian (2016) explored the possibility to use the gridded data for deep imaging and flagging by using
the most elementary data model possible: cell averaging of time-ordered visibilities. In this chapter, we
provided a thorough discussion of improving on this idea. We have identified three main limitations
(aliasing, the non-coplanar baseline e�ect and limited traditional preconditioning) for the data model
used by Golap & Momjian (2016) in a deep imaging perspective for non-coplanar baseline instruments,
and we have shown that all of them can be overcome by using existing imaging methods. Consequently,
we introduced the minimum viable gridded visibility data model, which can be used for a deep survey
without compromising the imaging capabilities and enabling a further (statistical) flagging of the data.
Furthermore, we have shown that since the grids are sparse, this approach provides a comparable or even
lower long-term storage cost than storing the mosaiced images for deep surveys such as the DINGO
survey. Therefore, by using gridded visibilities for deep imaging, the ability to retain the full ASKAP
configuration data for DINGO becomes within reach.

The minimum viable data model introduced uses a combination of the prolate spheroidal anti-aliasing
kernel and the visibility-dependent ,-kernel in the convolutional gridding process. That is, the gridded
data is corrected for the non-coplanar baseline e�ect and aliasing is also minimised. Nevertheless, we
introduce a correlation between neighbouring grid cells, which prevents the application of ‘traditional’
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self-calibration. Furthermore, the holographic three-dimensional nature of the originally sampled (D,E,F)
distribution is projected onto the two-dimensional grids, which limits the deconvolution possibilities to
minor cycles (image domain) only. However, a similar flagging method can still be adopted as shown by
Golap & Momjian (2016). Therefore, the model presented is superior to the cell-averaged data product
and has fewer limitations than the currently available deep imaging method of subsequently averaging
images. Ergo, our method improves on the current deep imaging strategy. Furthermore, our data model is
flexible, and it can be defined as either continuum-subtracted gridded visibilities or a residual visibility
grid with a list of spectral-line ����� components.

Preconditioning, in particular, is interesting for deep imaging as sub-optimal preconditioning of
each individual observation can lead to an unwanted synthesised-beam shape or noise level on the
averaged deep data product. Therefore, preconditioning of the accumulated data is desired. However,
with traditional density-weighting methods, preconditioning can only be done before discarding the
time-ordered visibilities. We have shown that the YandaSoft implementation of the Wiener filter can be
used jointly with the gridded data model to enable preconditioning of the deep data products. Although it
can be applied to the images, to enable filtering the stacked data, the so-called preconditioning function
has to be stored, which is a gridded data product. Therefore, we included this grid in the minimum
viable data model. Furthermore, we have shown that by applying tapering to the gridded- rather than the
time-ordered data, only a small pixelisation uncertainty is introduced. We provided analytical formulas
to estimate this e�ect, and we found that if the taper is applied to the deep data, it can be neglected.
Nevertheless, if the individual images or grids are all individually tapered, such an e�ect has to be taken
into account. In the next chapter, we discuss the possible systematics introduced by the sub-optimal
Wiener-filtering and by the gridding assumptions recurrently used in deep imaging.

We recognise that the minimum viable data model introduced still has substantial limitations for deep
imaging. Therefore, we provided an overview of ideas addressing the current limitations as potential
future work. Our vision of an improved data model is to grid visibilities onto several F-planes and
separately for each baseline. That is, the holographic nature of the observation would be reflected in
the gridded data, and mitigation for the non-coplanar baseline e�ect would be done after the gridding.
Therefore, in deconvolution, major cycles would become possible, as well as self-calibration of the
gridded data. Forward modelling could be used to improve continuum subtraction from the stacked grids.
The relative long-term storage cost is also expected to decrease. Ergo, further exploring these ideas are
naturally following the topics covered in this thesis.

Visibilities can be averaged in time (BDA) rather than in the (D,E,F) space, which could be more
advantageous for deep imaging. We have compared gridded visibilities to BDA, and we have shown that
despite the minimum viable data product for gridding being larger in volume, the improved gridded
visibility data model discussed could be better than BDA visibilities. Furthermore, ideas such as deep
imaging by combining gridded- and BDA visibilities should be considered in the future.

A central problem with deep spectral line imaging is the long-term storage space available. DINGO
currently plans to discard antennas providing the long (>2km) baselines to reduce the array’s resolution
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for which the mosaic images could be stored. We have shown that the gridded data is sparse, and we
provided a detailed description of the sparseness. The long-term storage requirement for the gridded data
can be provided as an upper limit based on the sparseness of representative observations for a given
survey. We computed the long-term storage requirements for the DINGO survey based on the initial
survey design for various deep imaging strategies. By storing the image created for each observation,
only low-resolution mosaic images can be retained. However, we have shown that both BDA and gridded
visibilities enable the storage of the full-resolution data cubes.
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The accumulation of gridded interferometric visibilities does not alter the fundamental approach to
synthesis imaging. However, the practical implementation could be a potential source of numerical
error(s) for deep imaging. These numerical errors, which are mainly due to the approximations

used to enable the use of the FFT algorithm, are required to be negligible compared to the image cube’s
thermal noise level. However, these approximations need to be re-visited for deep imaging. In particular,
when gridded visibilities are being accumulated, there could be a significant e�ect on the deep data
product

In this chapter, we process simulated data sets through a proof-of-concept pipeline to examine
possible systematic e�ects on the minimum viable gridded visibility data model introduced in chapter
2. We compare the relative performance of three di�erent deep imaging approaches: (i) imaging
co-added time-ordered visibilities, (ii) imaging stacked gridded visibilities, and (iii) deep imaging by
averaging individual images. Each of these provides a di�erent level of control over the precision of
preconditioning and of gridding-related numerical errors. We consider imaging of the accumulated
time-ordered visibilities as the best deep imaging method, and we examine potential systematic variations
(i.e. the relative di�erence as a function of the number of data sets combined) in (i) the deep image
thermal noise RMS, (ii) point-source flux measured on the dirty image, and (iii) the relative di�erence of
the synthesised beam sidelobes.

The current deep imaging strategy is to apply weighting to the individual observations rather than
weighting the accumulated deep data. In chapter 2., we introduced a YandaSoft Wiener-filtering
implementation that can be applied to the stacked gridded visibilities. As such, we examine the relative
di�erence between di�erent Wiener-filtering strategies, and so we perform our simulations and analysis
with three preconditioning cases of (i) no Wiener-filtering (traditional Natural weighting), and with
Wiener-filtering applied with (ii) +2 (Natural), and (iii) -2 (Uniform) Robustness parameters.
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CHAPTER 3. IMPLEMENTATION CONSTRAINTS FOR DEEP IMAGING

3.1 Deep imaging and comparison methodology

Practical synthesis imaging introduces various approximations. These are normally permissible, as
interferometric observations have non-negligible thermal noise, and so any numerical inaccuracy which
introduces artefacts below the thermal noise level on the image can usually be neglected. Approximate
solutions are used to enable the use of the FFT algorithm rather than a visibility-based evaluation of the
radio interferometric measurement equation (RIME). This includes wide-field imaging methods such as
,-projection. The most relevant approximations to this work and their respective implementation are
introduced in chapter 2.

Deep imaging is extremely sensitive to low-level systematics e�ects, and so traditional approximations
that are excellent when time-ordered visibilities are available could become a source of error for deep
imaging. This chapter exclusively focuses on the numerical e�ects of an implementation as these
are fundamentally di�erent from observational or data processing systematics. Imaging with gridded
visibilities o�ers a solution to mitigate other (non-numerical) systematics, such as low-level RFI or
continuum residuals, compared to the current default deep imaging method of averaging individual
images. However, both imaging methods are a�ected by implementation systematics, which could
constrain the achievable quality of the deep data products. These implementation constraints can not be
removed after the time-ordered visibilities are discarded.

The significance of the numerical errors introduced by the approximations used in gridding can
be estimated using simulations free from observational and calibration e�ects. Ideally, deep imaging
uses the time-ordered visibility data accumulated over the course of several observations, and so the
maximum amount of information from the spatial coherence function is available to model the sky.
Hence, the imaging of the co-added time-ordered visibilities can be considered to be the ‘ground truth’,
and numerical e�ects (found in the ground truth) can be neglected. We refer to imaging co-added
time-ordered visibilities as simply V. However, for practical imaging of large datasets, the visibilities
need to be discarded, and so only alternative deep imaging methods are available.

This thesis proposes deep imaging using gridded visibilities, which we refer to as gridded visibility
stacking or simply G. In this scenario, the approximations used in gridding are applied to the data for
each observation. However, only the deep image is corrected for the gridding process. The current default
method of combining the images created from each observation, referred to as image domain stacking or
simply I, is applies both gridding and the grid correction separately for each data set. Numerical errors
for both methods are present but of di�erent significance.

A closely related imaging step to gridding (in terms of numerical errors) is preconditioning of the
gridded data. In particular, the YandaSoft implementation of Wiener-filtering could have a significant
impact on the deep gridded data quality. Ideally it should be computed using the accumulated initial
preconditioning function grids, in contrast to imaging individual observations with their own, individual
filters. Hence, these simulations also examine the e�ects of di�erent Wiener-filtering strategies. The
details of the di�erences in preconditioning between the three methods and the significance for deep
imaging is further discussed in section 3.1.3.
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In the rest of this section, we present our proof-of-concept deep imaging pipeline and the simulation
setup used for the (three-way) comparison of the di�erent deep imaging methods of V, G and I.
Furthermore, we discuss the e�ect of Wiener-filtering at di�erent stages of deep imaging.

3.1.1 Proof-of-concept deep imaging pipeline

We developed a proof-of-concept imaging pipeline to test the numerical constraints for imaging by
gridded visibilities. The pipeline is designed to eliminate any implementation di�erence of the core
algorithms (including gridding, ,-projection and preconditioning) used in the di�erent deep imaging
methods by using the same software in all cases. Hence, any di�erence measured on the deep data
product will be due to the di�erent data reduction methods (implementation) we seek to test, in the sense
of the order of imaging steps and approximations used, and not due to di�erences in the implementation
of the elemental imaging steps. Therefore, any di�erence is numerical, except preconditioning, which is
discussed in detail later as a special case.

Figure 3.1 shows the flowchart for imaging simulated data using the three di�erent deep imaging
methods. Our proof-of-concept pipeline is based on YandaSoft, and the gridded visibilities are defined
by the minimum viable data model described in section 2.2.1. We modified YandaSoft to output the
gridded visibilities before transforming the grids to the image domain (before IFT) and thus before
correcting for the convolutional gridding kernel. Similarly, we implemented a grid import feature,
which replaces the default in-memory grid with the input grid provided. This solution allows us to use
YandaSoft through the full imaging process with minimal software development. However, it requires
two separate imaging runs. In the first pass imaging run, we output the grids for combination (stacking)
and optional data processing. We also create the input images for image domain stacking in the first-pass
imaging run. To image the stacked grids, we run YandaSoft the second time, which we call second

pass, but optionally with di�erent input parameters. We implemented our own wrapper for stacking
both images and the (D,E) grids using the Algorithm Reference Library (ARL). We chose ARL as
it supports a general gridded visibility data model, and it also handles metadata, such as the crucial
coordinate transformation information. Furthermore, this design ensures that the data combination step
uses the same core algorithm for both combining the gridded data and the images. The time-ordered
visibilities are combined using a separate imaging run solely using YandaSoft . The corresponding
deep synthesised beam images are generated by our pipeline, using the same workflow.

The pipeline creates a deep dirty image and a deep synthesised beam image for the di�erent deep
imaging methods in CASAImage format. Although the deep images could be deconvolved, deconvolution
is a non-linear operation and simulations using deconvolution are more di�cult to quantify. In particular,
the results can vary significantly with the input data and with the deconvolution parameters (for a
thorough description, see chapter 3. of Briggs, 1995). Therefore, in this chapter, we confine ourselves
to examining implementation constraints and exclusively use the dirty data products. The e�ects of
deconvolution will be discussed in chapter 4.

Since CASAImage format only supports single-precision floating-point (see Shaw et al., 2007), both
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CHAPTER 3. IMPLEMENTATION CONSTRAINTS FOR DEEP IMAGING

Figure 3.1: Flowchart of our proof-of-concept pipeline and the three di�erent deep imaging methods
examined. The stacking step is repeated for all # depths and " combinations (see section 3.1.2 of
the main text for details) to create the accumulated data sets. The simulated observations stacked are
consistent across the di�erent deep imaging methods. Hence, the first pass of the pipeline was executed
only once. In the second pass imaging, ARL is used to stack the grids, and the deep image is created
by YandaSoft. The first pass and the imaging of co-added visibilities are created using YandaSoft

exclusively. The deep synthesised beams are computed using the same scheme. Wiener-filtering is
applied at the imaging step for each method, using the initial preconditioning function grid of the same
level as the input data. Thus, daily images are preconditioned in the first pass, while an accumulated
preconditioning function is passed to the second pass for Wiener-filtering the accumulated grid.

the output grids and images are generated with 4B precision in this format. However, YandaSoft uses 8B
precision internally, hence when the grids and the images are output, the respective grid cell and image
pixel values are truncated. For high-accuracy combination, we use 8B precision for both the combination
of images and grids, and then we save the respective accumulated data product in CASAImage format.
Thereby the deep gridded data is truncated twice. This is a prime example of the implementation
di�erences that need to be examined. The deep gridded data is transformed into the image domain with a
truncated precision, while a higher precision is used when transforming the individual data sets for image
domain stacking. This additional truncation introduces a numerical error propagating through the second
pass imaging step, and we expect to be able to measure it as flat noise on the di�erence deep images.
Furthermore, a similar rounding error arises between the image and visibility combination method, as
images are truncated to 4B precision (but combined with 8B precision), while visibilities are co-added
onto a single MS and thus combined with 8B precision for imaging.
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The pipeline is defined by a series of top-level python scripts. These scripts deploy the first-pass,
second-pass, data combination and ‘other’ (e.g. imaging of co-added visibilities) imaging tasks as
individual Slurm jobs. We run each task on a moderate-sized HPC cluster; Pleiades, using the Slurm
workload manager1. For the details of the Pleiades cluster hosted locally at ICRAR, see (Dodson et al.,
2016). Each of these top-level tasks has to be configured to Pleiades and manually executed. Thus, our
pipeline is bound to our local environment and hand-crafted for testing the implementation constraints
for deep imaging. Such a design does not follow the best practices for workflow design (see, e.g. Hettne
et al., 2012), but it is easy and quick to implement. The aim of this pipeline is to prove the implementation
feasibility of gridded visibility stacking and not to provide full support for deep imaging by gridded
visibilities. A scalable implementation of a gridded visibility pipeline is presented in section 4.1. For more
information on the individual tasks defined in this pipeline, see the YandaSoft and ARL documentation2.

For processing e�ciency, we used certain assumptions in the pipeline design to limit the implemen-
tation complexity. Most importantly, we assumed that the methodological di�erences in question are
independent of the observing frequency. Thus, our implementation only uses a single spectral channel.
This design choice also allows the simulation of hundreds of observations (of a single channel) that can
be used for a robust, statistical analysis of the implementation constraints. We further assume that for a
survey using a phased array feed (PAF) and/or multiple pointings, the sensitivity for each beam is the
same and that the primary beam correction can be applied to the deep data after imaging. Hence, no
primary beam correction is applied in our pipeline. We also assume that imaging the total intensity
(Stokes I) is representative, and so we make no use of the polarisation in this work. Note, however, that
YandaSoft uses a di�erent polarisation convention than other commonly used software (e.g. CASA),
which we take into account in both our pipeline implementation and in our simulations. In conclusion,
this test pipeline can only process limited input data: visibilities in a non-polarised single spectral
channel. Nevertheless, we believe that the proof-of-concept pipeline can produce results representative
in terms of implementation constraints for deep imaging by gridded visibility stacking by using these
approximations.

3.1.2 Simulation setup

As already noted, we use a set of simulations free from observational and calibration e�ects to isolate
possible implementation e�ects in deep imaging. Since this work is primarily using DINGO as a
science case, we tailored our simulations to fit the survey specifications. Namely, DINGO early science
observations are used as an input (D,E,F) coverage for the simulations, rather than simulating SKA
observations. The DINGO early-science observations were carried out using only 12 ASKAP antennas, in
contrast to the hundreds of antennas which the SKA3 will incorporate. Therefore, the (D,E,F) coverage of
our simulations is somewhat di�erent from the (D,E,F) coverage of future SKA observations. Nevertheless,

1The Slurm project source code can be found at https://github.com/SchedMD/slurm
2Both documentations can be found at the following links of https://github.com/ATNF/yandasoft (YandaSoft)

and https://github.com/SKA-ScienceDataProcessor/algorithm-reference-library (ARL), respectively
3We refer to the SKA-mid array.
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it is not a fundamental problem in the context of our simulations. The gridded data have distinct areas,
such as densely packed overlapping short baselines and isolated long baselines gridded with di�erent
sized ,-kernels for both a ‘typical’ SKA and for the DINGO early-science observations. Therefore,
we assume that the relative importance of numerical systematics are consistent over di�erent visibility
distributions, similar to the assumption that gridding related errors are the same over a wide range
of di�erent visibility distributions for imaging time-ordered data. Ergo, the relative consequences of
numerical errors can be considered to be generally applicable, regardless of what (D,E,F) distribution the
simulations are using.

ARL is used to create the sky model, based on the (D,E,F) coverage of the DINGO early-science
observation SB4191 introduced in section 2.3. The data were taken with ASKAP12 on 7 September
2017, targeting the G23 field for ⇠8.6h. The longest baseline of ASKAP12 is 2km, and so the resolution
of the early-science data is ⇠3000 . We selected beam 0, a central beam pointing at RA=22h44m10.378s,
Dec=�31�47043.6200 , and a single spectral channel centred at 1.351 GHz with 18.5 kHz channel width.
The data is linearly polarised, but we imaged only the total intensity (Stokes I) of the sky. For further
details of the early-science observations, see Rhee et al. (2021). To predict the visibilities, we removed all
flags from the original measurement set and replaced the original (observed) values with the predicted
values of the ‘three dimensional’ DFT (that is, including the F-terms) of the respective sky model. The
sky models used are described in section 3.2.

We created 30 input measurement sets of 8.6h integration time (referred to as ‘days’) for each
simulation. Thus, we can quantitatively characterise the numerical e�ects as the function of integration
depth/time with a daily resolution. The same (D,E,F) distribution is used as the input for each simulated
day, but the timestamps for each simulated MS are changed to enable raw visibility combination. The
first simulation was shifted to �15 days from the actual observation date, and the further simulations
were shifted by one day up to +14 days, respectively. The combination of all days yields a deep image
equivalent in observing time of a single beam of a DINGO-deep field and ⇠20% for a single beam of a
DINGO-ultradeep field, due to the two overlapping footprint survey design.

After simulating the input daily time-ordered visibilities, we created the daily images and daily grids

by running the first pass of the proof-of-concept pipeline. The images were created using a consistent 600

pixel size, equivalent to an oversampling of the synthesised beam by a factor of 5, with a di�erent area of
the sky imaged in di�erent simulations. We stacked both the images and grids for #=2,3,. . . 30, creating
deeper and deeper images with a daily depth resolution step. We selected random days to stack but using
the same chosen days for V, G and I, respectively. We repeated this process "=30 times (for every #) in
order to gain statistical variance. Note, however, that for all "=1,2. . . 30 variations, we used retrograde
sampling for each # , and thus we sampled the underlying population of all possible combinations rather
than all possible surveys, which would be sampling without replacement for all # depths for a given
" combination. Finally, we created the deep images for visibility and grid combination by running a
conventional imaging task and the second pass of the proof-of-concept pipeline, respectively. Therefore,
for every # and " , the deep images created only di�er in the stacking method and in preconditioning.
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3.1.3 Wiener-filtering

In interferometric imaging, preconditioning is a free parameter for deconvolution. In particular, �����-
based deconvolution has been criticised in that the uncertainty, resolution and noise of the deconvolved
images are tightly coupled (see, e.g. section 4.3 of Arras et al., 2021). In ‘standard’ interferometric
imaging, the beam shape and noise properties of the observation are carefully controlled through
preconditioning to achieve optimal imaging performance. Preconditioning is indisputably important.
Consequently, for deep imaging using �����-based deconvolution of the deep data product, the ability to
properly control the trade-o� between its resolution and noise level is crucial. In this section, we focus
on weighting in particular, as tapering can, and should, be applied to the deep data product.

In section 2.1.4, we introduced a Wiener-filtering approximation for Robust weighting used by
YandaSoft. This implementation of Wiener-filtering can be used to weight the accumulated gridded
visibilities by introducing the so-called initial preconditioning function grid, which can be stacked
to create the deep Wiener-filter. In contrast, when daily images are accumulated to form the deep
data product, each day has to be filtered prior to data combination. Therefore, these di�erent deep
imaging methods have di�erent control over weighting, which can significantly impact the respective
deep data products. In particular, YandaSoft uses a non-linear implementation to approximate the
Wiener-filter. Therefore, both gridded visibility stacking and image domain stacking can be severely
limited by preconditioning. The deep filter constructed from the stacked preconditioning function grids
can be constrained by accumulated numerical errors, while filtering each day can distort the relative
Robustness for each observation. The latter can result in a ‘sub-optimal’ stacking of the individual images.
Both of these e�ects are expected to be systematic. Therefore, a thorough examination of the e�ect
of Wiener-filtering on deep imaging is needed, given the importance of preconditioning in synthesis
imaging.

The possible systematics a�ecting Wiener-filtering are beyond only systematics of numerical origin.
Filtering each observation prior to creating the deep data product can be a methodologically wrong

approach. As Wiener-filtering requires knowledge of the local weight-density around each (D,E) point, the
optimal filter for deep imaging cannot be constructed, as each observation’s weight density is independent
of another, and the observed visibilities are discarded. Therefore, the Wiener filter can only be optimised
for each observation independently. Consequently, Wiener-filtering changes the synthesised beam and so
the sensitivity of each observation. To minimise the loss (or gain) of sensitivity due to this ‘sub-optimal’
filtering approach, the preconditioned daily images have to be accumulated using a weighting scheme
in stacking. With a scheme that preserves the relative sensitivity of the independent observations4.
Our solution is weighting each observation in stacking with its corresponding not-normalised and
preconditioned synthesised beam peak value. In our proof-of-concept pipeline, images are accumulated
using this weighting scheme to preserve the relative sensitivity of the simulated days. Note that the
relative sensitivity is naturally preserved in both the grid stacking and direct imaging of co-added
time-ordered visibility methods, with no similar (preconditioning) error introduced.

4Note that the (non preconditioned) dirty image represents the observed sky.
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Furthermore, Robustness is a free parameter for Wiener-filtering. Traditionally the Robustness value
is between �2 and +2, equivalent to the traditional Uniform and Natural weighting schemes, respectively.
A single Robustness value has to be chosen for deep imaging by image domain stacking prior to imaging.
However, by optimising each filter to a single observation, the stacked filtered data is di�erent from
filtering the combined data. As for the Wiener filter, to isolate implementation systematics and the
e�ect of Wiener-filtering from one another and to explore the e�ect of Robustness, we repeated all
our simulations three times with (i) no Wiener-filtering applied, and with Wiener-filtering of the daily
data sets using Robustness of (ii) +2 and (iii) -2, respectively. Note that, due to the SNR weights of the
visibilities being set to one by default, the non-Wiener-filtered case is equivalent to traditional Natural
weighting.

To construct the Wiener-filters, the initial preconditioning function grids are created by the proof-of-
concept pipeline. Daily images and stacked grids are filtered, as described above, while the co-added
time-ordered visibilities are weighted using a Wiener-filter constructed using the co-added visibility
information. Therefore, weighting is applied in di�erent stages of imaging: on the daily data sets, the
averaged gridded data product and the gridded co-added time-ordered visibilities for I, G and for V,
respectively.

3.2 Three-way stacking comparison

Simple simulations are used to compare deep imaging by G to I and to V. The (relative) performance of
the three deep imaging methods is evaluated, and the results are presented relative to the grid stacking
method. Our analysis focuses on three key properties of the deep data product: (i) thermal noise RMS,
(ii) point-source flux density measured on the dirty image and (iii) the sidelobe level of the synthesised
beam. The deep images are not compared to the daily images or the sky model parameters, but only
between the di�erent deep imaging methods, consistent with the proof-of-concept pipeline design and
the goals of the simulations.

Our simulations only represent ⇠20% of a DINGO ultradeep observation, and thus, detection of
systematics dependent on depth # , is crucial for estimation of possible systematic e�ects for a full
DINGO ultradeep field. We use a standard linear regression test to detect significant systematic e�ects
and estimate their relevance. Our null hypothesis is that no systematics are present in di�erent data
combination methods. Therefore, any two methods should produce the same results for the derived deep
image quantities and this should be independent of the depth # , so the fitted slope to the di�erence
data is expected to be zero. We used the scipy (Virtanen et al., 2020) package stats.linregress

function5. It uses a Wald Test with C-distribution of the test statistic, and the two-sided ? value is returned.
We reject the null hypothesis at ? <0.003 (‘three-sigma’) significance level in each of our tests. However,
there are some known possible biases in our simulations. Furthermore, we used the combinations of
daily datasets only up to #=29 for all our " di�erent simulations as the #=30 combination combines

5https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/reference/generated/scipy.stats.linregress.html
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all simulated days. Hence, our linear regression test was performed on "=30 di�erent combinations of
#=2,3. . . 29 days for each simulation, respectively.

Having "=30 di�erent combinations for each # depth, we are sampling the underlying possible data
combinations of the input 30 simulations. We perform the linear regression test on this sample, but it is a
biased sample of the ‘ideal’ underlying population of all di�erent combinations of infinite simulated
input days. Due to the limited number of simulations, we have a limited pool to draw days from, and our
selection converges from bootstrap to a jackknife exploration with increasing # . Therefore, the di�erence
of results with " , i.e. the scatter for any given # , can be smaller for large # due to the limited selection.
This bias appears only if a stochastic random e�ect is present, which is dependent on the data stacked,
not only the di�erence in the stacking method. The magnitude of such an e�ect decreases by 1/

p
# , and

so it results in a similar decrease in the scatter of di�erent " results6. Non-linear Wiener-filtering can
introduce such stochastic di�erences in the derived metrics.

Therefore, the linear regression test can be trusted if the variability of the measured quantity is
independent on # , i.e. when no stochastic e�ects are present. In addition, the data set has to follow
a Normal distribution centred at the underlying linear model7, otherwise, a linear relationship is not
adequate to describe the measured quantity behaviour as a function of # . As such, we are visually
examining a histogram of the number-count of the residuals to test this criterion, and we only accept fits
whose residual histograms are well-matching with a Normal distribution. Therefore, if either the data set
is not normal or stochastic e�ects dominate it, we ignore the result of the regression analysis, and we
simply estimate the magnitude of the e�ect from the order of magnitude of the largest scatter.

We found outliers in some of the measured metrics due to the non-linear nature of the Wiener filter.
We report for each case when outliers are detected, and we discuss their origin, respectively. Nevertheless,
to avoid these outliers a�ecting the linear regression test, the data is filtered prior to the test by applying
sigma clipping. In this method, we iteratively discarded the measured outlier values which di�er by
more than 5f from the mean of the data set, where f is the standard deviation of the measured relative
di�erence metric. Thus, we re-calculated both the mean and the standard deviation in each iteration
until no more outliers were removed. By using a relatively high threshold of 5f, we found that only the
visually distinct measurements are removed.

As shown, we are using simple statistical tools to detect systematics, as we are not using rigorous
tests to check all the underlying assumptions for our data (these are independence, homoscedasticity
and normality). This is because we are only interested in significant systematic e�ects resulting in
�0.1% (relative) di�erence on the derived image properties. E�ects below this level can be considered
insignificant in all our examined metrics, as the deconvolution parameters of the deep data are expected
to have a more significant e�ect on the deep images. In addition to the linear regression test, we used
a qualitative analysis of the #=30 images and the di�erence between these deep images created by
di�erent deep imaging methods.

6Samples with such behaviour is called a heteroscedastic data set.
7This is known as the normality criteria.
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3.2.1 Relative thermal noise RMS di�erence

Ignoring systematic limitations such as confusion, the main factor controlling sensitivity for a given
telescope and observational setup is observing time. The thermal noise of the accumulated data
theoretically decreases as the inverse square root of the number of the stacked observations, or days in
the case of our simulation setup. We simulated a noise-only sky to verify this behaviour with images
created from (D,E) grids by stacking. Since visibilities are independent of each other, we generated the
real and complex part of the simulated visibilities by drawing a value from a Gaussian distribution with
zero mean and (RMS standard deviation. (RMS is the thermal noise level of a daily image, defined by the
survey and array parameters (Thompson et al., 2017, equation 6.62):

(3.1) (RMS =
2:B)sys

�

p
2#b#pol�a)obs

where, :B is the Boltzmann constant, )sys is the system temperature, � is the single dish collecting
area, #b is the number of baselines, #pol is the number of polarisations used for imaging, �a is the
channel bandwidth and )obs is the integration time of the full observation. This is an ideal case, where
we assumed a perfect system response with no loss, and traditional Natural weighting. Therefore, for the
ASKAP12 configuration of 12 dishes of 12m diameter, with )sys = 50K system temperature, observing
for )obs '8.6h with �a '18.5kHz channel bandwidth and linear (XX,YY) polarisation, #pol=2, the
expected ideal RMS level is (RMS '3.3mJy/beam. For each simulated day, we generated di�erent,
random, visibility sets with the same RMS noise level, and we imaged the data using 600 pixels and a
1024⇥1024 pixel image size.

We do not apply the correction for the primary beam since it does not modulate the thermal noise,
and so the deep images are expected to be flat with the pixel values following a Gaussian distribution.
The RMS is derived from the whole image. We performed a linear regression test on the relative RMS
di�erence �RMSindices/RMSGrid. The di�erence is noted by using the + ,⌧, � indices, for example,
�RMSIG=RMSImage�RMSGrid, and a similar notation is used for the di�erence values through this
chapter for all quantities compared.

The input days simulated are di�erent in their actual visibility values, and the data is not flagged.
Therefore, the Wiener filters applied are the same for each day and also for the deep data because the
filter is only dependent on the sampling of the transfer function. We chose this setup to isolate the
possible numerical systematics e�ects and the methodological e�ects of applying the (same) filter in the
di�erent deep imaging methods. These simulations are used to characterise the numerical systematics of
the Wiener-filter implementation of YandaSoft.

Significant systematics with a limited spatial extent on the deep image for any deep imaging method
can dominate the measured relative RMS di�erence, as the RMS is sensitive to outliers. Therefore, in
addition to the qualitative analysis of the deepest #=30 images, we generated the relative di�erence
maps, and we derived the pixel-by-pixel modulus Probability Density Function (PDF) of the di�erent
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maps. We use the PDF distribution, and relative di�erence maps to determine the frequency and spatial
distribution of pixels significantly di�erent between the di�erent stacking methods.

3.2.2 Relative point-source flux density di�erence

Accurate flux recovery from the combined data is vital for high-fidelity deep imaging. DINGO will detect
mostly unresolved sources (at the current survey setup of using only the <2km baseline data), and to
examine the e�ect of the di�erent data combination methods on detected source flux density, we created a
simple sky model consisting only of point sources with no additional thermal noise. We flagged a random
20% of the visibilities for each day after predicting the visibilities from our sky model. Therefore, we
combine days with the same sensitivity but with di�erent visibility distributions, which is an important
test for gridded visibility stacking. Note that our simulations are using a level of conservative flagging
(i.e. flagging should not modify the synthesised beam shape significantly for the individual simulations),
and so any systematic e�ect would have a more severe impact on an actual deep survey.

Figure 3.2 shows an example simulated daily dirty image. The sky model consists of a component at
the phase-centre, and one each in the primary beam main lobe half-power, the first null and in the first
side lobe maxima positioned at West, North, East and South from the phase centre, respectively. The
sources have the same flux density of 0.016Jy/beam corresponding to ⇠ 5f compared to the expected
3.3mJy/beam noise level of a single day. This is an ad-hoc value, as no thermal noise is present in our
simulations. We used a 600 pixel size and imaged the sky up to the second null of the primary beam
using 2836 pixels in both RA and Dec directions. As no primary beam correction is performed in the
simulations, we expect to measure the same flux density on all components.

We measured the flux of the brightest pixel in a ±20 pixel area (⇠40⇥40) around the nominal pixel
position of each component as shown in Figure 3.2. Note, however, that the point sources are not placed
onto the centre of any pixel, thus the brightest pixel can vary for di�erent # depths and " variations.
Furthermore, by measuring a single-pixel flux density, we do not account for the e�ect of the synthesised
beam in our measurements. However, in our analysis, we compare the relative flux densities of the
di�erent deep imaging methods, measured on the dirty images created. Furthermore, �����ing is not
expected to a�ect the measured point-source flux value8. Hence, measuring a single-pixel flux density is
ideal for our analysis despite not being the optimal way to measure the absolute flux density values. We
discuss the e�ect of deconvolution and (bright) extended sources in more detail in chapter 4.

We derived the relative flux density di�erence values for our linear regression test for each source
independently. Therefore, we can detect the dependence from direction and/or distance from the phase
centre for any possible systematics present with our symmetric sky model. The phase centre of the deep
images is expected to be the least a�ected, and any systematic e�ect independent of the distance from
the phase-centre are the only systematic present at this component. Therefore, we give special attention
to the central component in our analysis. Furthermore, we visually analysed the #=30 deep images for
further e�ects that we are unable to capture with our simple symmetric sky model.

8This is true for a single point-source, but �����ing of one source can a�ect the measured value of the other sources.
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Figure 3.2: Example simulated daily dirty image. We have drawn the ±20 pixel box around the nominal
position pixel for each component, in which we measured the maximum flux density for our analysis. An
example zoom-in to the central component is highlighted.

By flagging visibilities from each simulated day, we can study the methodological e�ect of the
di�erent Wiener-filtering strategies on deep images. The filters created for each day are expected to
be similar as only a small portion, 20%, of the visibilities, are flagged. Therefore, our simulations are
perturbation-like, and we can study how the YandaSoft implementation of Wiener-filtering behaves in
the presence of small changes. Note that for real surveys in which observations can starkly di�er in length
and quality, the filters can also be significantly di�erent, and so related e�ects are expected to be higher.

It is important to emphasise that the numerical di�erences between stacking methods can arise from
various approximations used in the implementation and not only from ‘pure’ numerical e�ects, e.g.
rounding. In the case of preconditioning, flagging of visibilities can introduce ‘catastrophic gridding
errors’ (see, e.g. sec 3.5 at Briggs, 1995), which can a�ect the Wiener filters used, especially due
to the non-linear method used in YandaSoft to construct the filter. Furthermore, the YandaSoft

implementation9 of the ,-kernel has a discrete jump of the kernel size to avoid numerical issues with
the anti-aliasing part of the kernel. For small F-terms for which the di�raction pattern is below or around
the size of a (D,E) grid cell, (e.g. approximately F  �D�E as the size of the di�raction pattern is /

p
F

in wavelengths), the ,-kernel support is set to 3 pixels. While for larger F-terms, the support is derived
from the precision of the phase correction included into the support of the kernel but at least 7 pixels
which is the usual size of the anti-aliasing kernel10. This jump in kernel size can have an impact on the
results similar to catastrophic gridding errors.

9Not only the YandaSoft implementation uses such pragmatic solutions.
10For the details see the source code at https://bitbucket.csiro.au/projects/ASKAPSDP/repos/yandasoft/

browse
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3.2.3 Relative synthesised beam sidelobe di�erence

The achievable dynamic range for deep images created from hundreds of days can be limited by systematic
e�ects not only on the measured visibilities but also on the synthesised beam. The limitation in the
current strategies for deep imaging comes from the inability to correctly perform major-cycles on the
stacked data products, whether they are formed in the grid or the image (see section 2.1.2). To perform
the major cycle, one needs to de-grid the sky model onto time-ordered visibilities, thereby removing
many assumptions introduced in the image formation. This is only achievable if the full time-ordered
dataset is available and can be processed, which is not possible for a deep spectral line survey such as
DINGO. Our strategy is to minimise the error introduced by data combinations on the deep image and
the stacked synthesised beam. Note that systematic errors can a�ect both the deep dirty image and deep
synthesised beam the same way. Therefore, the examination of possible systematic e�ects in both the
synthesised beam and the dirty image is somewhat redundant. However, the dynamic range of these two
deep data products can be di�erent, and the systematics will propagate through deconvolution di�erently.
Thus the characterisation of systematics a�ecting the synthesised beam is crucial and complementary to
examining similar e�ects a�ecting the dirty image.

With no time-ordered visibility information available in deep imaging, the input for any deconvolution
algorithm is the stacked dirty image and the deep synthesised beam. The individual synthesised beams
are stacked for I, for G the deep synthesised beam is computed from the stacked gridded (complex)
transfer function, and from the co-added visibility weights for V. With our simulations, we examine how
di�erent stacking methods a�ect the dirty image, and so in this test, we are focusing on the deep PSF
properties. We measured the RMS of the sidelobe di�erence between di�erent deep imaging methods
for our linear regression test to quantify the level of systematic uncertainty or ‘error’ introduced. This
can be considered as the relative energy uncertainty introduced to the synthesised beam sidelobes. We
chose to mainly focus on and present this quantity rather than comparing deconvolved final images, as
results of the latter test would be less clear and would rather quantify the achievable overall depth, not
the limitation of it. However, an increase in the PSF sidelobe level due to sub-optimal stacking is a good
measure of the range over which measured flux densities will be reliable.

We define the dynamic range as the ratio of the brightest source detected and the faintest source that
could possibly be detected. Therefore, the dynamic range is either limited by the thermal noise RMS11 of
the observation or by the reciprocal sidelobe level uncertainty of the normalised synthesised beam. The
latter is what we measure in our simulations. Thus, if di�erent deep imaging methods result in di�erent
deep synthesised beam sidelobes, their di�erence defines the upper limit for the achievable dynamic
range, as faint source flux densities beyond the defined dynamic range limit would be significantly
di�erent for di�erent deep imaging methods in the presence of a bright source.

We used the synthesised beam images from the relative point-source flux density di�erence

11The dynamic range is generally defined as the ratio of the brightest source peak flux and thermal noise RMS level (see,
e.g. Thompson et al., 2017 Appendix A10.3.2), which is equivalent to our definition if the faintest source flux density equals
the thermal noise RMS level.
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simulations since this test requires no sky model but only di�erent daily instrumentation response. For
all # depths and " combinations, we generated the absolute di�erence images using the normalised
synthesised beams on which we measure the sidelobe di�erence level. Therefore, the di�erence maps can
be considered as fractional di�erence maps. Furthermore, to capture any potential direction-dependent
behaviour, we measured the RMS on the di�erence images in two slices through the peak of the
synthesised beam oriented in the RA and Dec directions.

The RMS of the synthesised beam sidelobe di�erence slices is computed on both the RA and Dec
slices separately and using only the primary beam main lobe, which is ⇠2.58�(1550 pixel) across from
the first null-to-null. We excluded ±20 pixels (±4 synthesised beam FWHM) around the peak of the PSF
and the central pixel, to avoid e�ects from the synthesised beam main lobes and the leading sidelobes, as
our main concern is flux density introduced by bright sources far away from the point of interest in the
sky. Also, we exclude the image edges outside of the primary beam main lobe, which would comprise a
more complex analysis, including the antennae sensitivity pattern outside of the primary beam. DINGO
will use mosaicking to create wide-field images from multiple beams, in which only the primary beam
area is imaged for each pointing. Furthermore, the RA and Dec slicing is expected to be representative of
the overall behaviour of possible systematics present.

Our linear regression test characterises possible systematic e�ects on synthesised beam sidelobes,
using di�erences between the alternative deep imaging methods. Nevertheless, the di�erence of
synthesised beams do not behave the same way around the main lobe and around the image edges, which
is beyond the primary beam main lobe for our simulations. Therefore, we qualitatively analysed these
regions by plotting and visually inspecting the RA and Dec slices of the di�erence maps for every # and
" . Any di�erence measured around the synthesised beam main lobe is significant in the deconvolution
of extended sources (which is less relevant for DINGO) and sources with separations of only a few
synthesised beams. To highlight the di�erence around the PSF peak, we used a symmetric logarithmic
scale around the central pixel while creating the di�erence images of the synthesised beam slices in
addition to a linear scale, used to demonstrate the di�erence of the synthesised beam sidelobes on the
image edge. Furthermore, we performed a qualitative analysis of the deepest # = 30 images to validate
our slicing method. We visually analysed these di�erence maps to check for any structure, which can
further a�ect the deconvolution of the deep cubes.

3.3 Results

In this section, we present and discuss the key findings of our simulations. We break down our analysis
into two separate cases: (i) when no Wiener-filtering was applied, and (ii) when preconditioning was
used via Wiener-filtering, for each test respectively. We do not present all linear regression test results in
detail, but only some examples relevant to understand the systematics present. The fitted linear model
parameters are important to only detected significant systematics that can a�ect the deep imaging results,
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Figure 3.3: Measured RMS for gridded visibility stacking. The purple, blue and green points correspond
to no Wiener-filtering, and for using a Wiener-filter with Robustness of +2 (Natural weighting) and -2
(Uniform weighting), respectively. Each point corresponds to the mean of the RMS measured for the
"=30 di�erent variations for every # , with error bars equal to the measured standard deviation. The
grey lines show the 1/

p
# scaling of the mean RMS measured on the simulated daily observations. Note

that the grey lines do not represent the underlying truth but only the characteristics of the expected RMS
behaviour.

and so in their absence, the parameters are not shown12. For a more comprehensive view, we present
additional figures in Appendix B.

3.3.1 Relative thermal noise RMS di�erence

The Root Mean Square (RMS) of the sky brightness of the source-free region(s) is usually used to
quantify the noise level of radio interferometric images. In our first test, we characterise the thermal noise
RMS level and its depth dependence for the di�erent deep imaging methods. Figure 3.3 demonstrates that
the thermal noise RMS measured on the deep images created by G follows the expected 1/

p
# scaling

relation. The figure also shows that Wiener-filtering produces the expected noise level for the Robustness
values used, and so in the first approximation, the proposed grid stacking method and Wiener-filtering
works superbly. However, small systematic e�ects can be present compared to the other deep imaging
methods. Therefore, we briefly describe the main results of our linear regression analysis to characterise
such systematics.

No Wiener-filtering

Each deep imaging method results in approximately the same RMS of ⇠0.58 mJy/beam for the deepest
#=30 dirty images. This value is close to the expected RMS level, and so, only a negligible di�erence is
present between the three deep imaging methods. The left panels of Figure 3.4 shows the best-fitting

12We found no such e�ects, and so we are not presenting any of the model fit parameters, but only the fitted slope values.
We believe that a visual representation of the fits is adequate to interpret the results.
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Figure 3.4: Relative RMS di�erence and the best fitting linear model, when comparing G to I (top panels)
and to V (bottom panels), respectively. The panels from left to right show when the RMS is measured on
the whole image and measured on the central 512⇥512 pixel area.

linear regression model to the relative RMS di�erence for two cases. Notably, the RMS di�erence
between V and G is two orders of magnitude higher (⇠10�5) than between the I and G (⇠10�7). We can
reject our null hypothesis for both tests and conclude that only a low level (measurable) systematics are
present between the di�erent deep imaging methods. To further analyse the origin of this e�ect, we
generated relative di�erence images, and we derived the PDF histograms for the modulus of the pixels
for the corresponding comparisons.

The relative di�erence maps reveal that deep images created by di�erent stacking strategies mostly
di�er at the image edges. To highlight this e�ect, we used a cut in displaying the di�erence map, and
saturated the colour bar above the cut. Furthermore, we generated a PDF of the absolute pixel-di�erence
values using only the central 512⇥512 pixel area of the di�erence image. We used a hundred bins of the
same logarithmic bin size for both the central and the full image pixel PDF distributions. The resulting
PDFs have shapes similar to ratio-distributions, as expected. However, the PDF ‘tails’ behave di�erently
for the two regions: the PDF computed based on the full image has more outliers or ‘hot pixels’. These
hot pixels are biasing the measured RMS di�erence. Note that detecting the noise decrement towards the
edges on the individual deep images would be problematic, as this e�ect is below the thermal noise level.
The relative di�erence maps and the PDF distributions are presented in Figure 3.5.

We repeated the linear regression test using RMS values measured only on the central 512⇥512
pixel area of the deep images. The measured relative RMS di�erence values and the best fitting model
are shown in the right panels of Figure 3.4. The measured deep RMS values are ⇠0.59 mJy/beam for
the #=30 deep images for all methods, which is closer to the expected theoretical thermal noise level.
We can keep our null hypothesis when comparing G to I, but we have to reject it when comparing
G to V. In the latter case, the fitted slope is ⇠10�10, and so it is negligible even for a deep imaging
perspective. Furthermore, the measured relative RMS di�erence values occupy only discrete values for
any # . Given that our images are using single-precision floating-point values, the di�erence on this level
can be explained by rounding to single-precision float values when writing the images to disc. Therefore,
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Figure 3.5: Relative di�erence maps between the #=30 deep images created by G and by I (top left) and
between G and V (bottom left). No Wiener-filtering was used in either case. For both di�erence maps,
the central 512⇥512 pixel area is highlighted with a white rectangle. The pixels with >|10�4| relative
di�erence are coloured grey, while pixels below this cut are coloured using a symmetric logarithmic
scale. The right-hand side panels show the PDF histogram of the pixel modulus of the full image in
black and the central area pixels in purple for the respective di�erence maps. A dashed vertical line
denotes the cut in colouring above which the PDF histogram pixels are coloured grey on the respective
di�erence maps. This plot highlights that the prominently di�erent ‘hot pixels’ mainly occur on the outer
edges, especially in the corners, of the stacked deep images. The e�ect is significantly stronger when we
compare G to V.

with our simulation setup, we cannot detect any systematics above the representation accuracy of the
image pixel values.

The detected marginal di�erence between V and G can be explained in a similar manner as
the increased noise di�erence at the edges. The origin of these e�ects is the di�erent number of
convolutional gridding steps applied. Each daily image is convolved with the anti-aliasing kernel prior
the Fourier-inversion and normalised independently, while the corresponding grids are convolved with
the anti-aliasing kernel but only corrected for the anti-aliasing kernel after creating the deep image.
In contrast to both methods, co-added time-ordered visibilities are gridded and corrected only once.
However, when applying the anti-aliasing kernel, several approximations are used. The usual prolate
spheroidal kernel can be considered a self-Fourier function (i.e., Fourier Transforms to itself), but it
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is not an analytical function, and thus we compute it with a di�erent precision when gridding and
when normalising with it. In gridding, the function is only computed over a few grid cells, while in
the normalisation step, the function is estimated over the whole image (all pixels) with high precision.
Therefore, applying the gridding kernel with low precision multiple times introduces di�erent (numerical)
systematics in the di�erent deep imaging methods. Furthermore, the normalisation step also introduces a
numerical systematic due to the di�erence in precision used for the anti-aliasing kernel. This e�ect is
smaller in the image centre and increases towards the image edges. The radio astronomical community
is aware of these e�ects. However, the systematic e�ect due to the recurring gridding has not been
previously recognised.

Nevertheless, the numerical systematics introduced a�ect the digitised image rather than the
(measured) sky flux density distribution. This e�ect predominantly a�ects the image edges (regardless of
the imaged area on the sky), but it leaves the central area una�ected, and so it can be neglected for deep
imaging. Note that due to our simulation design, this is the only implementation systematics when no
Wiener-filtering is used.

Wiener-filtering

For simulations using Wiener-filtering, we obtained starkly di�erent results from the simulations with no
Wiener-filtering. Regardless of the Robustness parameter used, the relative RMS di�erence between any
two deep imaging method is ⇠10�4, independent of the depth imaged. Note that in this simulation setup,
the filters used are identical for the deep images and for any given day. Therefore, the relative di�erence
measured is purely a numerical e�ect specific to the YandaSoft implementation of the Wiener filter. In
this section, we briefly summarise the main takeaway messages, while the best fitting regression models
and the PDF histograms of the pixel moduli of the relative di�erence maps are shown as supplementary
material in Appendix B, but not presented here.

We performed the linear regression test by measuring the RMS on only the 512⇥512 pixel central
area of the deep images for both Robustness values used, based on our results from the non-Wiener-
filtering case. The residual histograms (inspected visually and are not shown) clearly show non-Gaussian
behaviour, so we can not assume normality. Therefore, a linear regression test is not su�cient to test the
data for systematics. However, useful conclusions can still be drawn from the measured relative RMS
di�erence values.

Based on the large di�erences seen in Figure B.1 and the right panels of Figure 3.4, the numerical
e�ects are either not due to rounding, or rounding e�ects propagate di�erently when the data is Wiener-
filtered. Although we can not answer this question with the current simulation setup, we can conclude that
the YandaSoft implementation is sensitive to small numerical e�ects. In fact, the numerical e�ects of
the Wiener filter are more significant than the numerical e�ects of the convolutional gridding assumptions
used. We further investigate the numerical constraints of the filter in section 3.3.3.

We generated the #=30 relative di�erence maps and the respective pixel modulus PDFs for both
Robustness values to detect the spatial nature of the numerical e�ects in the di�erent Wiener-filtering
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strategies. We found the di�erence maps to be flat with no (visible) increased di�erence towards the image
edges. Furthermore, the PDF distributions (see, Figure B.2 in Appendix B.) confirm that the average
relative di�erence significantly increases both on the full image and the image centre, respectively.

The Wiener filter, as derived from Robust weighting in radio interferometry, is constructed to optimise
the thermal noise and sidelobe level of the noise-corrupted synthesised beam (Briggs, 1995). Therefore
the known signal in Wiener-filtering is the noise-corrupted synthesised beam, which is applied to the
dirty image. In order for this approach to work, we assume that the sky consists of point sources (similar
to the ����� based deconvolution), and thus the filter can be applied to the image due to the associative
nature of the convolution. However, when the sky consists of no point sources but only (thermal) noise,
filtering the data (with Unifrom weighting) is meaningless13. Therefore, the filtering acts similar to a
perturbation on the noise-only data. Discussing this e�ect further is out of the scope of our main analysis
but is a relevant question for deep imaging.

DINGO plans to observe the 21-cm line up to a redshift of ⇠0.4. For its deep fields, at higher
redshifts (>0.2), DINGO is expected to have only a handful of direct detections, and so DINGO plans to
deliver some of its science through stacking undetected sources. Therefore, the fidelity of the ‘empty’
channels with no direct detections is key for delivering DINGO science with high precision. As shown,
filtering data with no (detectable) signal and no deconvolution introduces a measurable implementation
uncertainty, meaning that with a di�erent Wiener-filtering strategy, the deep images would change to a
certain extent. Although the numerical error introduced can be considered negligible, such e�ects can, in
theory, impact the results by biasing the statistics drawn. Note that this e�ect is present even when the
deep data is preconditioned. Nevertheless, we advise applying preconditioning to the noise-only and
potentially non-deconvolved deep images to enable the control over the synthesised beam shape, as the
uncertainty introduced is small, <0.01% of the thermal noise RMS level.

We assume that our simulation setup maximises the numerical di�erences between the di�erent
deep imaging methods. We measured a marginal numerical e�ect due to the di�erence in gridding
assumptions used, and we demonstrated that when the YandaSoft Wiener filter implementation is used,
numerical e�ects are higher. However, the relative di�erence can be considered negligible for both the
filtered and non-filtered cases for the DINGO survey.

3.3.2 Relative point-source flux density di�erence

The #=30 di�erence maps for the di�erent deep imaging methods and Wiener-filtering strategies
qualitatively summarise our results. The di�erence maps are shown in Figure 3.6 and are used jointly with
the linear regression analysis to interpret the di�erences between the di�erent deep imaging methods.
Therefore, some of the individual panels of Figure 3.6 are discussed together with the relevant linear
regression test results.

13Filtering the synthesised beam still has a physically meaningful interpretation as discussed in Briggs, 1995.
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Figure 3.6: Absolute di�erence maps of the stacked dirty images for the deepest #=30 combination. The
rows from top to bottom shows the di�erence images between G and V, G and I, and between V and I for
all Wiener-filtering cases, respectively. The left column shows di�erence maps with no Wiener-filtering
applied, while the central and right columns are corresponding to Wiener-filtering with Robustness of
+2 (Natural) and -2 (Uniform), respectively. The colour scales are fixed between all comparisons and
preconditioning. We highlighted the ±20 pixel box around the central component of our sky model, and
we have drawn the same size boxes around each component.

No Wiener-filtering

Based on the relative RMS scaling simulation results, we expect only negligible systematics in the
point-source flux density di�erence images due to the di�erence in the number of gridding steps and
normalisation with the anti-aliasing kernel used by the di�erent deep imaging methods. Here we only
present the measured relative flux density di�erence of the central component of the sky model and the
best fitting linear model in Figure 3.7. The regression test results for the non-central components are
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Figure 3.7: Relative flux density di�erence measured on the central component of the sky model, and the
best fitting linear model, when comparing deep images created by G to I (left panel) and to V (right
panel), respectively.

shown in Appendix B.

The main conclusions from our linear regression analysis are: (i) the relative pixel value di�erence
(assumed peak flux density relative di�erence) is <10�6, possibly due to rounding errors (only discrete
relative di�erence values measured), (ii) we can reject the null hypothesis for the majority of the
sky model components and (iii) the systematics introduced by the di�erence in normalising for the
anti-aliasing kernel can be neglected, as the best fitting model slopes are within ±10�8. However, we can
detect dependence both from distance from the phase centre and # , the depth of the data combination
(see, Appendix B).

If no systematic di�erence is present between the di�erent deep imaging methods, we should measure
the same flux density for all sources in our sky model. However, G shows a dependence of the measured
flux density with depth, direction and distance from the phase centre when compared to V. Based on
Figure 3.6, and results from the RMS scaling simulations, we can give an overall explanation for the
systematics. This e�ect is due to the di�erence in the number of the convolutional gridding step applied
in the two deep imaging methods. The systematics appear as a low-level ripple in the absolute di�erence
maps (also in the relative di�erence maps), with increasing amplitude towards the image edges. The ripple
pattern is dependent on the underlying visibility data combined, and the further the component from the
phase centre, the more severe the ripple. This explains both the distance and direction-dependence (the
latter is due to the ripple orientation). Furthermore, the depth-dependence (rejecting the null hypothesis)
confirms that this e�ect is indeed systematic and a�ecting the digitised image.

A di�erent systematic present between G and I, as the only di�erence is in the normalisation step,
as discussed in section 3.3.1. Figures 3.6 and B.3 shows that this e�ect is barely detectable with our
method, and that this is also a numerical e�ect of the digitised image.

The systematics presented are detectable in this simulation setup since no thermal noise is present.
We could only detect the same e�ect in the noise-only simulations by using statistical methods. Both
systematics are a�ecting the digitised image independent from the measured flux density and thermal
noise, and are only dependent on the digitised image parameters (e.g. image size). The magnitude of the
systematics is within ±10�8 relative pixel di�erence. Therefore, the current YandaSoft implementation
of convolutional gridding poses no (implementation) constraints for deep imaging, and all deep imaging
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Figure 3.8: Relative flux density di�erence measured for the central component of the sky model, and the
best fitting linear model, when comparing deep images created by G to I (top panels) and to V (bottom
panels), respectively. From left to right, the figures show when Wiener-filtering with Robustness +2
(Natural) and -2 (Uniform), respectively.

methods of V, G and I can be considered identical. Furthermore, given that the synthesised beam with
traditional Natural weighting depends solely on the density-weighted sampling function, the systematics
described can have a more severe impact on the synthesised beam sidelobes, which we discuss in more
detail in section 3.3.3.

Wiener filtering

For simulations in which Wiener filtering is used, the linear regression test results of the central
component are representative for the whole sky model. Therefore we only present the relative flux density
di�erence for this model component and the best fitting linear model in Figure 3.8. The measured relative
di�erences and the fitted models for the non-central components are shown in Appendix B. Based on
the linear regression analysis and Figure 3.6, we can summarise the results as follows: (i) the relative
flux density di�erence measured between G and I is a�ected by a stochastic e�ect, and so the scatter
of the data with " is not uniform but dependent on # (i.e. homoscedasticity assumption is wrong).
Therefore, the fits are biased, and since the underlying assumptions of the tests are not true, we can not
use the linear regression test in these cases. (ii) a linear model can be used to describe the relative flux
density di�erence measured between G and V, however, we have to reject the null hypothesis for the vast
majority of the sky components modelled. Furthermore, the measured relative di�erence is dependent
on depth, direction and distance from the phase centre.

Our results in comparing G to V are straightforward to interpret. The input initial preconditioning
function grids used to compute the Wiener filter can only di�er in the imaginary part (see section 2.1.4
for details of the preconditioning function grid). A given imaginary part of the preconditioning function
grid cell is the SNR density-weighted cell-average of the visibility-dependent kernel size (in pixels) for
V, but it is the average of the daily SNR density-weighted cell-average of the visibility-dependent kernel
size for G. We have shown in section 3.3.1 that the construction of the Wiener-filter is sensitive to small
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di�erences in the input preconditioning function grid, possibly due to the non-linear implementation
used in YandaSoft. Therefore, the small numerical or gridding-related di�erences14 in the input
preconditioning function grids results in a measurable di�erence in the filtered images. This e�ect is
similar to the numerical systematics a�ecting the non-filtered data. It can be considered to result in a
similar low-level ripple pattern on the di�erence maps, and so the measured, systematic di�erence is the
result of the joint e�ect of gridding systematics and the numerical systematics of the Wiener-filter used.
This hypothesis explains the dependence on depth and the dependence on both direction and distance
from the phase centre. The low-level ripple introduced can be dependent also on Robustness (see Figure
3.6), but no measurable di�erence is seen. Nevertheless, this joint systematic e�ect can be neglected in
deep imaging as the slopes of the best fitting linear models are within ±10�6 for all components.

The interpretation of the measured relative flux density di�erence between G and I is not trivial.
The scatter for di�erent " combinations are decreasing with depth as our simulations converge from
bootstrap to jackknife exploration of the underlying population for the respective # depth. This results
from a ‘stochastic’ e�ect, i.e. the data combination depends on the underlying (random) flagging of the
input data combined, and so the linear regression test results can not be trusted. Therefore, only qualitative
conclusions can be derived from the measured relative flux density di�erences. The di�erence between
the two deep imaging methods, in this case, is not only numerical but predominantly methodological.
This we call sub-optimal filtering in case of I, as the Wiener-filters applied for each day are not the
optimal filter derived from the averaged visibility data. This optimal filter is used for preconditioning
both G and V, and the two methods agree up to high relative precision. This e�ect is dependent on
the Robustness parameter: an order of magnitude higher (⇠10�3) for Uniform Wiener-filtering than for
Natural filtering (⇠10�4). Therefore, sub-optimal filtering causes the most significant di�erence between
I and the other deep imaging methods. As such, G results in higher fidelity combined deep images than I
if Wiener-filtering is applied.

Figure 3.6 shows that this e�ect a�ects the whole image by slightly altering the synthesised beam
pattern, in contrast to the numerical systematics, which has a radial dependence and a�ects the digitised
image. Furthermore, the zoom-in plots reveal that for Uniform weighting, the di�erence maps measurably
di�er around the point sources, implying that the synthesised beam main lobe is significantly a�ected by
sub-optimal filtering. We further discuss this in the next subsection.

We found some outliers in the relative flux density di�erence data in all our simulations for selected
point sources when Wiener-filtering is used. The outliers detected for Natural Wiener-filtering are of the
order of ⇠10�3 both for relative flux densities measured between G and I and between G and V for all
components. These are the result of one particular combination of ⇠5 days present in the selected # days
to combine and resulted in a similar

p
# decrease as the variance with " . Outliers detected for Uniform

Wiener-filtering are of the order of ⇠10�5, and are only present when comparing G to V, and only at six
modelled sources. Both types of outliers can be explained by the fact that the modelled point sources are

14These di�erences all originate from the fact that the arithmetic mean (or average) of the averages of subsets of a dataset
does not equal the mean of the dataset, given the condition that the subsets are not equal length. Due to variable flagging, the
condition is not true for all grid cells in the preconditioning function grid.
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not centred at pixels and that Wiener-filtering can a�ect the shape of the synthesised beam main lobe.
That is, our single-pixel method to measure flux is not adequate in these cases 15. Hence, correcting for
the synthesised beam in our flux measurements would not produce outliers in the relative di�erence data.
Nonetheless, we simply removed the outlier values by using the sigma clipping method described in
section 3.2, prior to performing the linear regression test. These outliers are not a�ecting our conclusions
but show the limitation of our analysis. Examples for the outlier values are shown in Appendix B.

3.3.3 Relative synthesised beam sidelobe di�erence

To build a comprehensive picture, we need to examine the systematic and sub-optimal Wiener-filtering
e�ects on the synthesised beam. Di�erences in the (normalised) synthesised beam shape between the
di�erent deep imaging methods can be considered as uncertainty on the relative instrumental response.
Hence, computing the deep synthesised beam with high precision is crucial for any deconvolution
algorithm to produce high-fidelity deep (deconvolved) sky images. In this test, we quantify the achievable
dynamic range of the deep images and analyse the e�ect of di�erent data combination methods on
the deep synthesised beam. Assuming that we can compute the true instrumental response using the
co-added time-ordered visibilities, the deviation introduced by the di�erent deep imaging strategies
gives a deconvolution limit on the dynamic range. We quantify this limit by computing the RMS of
the sidelobe di�erence between di�erent methods. The RMS on the di�erence image represents the
uncertainty level, and so dynamic ranges higher than 1/(RMS

p
#) are unreliable on the deep image, as

di�erent stacking methods would result in di�erent fluxes for the faint sources in this dynamic range.
Note that the square root in computing the RMS introduces a degeneracy (i.e. RMS(� �⌧) = RMS(�⌧� )),
and so the RMS measured characterises the modulus di�erence of the sidelobes. Therefore the RMS can
be considered as the relative energy uncertainty of the sidelobes between the two synthesised beams.

The limitation of dynamic range on the deep images is due to the sidelobes of bright sources,
which are detectable on individual observations, as the synthesised beam sidelobe uncertainty is scaling
with source flux density. Therefore, the dynamic range on the daily observations is limited by the
synthesised beam sidelobe uncertainty when deconvolving the deep images. If the dynamic range of a
daily observation is ⇡, the sidelobe uncertainty is negligible if:

(3.2) ⇡ ⌧ 1
.
(RMS

p
#)

where # is the days combined and the measured sidelobe uncertainty is the RMS of the deep synthesised
beam di�erence. Therefore, by measuring the RMS, an upper limit to the dynamic range of the daily
observations can be derived. Therefore, �����ing the daily images down to the upper limit of the
dynamic range could be necessary for the perfect reconstruction of bright sources.

15However, >80% of the simulated flux is recovered by our single-pixel measurements for all modelled components, all
preconditioning cases and for all deep imaging methods.
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Figure 3.9: Absolute di�erence maps of the stacked synthesised beams for the deepest #=30 combination.
The rows from top to bottom shows the di�erence images between G and V, G and I, and between
V and I for all Wiener-filtering cases, respectively. The left column shows di�erence maps with no
Wiener-filtering applied, while the central and right columns are corresponding to Wiener-filtering
with Robustness of +2 (Natural) and -2 (Uniform), respectively. The colour scales are fixed between
all comparisons and preconditioning. We highlighted the ±20 pixel box around the main lobe of the
synthesised beam.

Figure 3.9 presents the #=30 di�erence maps for the (normalised) synthesised beams created by
di�erent deep imaging methods. These absolute di�erence maps represent the relative di�erence between
the preconditioned accumulated instrumental response for the di�erent deep imaging methods used.
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Figure 3.10: The measured synthesised beam di�erence when no Wiener-filtering was used in the
simulations. Shown are, from top to bottom, the RA slices in the top two rows when comparing G to I
and to V, and the Dec slices in the bottom two rows for the same comparisons, respectively. In each row,
on the left-hand side, the plot is linear in x (pixels, each of 600 ), and on the right-hand side, the plot
is (symmetric) logarithmic in x around the central pixel, to emphasise the e�ects near the synthesised
beam main lobe peak. The primary beam main lobe in which we measured the RMS is coloured yellow,
while the ±20 pixels around the central pixel, which we left out from the RMS calculation, is confined
within the vertical dashed black lines. For each panel in the left-hand side panels, the plot range is set by
the minimum, and maximum values outside the central ±4 sidelobes of the synthesised beam that is
confined by the vertical dashed lines, while for the right-hand side panels, the plot range is set by the
minimum and maximum values of the primary beam area coloured yellow.

No Wiener-filtering

Based on our noise-only and point-source simulation results, only a small systematics numerical e�ect
exists between any two deep imaging methods. The leftmost column of Figure 3.9 shows the low-level
ripple resulting from applying convolutional gridding several times in G in contrast to V. Furthermore,
it shows that the numerical di�erence between G and I due to the di�erence in correcting for the
anti-aliasing kernels is smaller. The RA and Dec slices for the #=30 synthesised beam di�erence maps,
intersecting at the synthesised beam peak, are shown in Figure 3.10. The slices presented highlights
that the area under the primary beam (excluding the central ±4 main lobe area) is virtually una�ected
by the numerical systematics present between the di�erent deep imaging methods. Furthermore, the
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Figure 3.11: The measured RMS on the synthesised beam sidelobe di�erence slices. The RA slice results
are shown on the left panels and for the Dec slice on the right panes, respectively. From top to bottom,
the RMS is measured on the di�erence slices between G and I and between G and V. No Wiener-filtering
is applied in the simulations.

synthesised beam main lobes can be considered the same for all deep imaging methods.
Figure 3.11 shows the measured RMS values of the synthesised beam sidelobe di�erence and the

best fitting linear model as a function of # for both the RA and Dec slices. Although the normality
assumption of the data is questionable (i.e. visually, the residuals seem Gaussian, but a more rigorous
test would be needed to test this observation), the measured RMS di�erences show a clear systematics
trend. Hence, the linear regression test results can be qualitatively used. The main takeaway messages
from the regression analysis are the following. (i) we have to reject the null hypothesis for all cases, and
so the relative synthesised beam sidelobe energy uncertainty systematically increases between any two
deep imaging methods due to the imaging e�ects discussed (ii) the systematics e�ects are negligible as
the best fitting model slopes are all within ±10�8.

In conclusion, when no Wiener-filtering applied only an implementation systematics related to
gridding is present on the digitised image (compare leftmost panels of Figures 3.6, and 3.9.). Based on
our linear regression analysis, this systematics is negligible in a deep imaging perspective, and both the
synthesised beam sidelobes and the main lobe is virtually una�ected.

Wiener-filtering

Previous simulation results suggest that Wiener-filtering has the most significant e�ect on data combination
(in particular sub-optimal filtering) and that the synthesised beam shape can be significantly a�ected.
Figures 3.12 and 3.13 present the RA and Dec slices for the #=30 synthesised beam di�erence maps for
Natural and Uniform Wiener-filtering, respectively. The measured RMS on the RA and Dec slices of the
synthesised beam di�erence maps and the best fitting linear models as a function of # are shown in
Figure 3.14 for both Robustness parameters used. As shown in the #=30 RA and Dec slices, imaging
e�ects at the image edges nor significant di�erence in the synthesised beam main lobe are not a�ecting
the area used to compute the RMS values. Therefore, spatially bound outlier areas are not biasing the
measured RMS values. To further support our conclusions presented below, RA and Dec slices for
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Figure 3.12: The measured synthesised beam di�erence when Natural Wiener-filtering was used in the
simulations. Shown are, from top to bottom, the RA slices in the top two rows when comparing G to I
and to V, and the Dec slices in the bottom two rows for the same comparisons, respectively. In each row,
on the left-hand side, the plot is linear in x (pixels, each of 600 ), and on the right-hand side, the plot
is (symmetric) logarithmic in x around the central pixel, to emphasise the e�ects near the synthesised
beam main lobe peak. The primary beam main lobe in which we measured the RMS is coloured yellow,
while the ±20 pixels around the central pixel, which we left out from the RMS calculation, is confined
within the vertical dashed black lines. For each panel in the left-hand side panels, the plot range is set by
the minimum, and maximum values outside the central ±4 sidelobes of the synthesised beam that is
confined by the vertical dashed lines, while for the right-hand side panels, the plot range is set by the
minimum and maximum values of the primary beam area coloured yellow.

shallower combinations of # 2 [2, 9, 16, 23] are shown in Appendix B.
The measured RMS values shown in Figure 3.14 do not satisfy the normality or the homoscedasticity

assumptions. Consequently, the linear regression test can not be used (the best fitting line is still shown),
and only a qualitative analysis can be done. We break down our discussion of the results to the two cases
of comparing G to I and G to V, respectively. We start with the latter, as it does not include the e�ect of
sub-optimal Wiener-filtering.

In section 3.3.2, we have discussed the implementation systematics present between G and V. Small
di�erences in the input preconditioning function grid results in a low-level systematics e�ect, which
can be seen as a low-level ripple on the di�erence maps, similarly to other gridding-related numerical
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Figure 3.13: The measured synthesised beam di�erence when Uniform Wiener-filtering was used in the
simulations. Shown are, from top to bottom, the RA slices in the top two rows when comparing G to I
and to V, and the Dec slices in the bottom two rows for the same comparisons, respectively. In each row,
on the left-hand side, the plot is linear in x (pixels, each of 600 ), and on the right-hand side, the plot
is (symmetric) logarithmic in x around the central pixel, to emphasise the e�ects near the PSF peak.
The primary beam main lobe in which we measured the RMS is coloured yellow, while the ±20 pixels
around the central pixel, which we left out from the RMS calculation, is confined within the vertical
dashed black lines. For each panel in the left-hand side panels, the plot range is set by the minimum, and
maximum values outside the central ±4 sidelobes of the synthesised beam that is confined by the vertical
dashed lines, while for the right-hand side panels, the plot range is set by the minimum and maximum
values of the primary beam area coloured yellow.

systematics. The sum of these two systematics is measured in our simulations. Comparing the RA and
Dec slices from Wiener-filtered simulations and when no Wiener-filtering was applied, we can conclude
that the filtering-related systematics are more severe in the image centre than the gridding-related
numerical systematics. Furthermore, a dependence on the Robustness value used is shown in Figure
3.14. The systematics e�ect is significantly higher for Natural Wiener-filtering than for Uniform filtering.
In both cases, the synthesised beam main lobe is a�ected similarly to the sidelobes. The Robustness
dependence is discussed later when we explain all Robustness-dependent e�ects, including sub-optimal
filtering. Nevertheless, the approximate slope of the relative energy uncertainty of the synthesised beam
sidelobes is <10�6 per # , and so it is negligible in deep imaging.
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Figure 3.14: The measured RMS on the synthesised beam sidelobe di�erence slices. The Natural
Wiener-filtering results are shown on the left panels, and the Uniform Wiener-filtering results are on the
right panels, respectively. From top to bottom, the RMS is measured on the di�erence slices between G
and I and between G and V altering, first shown the RA slices and finally the Dec slices.

Sub-optimal Wiener-filtering is present when the deep image is created by averaging individual
images (I) only, and since we have shown that the systematic e�ects present between G and V can be
considered negligible in the context of deep imaging, the current deep imaging strategy of subsequently
averaging the daily images is the most limited by systematics. Namely the by sub-optimal Wiener-filtering,
which is a methodological systematics. Based on our simulation results, applying Wiener-filters derived
for each individual observation results in the following e�ects on the synthesised beam compared to
other deep imaging methods. (i) a considerable amount of relative energy uncertainty of the synthesised
beam sidelobes introduced and (ii) the main lobe is significantly di�erent when Uniform Wiener filtering
is used. Both e�ects can be understood in the context of sub-optimal filtering.

To explain our results, we highlight some of the properties of the Wiener filter. The YandaSoft

implementation is only an approximation of a parametric Wiener-filter and actually a modified version
of the Robust Uniform weighting scheme proposed by Briggs (1995). Therefore, a given grid cell of the
parametric Wiener-filter estimation is given as:

(3.3) / (1 + (
2
%
8
1)
�1

where (
2 is the Robust scale parameter proportional to 10�2', with ' being the Robustness value used.
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The normalised local SNR weight density, or if each visibility has the same SNR weight, the normalised
or relative number-density16 of the 8th cell is %8

1. Using this notation, we include the normalisation with
the noise power f2 in the definition of %8

1. For more details see section 2.1.4. Therefore, the value defined
by Equation 3.3 is determined by the relative contribution of (2 as %8

1 is normalised and being around or
smaller than one. For Natural filtering, the term (

2
%
8
1 is small (⌧ 1), as (2

⌧ 1, and so we down-weight
the relative number density term that results in the filter value being close to one. Since (

2 is the same
for all grid cells, all values will be uniformly close to one. In contrast, for Uniform Wiener-filtering (

2

� 1, and so (
2
%
8
1 is big (� 1), which makes the gridded filter cell values proportional to the inverse

of the local relative number density. Therefore, if we consider the di�erence between a sub-optimal
daily filter and the optimal deep filter, the crucial parameter is the di�erence in %

8
1 for a given grid cell,

which is independent of the Robustness used. The Robustness value determines the importance of the
di�erence in the filters. If the term (

2
%
8
1
⇠= 0, which is equivalent to ' !1, for both the deep and for

the sub-optimal filters, we reproduce the no Wiener-filtering case. We have shown that only systematics
of numerical origin are present in that case. As the Robustness decreases, the di�erence between the
sub-optimal and the deep filter increases. This explains why the deep synthesised beams di�er more for
the Robustness of -2 than for +2 in our simulations. To further understand this e�ect, we discuss both
cases separately.

Considering the deep data as the baseline data set and a given 9 th day as a modified data set with
slightly di�erent relative number-density for the 8th cell %8 9

1 . For Natural Wiener-filtering, the sub-optimal
filters’ e�ect can be considered a perturbation introduced to the daily filters used. Regardless of the
di�erence between %

8 9
1 and %

8
1, 8 9 , the Robust scale parameter ((2) is dominating the Wiener-filter

constructed. Therefore, for any given 8 (and 8 9), (1 + (
2
%
8 9
1 ) ' (1 + (

2
%
8
1) for a high precision, as (2

⌧ 1. Since the synthesised beam shape and noise level are determined by the filtered gridded transfer
function, and the filters only di�er a little for each individual observation, Natural Wiener-filtering
is stable against sub-optimal filtering. Therefore, the synthesised beam main lobe virtually remains
unchanged, and a relative energy uncertainty proportional to the perturbation e�ect is introduced to the
synthesised beam. Note that we assume nothing about the underlying di�erences in the sub-optimally
filtered data. Therefore, we can consider Natural Wiener-filtering to be independent of the observations
combined. This interpretation of Natural filtering can explain our simulation results.

Turning the Robustness parameter down, the importance of the di�erences between the daily
sub-optimal and the deep filters increases, and we can no longer model the filtering di�erence as a
simple perturbation. In the case of Robustness of -2 (Uniform filtering), we can use the traditional
Uniform weighting as a direct analogy. In traditional Uniform weighting, the visibilities are weighted
inversely proportional to the local SNR weight density, or in our case, to the relative number density.
Such a weighting scheme results in the weighted and gridded transfer function grid cell values close
to unity. Hence the low relative number-density areas are up-weighted compared to the high relative
number-density areas. Therefore, a given 8th grid cell is filtered ‘more Uniformly’ (i.e. given a higher

16This approximation used in the YandaSoft implementation of the Wiener filter.
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relative weight) if the corresponding sub-optimal filter grid cell for the 9 th observation has a lower local
relative number density deep filter and ‘less Uniformly’ otherwise. The e�ect of filtering the subsequent
data ‘more’ or ‘less’ Uniformly is highly dependent on 8, the index of the grid cell(s), ergo the location in
the (D,E) plane in which the deep and sub-optimal filters di�er. Therefore, the underlying number count
di�erence of the individual observations characterise the sub-optimal Wiener-filtering e�ect for Uniform
filtering.

Modern interferometers such as ASKAP and the SKA-mid consists mostly of a densely packed core
and only a handful of antennas further from this core. Having significantly more short baselines than
long baselines, the centre of the (D,E) plane is densely populated with observed visibilities, while the
long D-E spacing visibilities associated with the long baselines are sparsely distributed. Figure 2.2, shows
an example ASKAP12 gridded sampling function with a dense core and a sparse sampling further from
the centre. Sub-optimal Wiener-filtering with Uniform Robustness can vary between two (extreme) cases
depending on the relative sensitivity of the individual 9 observations compared to the combined (deep)
sensitivity. These are as follows.

(i) if the individual observations are on average relatively less sensitive for long D-E spacings than
the combined data, the sub-optimal filters on average appear more Uniform. That is, the long-baseline
visibilities given relatively higher weights for the individual observations than the combined deep data.
This is the case, for example, if the short D-E spacing visibilities are not flagged for the di�erent 9

observations, but the long baseline visibilities are flagged (di�erently) for each observation. Therefore
sub-optimal filtering results in a tighter synthesised beam main lobe and a higher noise level on the dirty
images than applying the (correct) deep filter to the combined data.

(ii) if the individual observations are on average relatively less sensitive for short D-E spacings than
the combined data, the sub-optimal filters on average appear more Natural. Therefore, filtering individual
observations gives higher weight to the short D-E spacing visibilities than applying the deep (optimal)
filter to the data. Sub-optimal filtering, in this case, results in a wider synthesised beam main lobe and a
lower noise level on the dirty images than applying the (correct) deep filter to the combined data.

Although our toy model explaining the results seems counter-intuitive, it agrees with the simulation
results. Since in our simulations, the visibility data is randomly flagged, and the vast majority of the
visibilities are from short baselines, on average, each day has their centre of the (D,E) plane flagged
predominantly. That is, individual days have a less-sensitive virtual aperture for short D-E spacings, than
the virtual aperture of the combined data. Therefore, in our simulations, we can consider sub-optimal
Wiener-filtering as applying a filter with relatively more Natural Robustness to the individual data.

Further characterisation of sub-optimal filtering would be problematic as it requires additional
simulations to explore a huge parameter space. Notably, the exact dependence on the di�erence in the data
averaged in sensitivity, visibility distribution, flagging. . . etc., is a Herculean task to explore. However,
to minimise this e�ect, radio interferometric deep surveys that subsequently averaging the daily images
to form the deep data product should consist of as uniform (e.g. observation length, flagging. . . etc.)
observations as possible. In reality, carrying out observations in similar conditions over a long period of
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time is impossible for various reasons. Therefore, we advise applying Wiener-filtering to the combined
data rather than filtering the individual observations.

Given that sub-optimal filtering predominantly depends on the SNR weight-density di�erence
of the individual observations and that we used a conservative flagging strategy, the underlying data
combined can be considered to be uniform. As such, our simulations are not ideal for testing the possible
systematic nature of the relative energy uncertainty introduced by sub-optimal filtering. Furthermore,
the best-fitting lines are shown but are misleading as the RMS scatter for di�erent " is dependent on
# (i.e. homoscedasticity assumption is wrong). Therefore, a linear model is not adequate to describe
the data, and the test cannot be used. Material presented in Appendix B suggests that no systematics is
present in the simulations used. However, if observations with starkly di�erent SNR weight-density are
combined, this e�ect can be systematic. To characterise the possible systematic nature of sub-optimal
filtering requires further simulations, but this is out of the scope of this work.

Similar to sub-optimal filtering, the beam-forcing implementation used in YandaSoft to taper
the data can have a similar e�ect when the individual observations are tapered. This e�ect we call
sub-optimal tapering. We have discussed that tapering can and should be applied to the combined data
rather than the individual observations, even for deep imaging by I. Therefore, we are not analysing
the e�ect of sub-optimal tapering in detail and only give a brief overview. Beam-forcing computes the
taper (two-dimensional Gaussian) that minimises the di�erence between a given objective function
(also two-dimensional Gaussian) and a two-dimensional Gaussian function fitted to the tapered (and
Wiener-filtered) synthesised beam main lobe. Assuming no Wiener-filtering, this e�ect is only dependent
on the underlying visibility distribution, more precisely, the synthesised beam main lobe shape. This
e�ect is more complex than sub-optimal filtering and expected to be significant in two cases. These
are: (i) observations from di�erent array configurations are combined, especially if the maximum
baseline length significantly di�er (e.g. combining observations which are taken with the ASKAP30
and ASKAP configurations), and (ii) observations with significantly di�erent integration time are
combined. Furthermore, applying sub-optimal tapering and sub-optimal filtering jointly on the individual
observations could be ‘redundant’ (i.e. filtering results in a wider the synthesised beam main lobe, but a
taper is computed by beam-forcing that tightens the synthesised beam main lobe). Briggs (1995) pointed
out that the noise level and the mean FWHM of the synthesised beam main lobe is not su�cient to
define both the taper parameters and the Robustness value (i.e. defining preconditioning via the taper and
Robustness is surjective). Therefore, the combined e�ect of sub-optimal preconditioning is somewhat
a chaotic e�ect (that could be systematic) and should be avoided since both sub-optimal tapering and
filtering individual observations introduce an arbitrary re-scaling of the weights used for combining the
images. As such, we advise applying preconditioning to the combined data.

Estimating deep imaging constraints

Now we address the more pragmatic questions of ‘how do systematics limit the dynamic range of

deep images?’, which we anticipated at the beginning of this section. The simple answer is that the
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systematics discussed can be neglected. However, the broad picture is more subtle. As shown, sub-optimal
Wiener-filtering introduces the highest relative energy uncertainty to the synthesised beam sidelobes.
Nevertheless, we can not determine if this is a systematics e�ect nor estimate its dependence on depth.
Furthermore, we used a conservative flagging strategy in our simulations, and so for a realistic deep
survey, the numerical constraints could be higher. In our simulations, given Uniform filtering of the
subsequently averaged images (i.e. the worst-case scenario), the relative energy uncertainty introduced
is ⇠2⇥10�4. Using DINGO as a test case, we assume a uniform 6h integration time for an average
observation. Having two footprints to cover, the time spent on a single pointing in total is ⇠250h for the
deep and ⇠1250h for the ultradeep data. Hence, # is '42 for a deep field and '208 for an ultradeep field,
respectively. The limit on dynamic range by using equation 3.2 is ⇠772 for a deep field and ⇠347 for an
ultradeep field, respectively. Note that we underestimated the RMS value, but also we used longer days in
our simulations to measure the RMS. In conclusion, no implementation constraints are present between
any two deep synthesised beam. However, we have to consider the e�ect of sub-optimal filtering on the
synthesised beam main lobe and implications on science using non-direct detections of the deep image.

As we have shown, sub-optimal filtering can significantly change the synthesised beam main lobe.
This behaviour is similar to slightly altering the Robustness value used for preconditioning individual
observations. That is, sub-optimal filtering can be considered as ‘optimal’ tapering with a relative

Robustness value. Given that the geometry of ASKAP, we expect the relative Robustness to be more
Natural than the actual Robustness used. This lead to both a lower noise on the dirty images and a wider
synthesised beam main lobe. We further discuss the importance of this e�ect in chapter 4.

Our results are also relevant for statistical methods that aim to extract information from the deep
image. Here we mention two science case, which could be a�ected by systematics below the thermal
noise level. The average HI source properties derived from stacking17, and the detection of the 21-cm
spatial power spectrum from the Epoch of Reionisation (EoR). The first is mostly a�ected by sub-optimal
Wiener-filtering since the noise levels of the deep images created by di�erent methods are di�erent.
Furthermore, if the observations combined are starkly di�erent, the relative energy uncertainty introduced
by sub-optimal filtering could be at the same level as the source fluxes stacked. Although both e�ects
are below the thermal noise level, this can bias the stacked HI signal. In addition to the methodological
systematics introduced by sub-optimal Wiener-filtering, systematics of numerical origin can a�ect
the measured 21-cm EoR power spectrum since these systematics introduces a ripple as uncertainty.
Measuring the 21 cm power spectra from the EoR requires a precise, deep imaging of the sky. Mitigating
imaging and numerical e�ects are important to recover the signal, and systematics related to gridding
assumptions could a�ect the measured EoR power spectra. However, this discussion is beyond the scope
of this work. Therefore, we only mention this implication of our results. For studies putting numerical
constraints on the detection of the EoR signal and more details, see, e.g. O�ringa et al. (2019).

17Stacking of individual (undetected) galaxy spectra extracted from the deep image based on optical redshift and position.
Not stacking data from di�erent observations.
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3.4 Conclusions

Many commonly used synthesised imaging packages in radio interferometry make use of various
simplifying assumptions in gridding to e�ciently image and calibrate the measured visibilities without
introducing any significant e�ect on the final images created. However, the validity of these assumptions
has generally only been considered (and tested) for single-pass imaging of the available time-ordered
visibilities. Systematic e�ects of numerical origin could corrupt the deep data product for alternative
deep imaging strategies involving multiple uses of these assumptions in accumulating images or gridded
visibilities. Furthermore, the e�ect of Wiener-filtering also needs consideration in order to create the
optimal deep data product and understand if any methodological di�erences are present, which could
limit the quality of the deep images created.

In this chapter, we presented a thorough analysis of both numerical and methodological systematics
that exists between the di�erent deep imaging methods. The main question we asked was ‘how does the

di�erent systematics introduced by the di�erent deep imaging methods depend on the number of data

combined and how do they a�ect the deep images created?’. That is, a key question to prove that deep
imaging by gridded visibilities can be functionally implemented. To characterise the various systematics
present, we used simulations free from observational e�ects, and we developed a proof-of-concept
pipeline capable of deep imaging by gridded visibility stacking. Our pipeline uses the same core
algorithms for the di�erent deep imaging methods, which enable us to isolate and study the systematics
of the di�erence in the assumptions used for deep imaging. We designed simulations to study the
performance three of deep imaging methods: gridded visibility stacking (G), image domain stacking (I)
and imaging of co-added time-ordered visibilities (V). The latter is considered to be the best possible
deep imaging method, i.e. the ground truth.

To test and characterise the possible systematics introduced to the di�erent deep imaging methods, we
used a simple linear regression test. We fitted a linear model to the relative di�erence of three deep image
properties of (i) thermal noise RMS, (ii) point-source flux density and (iii) the RMS of the synthesised
beam sidelobe level di�erence. We simulated #=30 di�erent input datasets for the first and for the
remaining tests based on a ⇠8.6h observation using the ASKAP12 configuration. In order to enable
the simulation of hundreds of days, we only simulated a single channel for all # and to have a robust,
statistical dataset, we simulated "=30 di�erent combinations for the subsequent depths of #=2,3,. . . 30,
which we used (excluding #=30) for our linear regression analysis. We simulated di�erent thermal
noise RMS for testing noise scaling, and we flagged 20% of the visibilities with not simulated thermal
noise for the rest of our simulations. Furthermore, to study the e�ect of the sub-optimal filtering used in
image domain stacking and any additional possible systematics of the YandaSoft implementation of
Wiener-filtering, we repeated our simulations for three cases of (i) no Wiener-filtering and for filtering
using Robustness value of (ii) +2 and (iii) -2, corresponding to Natural and Uniform filtering, respectively.

We have found that two distinct types of systematics are present between the di�erent deep imaging
methods. Systematics associated with the recurring usage of assumptions in gridding (both in gridding
the visibilities and in the gridding routine used to construct the Wiener-filters), and the sub-optimal
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Wiener-filtering a�ecting only image domain stacking. The first type is numerical in nature, while the
sub-optimal filtering is purely methodological.

Systematics present between V and G are all numerical of origin. By gridding the data each day, a
low-level ripple pattern is introduced on the di�erence maps, a�ecting only the digitised image. These
systematics virtually do not a�ect the image centre but increases towards the image edges. However, this
e�ect can be neglected for all metrics examined in our tests. Both I and G introduce this e�ect, but I
further su�er from an additional systemic e�ect from reoccurring correction to the anti-aliasing kernel.
However, this e�ect is comparable to the numerical precision of our simulations. In conclusion, when
no Wiener-filtering is used, the three di�erent deep imaging methods can be considered equal, as the
numerical systematics introduced are insignificant even in a deep imaging perspective. As such, the core
assumptions used in gridding can be applied when the image is created by both I and G.

The di�erence in Wiener-filtering in V and G can be considered similar to numerical e�ects. It
introduces a perturbation-like uncertainty due to the limitations of the assumptions and implementation
used in creating the initial preconditioning function grids. This e�ect is negligible and virtually
independent of the Robustness parameter. Therefore, the YandaSoft Wiener filter implementation can
be used to filter the gridded deep data.

In addition to the numerical systematics discussed, we have shown that the most important
systematics present is the sub-optimal Wiener-filtering a�ecting only the subsequently averaged images.
Our simulations were proven to be not su�cient to characterise the systematic nature of this e�ect.
However, we could build a toy model to understand and predict the implications of sub-optimal Wiener-
filtering. We found no constraints on faint direct detections in the deep data based on our simulations,
i.e. the relative energy uncertainty introduced on the sidelobes is negligible. However, we found that
the synthesised beam main lobe can be significantly a�ected and that sub-optimal filtering can a�ect
the thermal noise RMS level of the combined images. Our model can be summarised as follows. The
virtual telescope aperture is the most uniformly filled for the deep data, and so each observation on

average is relatively less sensitive for certain spatial scales than the deep data. Therefore, the e�ect
of sub-optimal Wiener-filtering depends on the spatial scales in which the daily observations are, on
average, less sensitive. Considering the general configuration of modern interferometers, we expect a
relatively less filled aperture on the short D-E spacings, resulting in the individual observations appearing
more Naturally weighted. That is a wider synthesised beam main lobe and a lower thermal noise RMS of
the deep image created by I, compared to the optimally filtered deep gridded visibility data. Therefore,
sub-optimal filtering results in lower fidelity deep image and synthesised beam than deep imaging by
gridded visibility stacking. We note that the beam-forcing tapering implementation used by YandaSoft

introduces a similar e�ect. This is one of the main results of our analysis and a key takeaway message
when interpreting deep imaging results or comparing deep images created by di�erent stacking methods.

In conclusion, we suggest preconditioning the deep data rather than the subsequent observations
since we have shown that gridded visibilities outperform image domain stacking without introducing
additional systematics to the deep data.
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D��� ������� �� NGC7361

We have shown that no significant systematics are present in deep imaging by gridded visibilities
and that the current default deep imaging strategy of image domain stacking is a�ected by
sub-optimal preconditioning. In addition, deconvolution applied at di�erent stages could

significantly impact the fidelity of the deep images created. Several non-linear deconvolution methods
are used to solve the inverse problem of synthesised imaging. In radio interferometric imaging, in
general, di�erent variants of the ����� algorithm are used to iteratively fill the non-sampled areas of
the ‘virtual aperture’ of the interferometer. The fidelity of restoring or modelling the observed sky
brightness distribution depends on (among other things) both the quality of the observed visibilities and
the precision of the prediction step. Deep imaging surveys cannot store the raw observed visibilities, and
so the observed data is either transformed to a compressed format such as gridded visibilities or the
observations are individually (and independently) deconvolved, where the resultant ����� images are
subsequently averaged to form the deep image. Therefore, modelling the deep sky image is inherently
limited primarily by either the precision in the prediction step in deconvolution or by the fidelity of the
data combination. For deep imaging surveys, maximising the fidelity of the restored deep images is
of utmost importance since minor improvements in data fidelity can have a significant impact on the
science produced.

In this chapter, we study the e�ect of deconvolution applied at di�erent stages and with di�erent
precision in deep imaging using data from DINGO pilot observations of the galaxy NGC7361. Our aim
is to demonstrate that gridded visibility stacking can produce high-fidelity deep images similar to the
current strategy of image domain stacking and not to perform the best possible imaging of the data.
As such, we create deep images both by using the conventional DINGO pipeline and a pilot gridded
visibility pipeline with matching imaging and deconvolution parameters. We perform a standard analysis
on the output image cubes, and we examine the e�ect of both data combination and deconvolution
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fidelity, respectively.
We create the deep data cubes to compare five di�erent deep imaging methods: Cotton-Schwab-

style deconvolution of (i) co-added visibilities and (v) individual nights; as well as by Högbom-style
deconvolution of (ii) co-added visibilities, (iii) stacked grids, and (iv) individual nights. The individually
deconvolved nights are combined in the image domain. Furthermore, we create the deep data by methods
(ii)–(iv) by using our pilot pipeline and data from the full ASKAP configuration including visibilities
from long-baselines (>2km).

4.1 Scalable implementation of the gridded visibility stacking pipeline

Gridded visibilities are considered as an intermediate data product in the commonly used traditional
radio astronomical imaging packages. Therefore, deep imaging by gridded visibilities is not natively
supported, including little to no grid import and/or export functionality. The only exception to this is
the CASA task msuvbin that enables one to work with the elementary gridded data model, as shown in
Golap & Momjian (2016). Furthermore, working with the minimum viable gridded data model is (only)
possible within a modified YandaSoft and Algorithm Reference Library (ARL) proof-of-concept
pipeline framework presented in chapter 3. Nevertheless, the scaling capability of this proof-of-concept
pipeline is inherently limited since neither our modifications to YandaSoft nor ARL are designed for
SKA-scale data reduction. Therefore, in this section, we present our new, scalable implementation of a
pilot pipeline that we use to reduce DINGO pilot observations of NGC7361. We first give a brief overview
of the pipeline design, and we then demonstrate that key results from chapter 3 can be reproduced by
using our new pipeline and DINGO pilot observations.

The proof-of-concept gridded visibility stacking pipeline presented in chapter 3 is designed for the
deep imaging of a single (channel) image, not for deep (multi-channel) spectral-line imaging. In this
pipeline, reading and writing of the grids are handled by the modified YandaSoft task imager, the data
combination by ARL, and the pipeline is deployed onto a local cluster by several top-level shell scripts.
To be able to reduce DINGO pilot observations (for the details see, section 4.1.1), we developed a new
pipeline (Rozgonyi et al., 2021)1, and presented here, for which we modified all components of the
proof-of-concept pipeline to enable scalable imaging by gridded visibilities, following the best practices
in workflow design (see, e.g. Hettne et al., 2012). We refer to this implementation of the pipeline as the
‘pilot’ pipeline since it is designed with the goal of imaging all the DINGO pilot observations. Plans to
include the gridded visibility specific changes into the stable version of YandaSoft are in place, and
consequently, the longevity of the pipeline in this form is uncertain. Nevertheless, we plan to use the
current implementation until the capability to perform deep imaging by gridded visibilities solely using
the YandaSoft framework is implemented in the future.

The complexity of (deep) imaging in radio interferometry originates from how the data is accessed
and combined rather than from the complexity of the core algorithmic components. Interferometric data

1In this conference proceeding, we refer to the pipeline as the proof-of-concept pipeline, rather than pilot pipeline, in
contrast to this Thesis.
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reduction and imaging are embarrassingly parallel in general: the same core tasks (flagging, calibration,
deconvolution. . . etc.) are called on to be applied on the subsets (observations, beams, sub-bands. . . etc.)
of the observed data, following the same logical scheme for each subset. YandaSoft and its core
components (called tasks) are designed to build high-performance pipelines utilising parallel solutions
for standard imaging. Therefore, our pilot pipeline almost exclusively relies on YandaSoft and consist
of three key components of (i) parameter sets controlling YandaSoft tasks (ii) our custom module
dstack, a wrapper around YandaSoft that enables top-level control over the creation of parameter sets,
data combination and analytic steps, and (iii) Snakemake the third-party workflow manager system.

Our pilot pipeline approaches the deployment of YandaSoft tasks di�erently from the standard or
conventional YandaSoft pipeline (Whiting, 2020): instead of relying on top-level shell scripts deploying
and controlling the pipeline on a pre-selected environment, we have decided to use a project-agnostic
workflow manager system Snakemake (Köster & Rahmann, 2012, Mölder et al., 2021). Snakemake is
a workflow engine developed to build scalable and reproducible pipelines that can be deployed to any
environment for execution. Snakemake workflows are defined by a text-based ‘Snakefile’ and consisting
of the building blocks or rules of the pipeline. Our pipeline is defined by this top-level Snakefile. The
Snakefile is written in a domain-specific language (DSL) that is close to standard Python syntax, and
it enables the use of Python code within the Snakefile. The elementary tasks of creating parameter
set files, calling YandaSoft tasks, or stacking the produced grids and images, are each wrapped into
rules within the Snakefile. The relation between rules are determined by the input and output files of
each rule, and the pipeline is derived from the target file(s), similarly to GNU make (Stallman et al.,
2020). File name interference is handled by wildcards in the name of the input and output files, making
Snakemake an ideal tool to build scalable and highly parallel pipelines consisting of only a few rules.
Furthermore, Snakemake automatically optimises the number of parallel processes and natively supports
the execution of pipeline both on HPC and cloud environments. The computing environment can be
defined by a configuration file specifying the computing resources available, and so the same workflow
can be deployed on di�erent hardware, thus maximising the use of the resources available. Snakemake
is also compatible with most common workload managers such as slurm, and so job scripts for each
rule are automatically created and queued. In conclusion, we outsourced the most complex part of
practical interferometric imaging pipeline deployment using large-scale data to the third-party software
Snakemake, which is equivalent to the top two key components of the conventional YandaSoft pipeline
(see, Whiting, 2020). For further details on Snakemake, see the o�cial documentation2. A minimalist
example logical workflow of a deep imaging pipeline using di�erent data combination methods created
with Snakemake is shown in Figure 4.1.

We defined each Snakemake rule to use a standalone command-line application performing an
elementary imaging step in the pilot pipeline. YandaSoft tasks are defined by parameter sets specifying
the execution and task-specific parameters, respectively. We developed a Python module dstack, which
creates custom parameter set files based on a template file, with status and environmental parameters

2The Snakemake documentation can be found at https://snakemake.readthedocs.io/en/stable/index.html
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4.1. SCALABLE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE GRIDDED VISIBILITY STACKING PIPELINE

defined dynamically by the Snakefile, mostly through wildcards. Image and grid combination steps
are also implemented within dstack using the casacore module. In contrast to the proof-of-concept
pipeline, where the data combination is handled by ARL, dstack does not require the conversion of
the gridded visibility data model to a custom format, though it ensures that only images and gridded
data with the same coordinate system can be averaged. That is, dstack enables YandaSoft, including
tasks exclusive to imaging by gridded visibilities, to be embedded in Snakemake. Furthermore, several
analytics tools used in this chapter are included in dstack. The source code is publicly available on
GitHub3 under the BSD 3-Clause ‘Revised’ License. For further details see the documentation4.

Finally, we have updated the gridded data input and output capabilities of YandaSoft. The ability to
create the grids defined by the minimum viable data model in imager is revised to handle spectral-line
grid cubes and to include more metadata and crucial coordinate system information. Nevertheless, the
grids are still created in CASAImage format. Furthermore, the imaging of the gridded data is migrated to
cdeconvolver-mpi, the dedicated YandaSoft task for parallel image-domain deconvolution. Therefore,
we have retained the double-pass design introduced in chapter 3, but with independent first- and second-

pass steps, which improves the pipeline’s performance. In addition, with these updates, the gridded
visibility pipeline can run parallel to the conventional YandaSoft imaging pipeline in future DINGO
data processing.

We use the pilot pipeline to further analyse the performance of deep imaging by gridded visibilities,
and so the current implementation incorporates the three di�erent deep imaging methods introduced
in chapter 3 into a single pipeline (see Figures 3.1, and 4.1). The pilot pipeline creates three di�erent
deep data cubes by imaging (i) co-added visibilities, (ii) stacked grids, and (iii) individual observations,
for which the deep images are created by subsequently averaging the individual images (image domain
stacking). These methods are referred to as simply V, G and I deep imaging methods for the rest
of this chapter, respectively. For an apples-to-apples comparison of the deep images created, we use
cdeconvolver-mpi to perform image domain deconvolution using the same underlying implementation
between the di�erent imaging methods similar to our approach presented in chapter 3.

4.1.1 DINGO pilot observations and continuum data reduction

We use data from the DINGO pilot survey from the G23 field obtained between 2019 December 25
and 2020 January 2. The observations were carried out with beams arranged in 6⇥6 square grid, using
two footprints covering a total of ⇠30 square degrees. We only used observations from footprint A
(centred on RA=22h46m13.6s Dec=-32�15035.2700 ), beam number 17 centred on RA=22s42m21.852s

Dec=-30�24058.4600 . We selected this beam to obtain the highest single-beam sensitivity of the brightest
HI source NGC7361 (for the source details see, section 4.2) of the DINGO G23 field. The observations
were carried out with a slightly di�erent frequency configuration from the nominal DINGO band 2,
with 15552 spectral channels of 18.5kHz channel width covering the frequency range of 1152 – 1440

3The dstack source code can be found at https://github.com/rstofi/dstack
4The dstack documentation can be found at https://dstack.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
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MHz. The pilot survey observations were taken over seven nights with five ⇠8.2h, one 5.7h and one
6.15h on-field integrations. The observations were carried out by altering between footprints A and B.
Therefore, the total integrated on-source time was ⇠26.6h (i.e. only footprint A). An additional ⇠2h was
spent on observing calibrator source PKS B1934-638 in interleaving mode during each observation
(Heywood et al., 2020). The observations used the full ASKAP configuration, and the XX and YY
polarisations are observed separately. However, for imaging, the observed visibilities are transformed to
Stokes I, and so we make no use of polarisation. For more details on DINGO observing strategy, see
Rhee et al. (2021).

The current default imaging strategy for DINGO is to process the full frequency band of each beam
from each observation individually. The raw observed data was reduced using the standard YandaSoft

pipeline with DINGO-specific parameters (for the pipeline details, see, Whiting, 2020). After flagging RFI
from both the calibrator and target field data, the visibilities were gain and bandpass calibrated and used
to create a continuum sky model. Phase errors are minimised by self-calibration, and further (complex)
gain and bandpass calibration of the data was performed to improve the continuum sky model. The
spectral-line data cubes were created by removing the continuum sky model from the calibrated spectral
line visibilities using a high-precision prediction step. This technique is called DE-based continuum
subtraction. We used these flagged, continuum-subtracted and calibrated visibilities as the input to our
pilot pipeline for spectral line imaging.

4.1.2 Pipeline validation

We used the three-way stacking comparison method introduced in chapter 3 to validate the pilot pipeline
implementation and to demonstrate that the same numerical and methodological e�ects are present
between the di�erently combined DINGO observations as in our simulations. The di�erence between the
di�erent deep imaging methods of V, G and I are qualitatively captured in Figures 3.6 and 3.9. Therefore,
we created the dirty deep images from all seven nights of the DINGO pilot data for a selected spectral
channel centred on 1414.37 MHz for a qualitative comparison to the aforementioned simulated deep
images. We have created the deep images from the DINGO data by using three di�erent preconditioning
methods of (i) no Wiener-filtering (i.e. traditional Natural preconditioning), and Wiener-filtering with
Robustness of (ii) +2 and (iii) -2, corresponding to Natural and Uniform weighting, for V, G and I,
respectively. The di�erence maps of the synthesised beams and dirty images between the di�erent deep
imaging methods and preconditioning used are shown in Figures 4.2, and 4.3, respectively. Although we
note that only a qualitative comparison is possible between the simulation results and the observations
due to the di�erences in the array configuration, the number of data sets combined, and the relative
sensitivity di�erence (that includes flagging) between the individual observations used. Furthermore, we
created smaller, 1800⇥1800 pixel images from the pilot data, but with 600 pixel size consistent with the
simulations.

The deep synthesised beam di�erence maps shown in Figure 4.2 are in superb agreement with
the simulated synthesised beam di�erence maps (see Figure 3.9). The relative energy uncertainty
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Figure 4.2: Absolute di�erence maps of the (normalised) synthesised beam for seven DINGO pilot
observations combined for a selected spectral channel. The di�erences between the deep imaging methods
of V, G and I, discussed in the main text, and the three preconditioning methods (no Wiener-filtering,
Wiener-filtering with Robustness of +2 and -2, corresponding to Natural and Uniform weighting,
respectively) are presented similar to Figure 3.9 and show excellent agreement with the simulation results
presented in chapter 3. The colour scales are fixed between all comparisons and preconditionings. We
highlight a 40⇥40 pixel box around the main lobe of the synthesised beam.

of the synthesised beam sidelobes (see section 3.2.3) is negligible between V and G and when no
Wiener-filtering is applied. Nevertheless, a low-level ripple pattern is present on the di�erence maps due
to di�erences of numerical origin between the di�erent deep imaging methods as discussed in chapter 3.
Note that the di�erence in ripple patterns is due to di�erent data being combined in each of the pilot
observations and the simulations. For Natural and Uniform Wiener-filtering, the energy uncertainty of
the synthesised beam sidelobes is increased for I due to the sub-optimal Wiener-filtering. Furthermore,
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Figure 4.3: Absolute di�erence maps of the dirty images for seven DINGO pilot observations combined
for a selected spectral channel. The di�erence maps are showing superb agreement with the simulation
results shown in chapter 3. The di�erent deep imaging methods of V, G and I, and preconditioning
methods (no Wiener-filtering, Wiener-filtering with Robustness of +2 and -2, corresponding to Natural
and Uniform weighting, respectively) are presented similarly to Figure 3.6. A detailed comparison
between the DINGO pilot observations and simulated data is given in the main text. We highlight a
40⇥40 pixel box around the visually identified peak in the flux density distribution of NGC7361.

the di�erence in the synthesised beam main lobe is significant, up to a few percent for Uniform weighting.
Nevertheless, the synthesised beam shape is closer to a circular Gaussian for the pilot data due to the
better sampling of the virtual aperture, and so further away from the main lobe, the di�erence maps are
more uniform than for the simulated data.

Similar to the synthesised beam di�erence maps, the dirty image di�erence maps created from the
pilot observations show excellent agreement with the simulation results presented in chapter 3. However,
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a key di�erence between the simulations and the observations is the presence of thermal noise, which
was not considered in the simulations. Despite the fact that the noise is the same for the di�erent deep
imaging methods, di�erences in Wiener-filtering can further increase the di�erence of the deep dirty
images created (see, section 3.3.1). Nevertheless, noise introduces no additional measurable e�ect (e.g.
additional patterns) on the di�erence maps. Furthermore, the selected channel is close to the nominal
central frequency of the bright HI source NGC7361, which can be considered as a partially resolved
source5 within the field. Hence, we can compare the region around this source on the di�erence maps to
the area around the point sources of the di�erence maps created from the simulations. In Figure 4.2, we
highlight a 40⇥40 pixel area around the visually identified centre of the (compact) dirty flux density
distribution corresponding to NGC7361. The di�erence maps of deep images created from the pilot
observations show no outliers or sidelobes associated with the source detected. That is, the conservation
of (not just point-source) flux can be demonstrated for G and I deep imaging methods by considering V
as the ground truth. Features related to the synthesised beam main lobe di�erence shown in Figure 3.6
for Uniform weighting are not visually detectable on the di�erence maps created from the pilot data due
to the better synthesised beam shape and presence of thermal noise.

Overall, we demonstrated for both the deep synthesised beams and dirty images that qualitatively
the same e�ects are present between the deep imaging methods V, G and I for using the pilot pipeline
to create deep images from the DINGO pilot observations as in the simulated deep di�erence maps
presented in chapter 3. Therefore, our pipeline can be used to combine DINGO pilot observations with
only the previously discussed numerical and methodological e�ects introduced.

4.2 The Galaxy NGC7361

We provide deep images of the galaxy NGC7361 using a single beam from the DINGO pilot observations
in this work. NGC7361 is an isolated galaxy, which appears to be an edge-on late-type spiral (see, e.g.
Sinnott, 1988, Fouque et al., 1993, Tully et al., 2008). We adopted an independent (luminosity) distance
measurement of D!=16.07 Mpc from the Extragalactic Distance Database (Tully et al., 2009). The
distance of the source was calculated by using Spitzer observations and the spiral luminosity-rotation
correlation (also known as Tully-Fisher relation), with velocities converted to the Local Sheet (LS)
velocity (for the definition of the reference frame, see Tully et al., 2008) from the Cosmicflows-3 catalogue
(Tully et al., 2016). It is the brightest HI source within the DINGO G23 field (Rhee et al., 2021), and
it has been catalogued in the HIPASS Bright Galaxy Catalog (BGC) (Koribalski et al., 2004). The
measured HI properties of the source are shown in Tables 4.2, and 4.3. We are not using any optical data
in this work, but only the HIPASS and DINGO observations, with coordinates given in J2000, dates in
UTC, and velocities (denoted as vopt, rather than 2I) in the barycentric reference frame using the optical
velocity conversion. We only use the aforementioned independent distance measurement to compute the
HI mass of the source.

5Assuming that only a (compact) ‘bright’ region has high enough SNR to be detected on the dirty images for a single
channel. That is, deconvolution is needed to model the extended emission.
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Figure 4.4: Optical 2nd Digitised Sky Survey (DSS2) red band image (McLean et al., 2000) of the same
area which the DINGO pilot observations of beam no. 17 of footprint A are imaged. The black dashed
circle indicates the nominal FWHM of the ASKAP primary beam pattern of ⇠1�at the centre velocity
of the source of ⇠1249 km/s, while the celeste (light blue) circle around the galaxy show the average
HIPASS primary beam FWHM of ⇠150.5 (see, Koribalski et al., 2004). The black central 80⇥80rectangle
(80⇥80 pixel on the ASAKP images) corresponds to the area in which the thermal noise RMS for
Figures 4.6 and 4.16 are measured. The 2.77⇥1020/cm2 HI column density contours (created via gridded
visibility stacking) for the galaxy NGC7361 are shown in green. The deep synthesised beam FWHM is
shown as a grey ellipse in the lower-left corner (small compared to the image size).

The bright HI flux of NGC7361 makes it ideal for testing the relative performance of di�erent deep
imaging methods since it can be detected in all the pilot observations. Therefore, we are able to study the
di�erence in �����ing the individual (shallow) observations and the combined deep data. Nevertheless,
being a bright extended source makes it di�cult to deconvolve the source without introducing imaging
artefacts. Therefore, we are able to test the performance of Högbom-style �����ing, the only method
available for deep imaging by gridded visibilities, which is currently the biggest limitation of the
minimum viable data model. Note that this source is not representative of the expected DINGO direct
detections (see, e.g. Du�y et al., 2012), but ideal for assessing our pipeline’s performance, where the
HIPASS data can be used as the single-dish ‘ground truth’ reference point. In Figure 4.4, we indicate the
location of NGC7361 within the sky imaged by our pipeline, the primary beam FWHM of the selected
ASKAP beam, the HIPASS beam (centred on the source), and a selected rectangular area used for our
noise-measurements.
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4.3. LOW-RESOLUTION IMAGING

Table 4.1: Summary of the deep imaging methods used in this chapter. These are B, V, G, I and C, each
defined in the main text in detail. We provide a brief summary, the deconvolution algorithm used and that
if the combined (deep) or the individual observation data is processed for each deep imaging method,
respectively. Note that a multi-scale variant of both the Cotton-Schwab and Högbom implementation is
used for deconvolution. Furthermore, similar to deconvolution, preconditioning is applied to the same
level data product, and so I and C are sub-optimally preconditioned.

Method Description Algorithm Data processed

B
co-added time-ordered visibilities

processed solely by the YandaSoft task
imager, and considered as the ground truth

Cotton-Schwab combined

V co-added time-ordered visibilities
processed by the pilot pipeline Högbom combined

G gridded visibilities
processed by the pilot pipeline Högbom combined

I images processed by
the pilot pipeline Högbom individual

C images processed by
the conventional DINGO pipeline Cotton-Schwab individual

4.3 Low-resolution imaging

The current conventional YandaSoft deep imaging pipeline used to process DINGO pilot observations
supports only the low-resolution imaging of the observations, with a maximum baseline length of 2km6.
Nevertheless, flagging and calibration are performed on the high-resolution data, and visibilities from
long (>2km) baselines are only excluded in the spectral line imaging step. The conventional pipeline is
constrained in resolution due to the limited availability of computing and long-term storage resources and
not due to limitations in the software implementation. This problem is introduced in chapters 1 and 2, and
this work proposes a solution by using gridded visibilities for deep imaging. To compare the performance
of G and the conventional pipeline, we created deep images by using the current conventional pipeline
in addition to the deep imaging performed by the pilot pipeline. We denote deep imaging by using the
conventional YandaSoft pipeline as C for the rest of this chapter.

In contrast to I, implemented in the pilot pipeline, deep imaging by C uses a Cotton-Schwab-style
deconvolution for imaging the individual observations. Consequently, imaging the co-added visibilities
using Högbom deconvolution can no longer be considered as a ground truth reference for deep images
created by C due to the di�erence in the devolution algorithm used. Therefore, we performed the
low-resolution deep imaging by using a Cotton-Schwab-style deconvolution of the co-added visibilities,
using solely the YandaSoft task imager. We consider this method as the best possible deep imaging
strategy, and thus, we think of it as the ground truth when comparing the di�erent deep images created.

6More precisely, visibilities with converted DE distance of >2km are excluded from imaging.
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We denote this (baseline) deep imaging method with B. In Table 4.1, we summarise each deep imaging
method and the respective notation used in the rest of this chapter.

Providing the deep images created by the di�erent deep imaging methods of B, V, G, I, and C, we can
separately study the e�ect of the deconvolution algorithm used in di�erent deep imaging methods (B&V
and I&C) and the e�ect of di�erent data combinations using the same deconvolution method (B&C and
V&G&I three-way comparison). Furthermore, we can assess deep imaging by gridded visibilities and
compare the observed and derived quantities to the catalogued HIPASS values for NGC7361.

4.3.1 Spectral line data reduction

We performed deep imaging by C using the current default DINGO parameters, and we adopted these
parameters for the deep imaging methods B, V, G and I. That is, we aim to perform imaging with
the same parameters (based on the current parameters for C as defined in the YandaSoft DINGO
pipeline) for all deep imaging methods. The conventional spectral line imaging steps are as follows.
The barycentric correction is performed on the input MS, and the spectral channels are deconvolved
separately for each observation. The image cubes created (in the barycentric reference frame with the
same spectral resolution as the input visibility data) are mosaiced together to form the deep images
using the YandaSoft task linmos7. Note that C uses linmos to perform image domain stacking of a
single beam rather than dstack, but both tasks use the non-normalised peak value of the Wiener-filtered
synthesised beam for weighted averaging the input images. The primary beam correction is also applied
in this step as a multiplicative correction on the image domain using an identical Gaussian primary beam
model for all beams and observations combined.

Using the default DINGO parameters defined for C, we created data cubes of 1024⇥1024 pixel
images with 600 pixel size (see, Figure 4.4 for the imaged area), using 216 spectral channels spanning the
1412.53 – 1416.51 MHz frequency range. We used Wiener-filtering with 0.5 Robustness and tapering
using the beam-forcing implementation (see, Briggs, 1995, Chapter 3 and Appendices B & D) with
an objective function of a circular Gaussian beam with 3000 FWHM on the image domain. For the
deconvolution, we used the multi-scale ����� implementation (see, Rau & Cornwell, 2011) for both the
Cotton-Schwab and Högbom base algorithms to better model extended emission by the combination of
three components with [0, 6, 30] pixel sizes. The selected scales correspond to a point-source, a slightly
larger component than the synthesised beam, which has ' 5-pixel FWHM, and large-scale emission
⇠5 times of the synthesised beam FWHM. We performed a maximum of three major cycles, each of
a maximum of one thousand minor-cycle iterations with a loop gain of 0.2 and a threshold of either
reaching the 5% of the initial peak flux value (to avoid �����ing sidelobes) or an absolute 13.5mJy/beam
residual flux threshold for each 4km/s wide channel. The selected threshold is ⇠3f for the least sensitive
and ⇠5f for the most sensitive observations with ⇠4.4 and ⇠2.7 mJy/beam measured 1f RMS noise

7The same task is used for linear mosaicking multiple pointings.
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4.3. LOW-RESOLUTION IMAGING

level8, respectively. In addition to the minor cycle thresholds, we provided a 2.2mJy/beam major cycle
threshold (corresponding to ⇠0.5f and ⇠0.8f for the least and most sensitive observation, respectively),
for the deep ����� feature implemented in YandaSoft.

The conventional pipeline utilises the deep ����� mode during deconvolution, which is somewhat
analogous to the commonly used masking. In this mode, after reaching the minor-cycle threshold, the
image domain based deconvolution continues but using only the image pixels already included in the sky
model until the major-cycle threshold (or the number of minor-cycle iterations) is reached. This feature
enables the deep deconvolution of bright sources without �����ing the noise.

The gridding- and de-gridding steps of the major cycle use the ,-snapshots algorithm, and no
further calibration of the visibilities is performed during the major cycle iterations. We generated the
restoring beam by fitting the main lobe of the synthesised beam for creating the ����� image cubes. A
quality check of the created data cubes is generally performed to search and remove residual continuum
emission from the restored spectral line cubes. However, we found no residual continuum emission, and
so no image domain based continuum subtraction is applied to the ����� cubes. For the primary beam
correction, we used the default circular Gaussian beam model, which assumes a 1� FWHM at 1.4 GHz.

The deep imaging methods B, V, G, and I, have a slightly di�erent implementation from the
conventional pipeline described above. For these, we created Measurement Sets containing only the
selected ⇠ 4MHz frequency range and performed the barycentric correction using CASA, and used these
MS’ as input for spectral line imaging for all methods except C, for which the barycentric correction is
performed over the full observed frequency range using YandaSoft. This di�erence in the barycentric
correction resulted in <2Hz di�erence in the channel width of the output images. Since the minimum
viable data model currently only supports a single grid, we projected the visibilities onto a single
plane with ,-projection for B, V, G and I, instead of using the ,-snapshots algorithm similarly to
C. Furthermore, the deep ����� mode is not supported within the image domain deconvolution task
cdeconvolver-mpi, used by V, G and I. Therefore, the zoom-in mode in deconvolution is only used in
B and C. For the rest of this chapter, we refer to the Högbom-sytle multi-scale ����� implementation
used by the pilot pipeline simply as Högbom deconvolution, while to the Cotton-Schwab-style multi-scale
����� implementation used by B and C as Cotton-Schwab deconvolution.

For imaging the combined data, we scaled the deconvolution threshold and iteration parameters
by
p

7, to account for the increase in dynamic range. That is, the minor cycle parameters used for B,
V and G are as follows. We retained the 5% threshold of the initial peak flux in order not to �����
sidelobes, but we changed the minor cycle threshold to 5.1mJy/beam, and for B, the major-cycle (deep
����� mode) threshold was changed to 0.8mJy/beam with a maximum of eight major cycles performed
with a maximum of one thousand minor cycle iterations. The Högbom deconvolution used in V, G and
I, is limited to minor cycles-only, and so we used thresholds for the number of maximum iterations
of 3000 for I and 8000 for V and G, respectively. Similar to the conventional pipeline, we found no
residual continuum emission, and so no further image domain continuum subtraction is performed for

8These noise levels are computed on the daily dirty images at the image centre with no primary beam correction applied
since it is only applied after the deconvolution step.
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CHAPTER 4. DEEP IMAGING OF NGC7361

neither I nor the ����� cubes created from the combined data by B, V and G, respectively. The primary
beam correction is performed on the deep images by using the YandaSoft task linmos and the standard
ASKAP primary beam model.

We used the Source Finding Application 2 (SoFiA2 Serra et al., 2015, Westmeier et al., 2021)
for source finding, and to produce the integrated spectra, the total intensity and velocity field maps for
NGC7361. We ran SoFiA2 on the selected 4MHz sub-band deep image cubes, and we adopted the
default DINGO parameters used by C in source-finding for all deep image cubes created by the di�erent
methods. We used the S+C algorithm (Serra et al., 2012) with Gaussian smoothing kernels of 5⇥5 and
10⇥10 pixels in addition to searching the non-smoothed cubes, to detect emission at di�erent scales.
Furthermore, for each resolution, a boxcar kernel with channel widths of 1, 3, 7, 15 and 31 were used
to smooth over the velocity axis. A threshold of 4f local noise level was used to detect pixels with
significant flux density for each resolution. The 1f local noise was calculated for each detection over a
101 pixel ⇥ 101 pixel ⇥ 201 channel sub-cube using the median absolute deviation of the negative-valued
voxels. The final mask applied to the input cubes was derived as the union of the masks found by SoFiA2
at each resolution with a 10-pixel margin added to the cubes for each channel. Note that SoFiA2 divides
by the primary beam pattern prior to source finding in order to achieve a constant noise-level across the
image, and re-applies the correction on the found sources to derive the correct flux scaled data products
(e.g. spectra, moment maps, observables. . . etc.). We found only a single source (NGC7361) within all
the input sub-cubes, based on the reliability evaluation of SoFiA2 using a �75% threshold (see, Serra
et al., 2012).

For our analysis, we used the SoFiA2 output data products (spectra, moment maps) and parameters
(position, systemic velocity, integrated flux, RMS9. . . etc.). We computed only one additional parameter
to the SoFiA2 output, the total HI mass of NGC7361, for which we ignored the 1/(1 + I) term (see
Meyer et al., 2017), due to the low-redshift of the source, and we used the independent optical luminosity
distance of the source described in section 4.2. In addition to comparing the SoFiA2 output between the
di�erent deep imaging methods, we also compared the results to HIPASS BGC values. Therefore, we
computed the HIPASS HI mass by using the measured integrated flux from the HIPASS BGC and the
aforementioned independent distance, and we used this value for reference instead of the HI mass from
the catalogue. The HIPASS BGC and SoFiA2 output values for B, V, G, I and C are listed in Table 4.2.

We computed the uncertainties for the measured HI properties shown in Table 4.2, uniformly across
the di�erent deep imaging methods for the ASKAP observations, and we used the HIPASS BGC
uncertainty values from Koribalski et al. (2004) for the reference HIPASS data. The HIPASS BGC
position has ⇠10.3 uncertainty based on cross-matching the HIPASS position with optical catalogues,
while the positional accuracy of the measured ASKAP positions is approximately ±1500 , the half-FWHM
of the synthesised beam. However, the latter is an under-estimation due to possible extended features
included in the SoFiA2 mask that can bias the measured centre position. The uncertainty of the per
channel and integrated flux values are calculated based on the SoFiA2 thermal noise RMS and the

9Not to confuse with the noise level calculated for the S+C algorithm threshold.
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CHAPTER 4. DEEP IMAGING OF NGC7361

Figure 4.5: Deep HI moment map contours (column density and velocity field in the leftmost and centre
panels, respectively) created by gridded visibility stacking overlaid on a greyscale DSS2 red band image.
The HI column density levels are 8, 16, 32, 64 and 128 f, and so equivalent of ⇠ 0.69, 1.39, 2.77, 5.54
and 11.08 ⇥1020/cm2, respectively. The velocity field contours are drawn with ±16km/s increments
from the nominal central velocity of 1249km/s (thick line). The velocity increases from the southern
(lower) side of the plot. The synthesised beam FWHM is shown as a grey ellipse in the lower-left.
Both the moment 0 and moment 1 map contours are derived from the sub-cube produced by SoFiA2

source-finding, with pixels below <3.5f masked. In the rightmost panel, the integrated spectrum of
the full SoFiA2 cube is shown in green, while at the background in celeste (sky blue), the integrated
HIPASS BGC spectrum of the source is shown.

number of pixels within the mask for each channel from the SoFiA2 spectra (see, e.g. Meyer et al.,
2017). The derived HI mass uncertainty is computed via standard Gaussian error propagation, where
we used ±0.2 Mpc uncertainty on the measured luminosity distance (see, Tully et al., 2013, Tully et al.,
2016). Similar to deriving the HI mass value, the uncertainty is derived consistently for the HIPASS
and ASKAP data. The uncertainty on the central velocity, fvsys , is defined as the half channel-width
(di�erent for HIPASS BGC values), while the uncertainty for the measured W50 and W20 values are
defined as 2 and 3 ⇥fvsys , based on Koribalski et al. (2004) respectively.

Figure 4.5 presents the summary of the SoFiA2 data product output of the deep image cube created
by G. In this figure, we present the column density contours, and the average velocity field contours
on top of an optical background, and the integrated spectrum jointly with the HIPASS BGC spectrum.
This figure highlights the excellent data quality produced by our pilot pipeline. Nevertheless, similar to
chapter 3, our aim is not to assess the lone deep imaging analysis results for G, but in the context of
comparing di�erent deep imaging methods. Therefore, we next look for di�erences in the SoFiA2 output
created from the various deep imaging methods B, V, G I and C. First, we compare the RMS noise levels
measured, followed by the analysis of the spectra and the moment maps, including the discussion of
the relevant measured HI properties shown in Table 4.2. Furthermore, we present the results from the
kinematic analysis of the di�erent SoFiA2 cubes in section 4.3.5.
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4.3. LOW-RESOLUTION IMAGING

4.3.2 Thermal noise RMS

DINGO plans to deliver some of its science through HI spectral line stacking of undetected sources,
and the lower frequencies of the DINGO-ultradeep image cubes are expected to have only a handful of
direct detections (see, e.g. Du�y et al., 2012). Therefore, high fidelity data combination is crucial for
DINGO. We compare the measured RMS noise levels of the deep image cubes created by the di�erent
deep imaging methods, using a ⇠1.5 MHz sub-band (1412.53 – 1413.94 MHz) with no source detected
by SoFiA2. The 4MHz frequency range selected for spectral line imaging is not centred on NGC7361,
to enable this comparison.

For estimating the theoretical RMS level for the low-resolution image cubes, we use equation 3.1, and
we consider the array to be ASKAP30, with an e�ective system temperature of ⇠74K (see, e.g. Dunning
et al., 2016, Rioja & Dodson, 2020), ⇠20% of the observed visibilities flagged, and two polarisations
observed. This gives ⇠1.15mJy/beam for the deep image cubes with traditional Natural weighting. We
measured the thermal RMS noise on the deep image cubes individually for each spectral channels on
the non-primary beam corrected deep image cubes using the central 80⇥80 pixel (80⇥80) area shown in
Figure 4.4. We excluded pixels from the top and bottom one percentile (i.e. used only 98% of the pixels)
in calculating the RMS values to avoid potential outliers. Furthermore, for the analysis of NGC7361, we
used only a single, representative thermal noise RMS value measured by SoFiA2 on the primary-beam
corrected deep image cubes (see Table 4.2), for each of the di�erent deep imaging methods. Note that
the primary beam changes negligibly (<1%) in the image centre where we measured the thermal noise
RMS but has to be considered near the primary beam FWHM for the analysis of NGC7361.

For a thorough comparative analysis of the noise of the deep images created by B, V, G and I, we
performed additional deep imaging with (i) no Wiener-filtering applied and (ii) with no deconvolution
performed. We excluded deep imaging by C from these comparisons, as our goal is to compare the
di�erent deep imaging methods with the current conventional imaging pipeline. Therefore, as discussed,
we tailored the parameters for the pilot pipeline and B to be as close to C as possible, and so, we are only
using the deep images created by C for our main analysis. The measured RMS values for the di�erent
deep imaging methods for the di�erent data reduction of (i), (ii), and the default deep imaging (which
includes C), are shown in Figure 4.6.

When no Wiener-filtering was applied (Figure 4.6 top left panel), we are not introducing e�ects related
to sub-optimal preconditioning for I. Nevertheless, we performed deconvolution to test if deconvolving
the noise on each observation has a significant impact on the combined thermal noise RMS compared to
deconvolving the deep data. Furthermore, this approach highlights any di�erence in �����ing the deep
data by Cotton-Schwab and Högbom algorithms. The measured noise levels are in superb agreement
with the theoretical estimations, and the di�erent deep imaging methods produce almost the same RMS
levels. The di�erence is due to the di�erence in �����ing implementation, and strategy, since based
on the result presented in chapter 3, with no deconvolution and Wiener-filtering applied, the RMS
di�erence should be negligible10. Cotton-Schwab �����s more flux than Högbom , and deconvolving

10In case of no deconvolution and Wiener-filtering, the results from B and V are by definition identical. This identity is
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CHAPTER 4. DEEP IMAGING OF NGC7361

Figure 4.6: Measured thermal noise RMS for deep images created with (i) no Wiener-filtering (top left
panel), (ii) no deconvolution (top right panel) and (iii) the default deep imaging (bottom two panels).
The bottom panels show the same result for B, V, G and I, but C is only shown on the right panel. Note
that B, V, and G deep imaging methods result in the same noise level when no deconvolution used (top
right panel). For the details of measuring the thermal noise RMS see the main text.

each observation appears to be a systematic e�ect, resulting in lower noise level than deconvolving
the deep data. We visually examined the ����� model components and the log files created, and both
Cotton-Schwab and Högbom implementation terminates after a handful of iterations, �����ing only
outlier pixels as expected. The di�erence in the �����ing the deep images is not systematic, in contrast
to I, which is accumulating the ����� model of the noise peaks for each observation. Therefore, G results
in higher fidelity deep images than I, especially as more observations are combined.

We created the dirty images with Wiener-filtering, but no deconvolution applied (Figure 4.6 top right
panel) to demonstrate the e�ect of sub-optimal preconditioning using observed rather than simulated data.
That is, the measured noise level di�erence for I can be explained by the toy-model introduced in chapter
3. Note that in our data reduction, the sub-optimal beam-forcing e�ect is also included in the sub-optimal
preconditioning, not just the e�ect of sub-optimal Wiener-filtering the individual observations. Although
we had not analysed this joint e�ect, here we have shown that it is measurable and so indispensable in
considering the fidelity of data combination. Ergo, when preconditioning is applied to the individual

included in testing the cdeconvolver-mpi implementation and also shown in the top right panel of Figure 4.6
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4.3. LOW-RESOLUTION IMAGING

observations, the relative Robustness of the deep image cubes is di�erent from the nominal value used in
the pipeline. Therefore, G creates higher fidelity dirty cubes than I. Note that this e�ect is expected to be
higher for more Uniform Robustness values. Furthermore, we demonstrated that the deep image cubes
created by B, V and G are identical, which further validates our pilot pipeline implementation.

For the default deep imaging, the measured thermal noise RMS levels are a�ected by both
preconditioning and deconvolution. The bottom left panel of Figure 4.6 shows the measured RMS values
for B, V, G and I. We can conclude that a (scaling) di�erence is present between B and V&G due to the
di�erence in the �����ing algorithm used, and between B and I due to the joint e�ect of sub-optimal
preconditioning and �����ing the individual observations. The latter di�erence is systemic, and both the
partial �����ing and preconditioning of the individual observations are ‘frozen in’ to the deep image
cubes created by I. The correction for these e�ects is extremely di�cult in the image domain. Therefore,
B is preferred over I for DINGO deep imaging.

However, a significant di�erence in the measured thermal noise RMS level is present between the
deep images created by C, compared to results from B, V, G and I (Figure 4.6 bottom right panel). We
found no unequivocal explanation for the magnitude of the di�erence. The peak of the Wiener-filtered
synthesised beam used for weighting the observations when creating the deep images are di�erent for I
and C for any given observation and spectral channel, but we measured this di�erence to be ⇠1% on
average. We suspect that the origin of this di�erence is the small (<2Hz) variance in channel width, and
so in the centre of the channels, due to the di�erence in barycentric correction applied. Note that this
e�ect is expected to be negligible (a total shift in the centre position about <3% of the channel width)
over the 4MHz frequency range imaged. The correction for the F-term is also di�erent, as discussed
before, which can contribute but can not solely explain the measured di�erence. Furthermore, we found
no other di�erence in the parameter set files between I and C, except the ones defined by us. A possible
explanation can be a yet unknown di�erence in the implementation between the pipelines. Nevertheless,
considering that (i) parameters controlling the deconvolution of the individual observations are identical
or as close as reasonably possible between I and C, (ii) the rest of the parameters are identical for
all deep imaging methods, (iii) the output from the pilot pipeline shows excellent agreement with the
output from B, which uses only imager and make no use of our code (i.e. dstack), and (iv) our aim
is to use current conventional pipeline without any modifications, we decided to present the results in
this form. Consequently, we are more critical in comparing the results from C to results from the pilot
pipeline and from B in our discussion. Nonetheless, based on the comparison between B, G and I, and
that C is fundamentally only di�erent from I in the deconvolution algorithm used, we deduce that C
results in lower fidelity deep images with no direct detections than G with (hypothetical) equivalent
implementation.

The RMS values measured by SoFiA2 (see Table 4.2) show di�erent relative di�erences between
the deep imaging methods than the noise level di�erences presented above. The measured thermal noise
RMS for B is higher than both V, G, and I, which indicates a measurable di�erence in �����ing the deep
data. The measured SoFiA2 RMS for V and B seemingly di�er inconsistently from our results presented
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so far, which we explain in detail in section 4.3.4. Nevertheless, the measured RMS values for I and C
are reflecting the relative noise levels measured on the image centre. For the rest of this section, we use
the thermal noise RMS values from SoFiA2 for calculations (e.g. column density sensitivity, integrated
spectra uncertainty. . . etc.) and for visualising the SoFiA2 data products.

4.3.3 HI spectra

Figure 4.5 shows the integrated spectrum from HIPASS BGC and the spectrum from the deep image
created by G. We have a good agreement between the two integrated spectra, with a small excess flux
measured for the ASKAP spectrum, compared to the HIPASS observation. The large-scale di�use
emission is measured by the HIPASS beam but resolved out in the ASKAP observations, and so the
latter would be expected to result in a lower integrated flux. Therefore, the excess flux measured by
ASKAP is possibly due to the masks used by SoFiA2, which are including noise-only pixels, or due to
overcleaning the deep image cubes. In section 4.3.4, we discuss both e�ects in more detail. The latter
e�ect (dependence on deconvolution parameters) is not considered in the uncertainty of the spectra.
Nevertheless, we included the noise-only pixels into measuring the uncertainty of the ASKAP spectra,
and the measured integrated flux values are in good agreement between the HIPASS and the ASKAP
observations within the uncertainty limits. Hence, the spectrum measured on the deep data cube created
by G can be considered identical to the ground truth HIPASS spectrum.

The measured integrated spectrum for the deep image cube created by G is also in superb agreement
with the integrated spectra created from B, V, and I. We present the measured integrated spectra for
the di�erent deep imaging methods in Figure 4.7 including pair-wise comparison and di�erence. We
measure the highest flux for the deep image cubes created by B and a small flux deficit for V, G and I,
respectively. The di�erence between the integrated spectra of V and G is within the uncertainty level.
The di�erence between B and G is above the uncertainty by a narrow margin, while I shows higher
integrated flux di�erence from B than G. These results are reflecting the measured thermal noise RMS
levels presented in Table 4.2, and so the excess flux for G, V and B compared to I can be explained by
the noise level di�erence of the noise-only pixels included in the SoFiA2 masks.

While the integrated spectra from B, V, G and I are comparable with the HIPASS BGC spectrum with
only a small excess flux modelled, the integrated spectrum from C measures lower flux values. Similar
to the measured thermal noise RMS, the integrated spectrum for C is a�ected by the indeterminate
di�erence in spectral line imaging. Note that this di�erence is not a scaling di�erence, but the deep image
created by C has a lower signal-to-noise ratio than the deep images created by the pilot pipeline and B.
Therefore, the di�erence in deep imaging is possibly (at least partially) related to the deconvolution of
the individual images. Our aim is to compare the deep images created, and assessing the performance of
deconvolution is generally considered to be di�cult due to the enormous parameter space that needs to be
explored (see, e.g. Briggs, 1995). That is, we are not discussing the di�erence in �����ing the individual
observations separately. However, we conjecture that C performs a relatively shallower �����ing of
the individual observations than I, due to both the di�erence in the noise levels and deconvolution.
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Figure 4.7: The integrated spectra created by the five di�erent deep imaging methods B, V, G, I, and C
described in the main text. Each spectrum is shown separately in the main diagonal of the plot, while in
the lower (left) triangle, each panel shows two spectra of the corresponding column in the background and
row in the foreground, respectively. In the upper (right) triangle, the pair-wise absolute di�erence spectra
are shown as the corresponding column spectrum subtracted from the corresponding row spectrum,
respectively. For each of these panels, the uncertainty of both spectra is displayed as a shaded area. The
display range of the di�erence spectra is fixed between the panels. In the top-left corner, each panel is
labelled.

Nevertheless, the measured integrated flux value from C is consistent with the HIPASS BGC value
within the measurement uncertainty range.

Similar to the integrated flux values (Sint), parameters derived from the spectrum by SoFiA2 (vcentral,
W20 and W20) and the derived HI mass are in excellent agreement between the di�erent deep imaging
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methods and the respective HIPASS BGC values. Both Figures 4.5 and 4.7 demonstrate that the main
di�erence is the flux recovered, but the shape of the spectra are identical between the di�erent deep
imaging methods and the HIPASS BGC spectrum. The source is not spatially resolved in the HIPASS
beam, so we can only compare the ASKAP spectra to the HIPASS spectrum. Based on this comparison,
the deep image cubes created by B, V, G, I and C are all producing similar results within the measurement
uncertainties. Therefore, both deep imaging by G and C (or I) result in high-fidelity integrated spectra.

4.3.4 Moment maps

The ASKAP observations both spatially and spectrally resolve NGC7361. Thus, we can compare the
deep image cubes in higher dimensional representation than just the integrated spectra. Therefore, we
created the moment 0 and moment 1 maps for the deep images created by the di�erent deep imaging
methods for our analysis. The moment 0 maps converted from integrated flux to HI column density
are shown in Figure 4.8, including the pair-wise di�erence maps between the di�erent deep imaging
methods. We show the moment 1 maps in similar fashion in Figure 4.11.

The HI disk of NGC7361 extends beyond the stellar component and Figures 4.5, 4.8, and 4.11 are
showing a possible warp in the outer disc. This deviation from a flat rotating disc is indicated as low
column density regions of the South-East and North-West from the main (South-North) rotation axis and
as a bend in the iso-velocity contours on Figure 4.5. Furthermore, extended low-column density regions
are detected in both the North and South of the source. However, the extended southern feature is only
detected in the deep images created by V, G and I, which suggest a dependence on the deconvolution
method used. Therefore, for a comprehensive understanding of the reliability of the southern feature,
we analyse the moment 0 maps in additional representations. In Figure 4.9, we show the di�erence
between the moment map of the deep images created by G and the remaining deep imaging methods
in the pixel-wise integrated flux density di�erence – average dynamic range space. Furthermore, we
created the HI gas surface density histograms from the moment 0 maps (Figure 4.10). We summarise our
results by discussing the pair-wise di�erence between the deep images created by G and by V, I, B and C,
respectively.

The moment 0 maps reveal a spatial di�erence in the deconvolution between the deep image cubes
created by G and V. Although the total flux �����ed from the deep image cubes are the same, as shown
in the spectra di�erence (Figure 4.7), di�erent parts of the galaxy are �����ed di�erently. In the top
right panel of figure 4.9, we demonstrate that the average di�erence between the two deep imaging
methods is zero and that the pixel-wise �����ed flux di�erence is higher for the higher dynamic range
regions. The (spatial) di�erence in the distribution of �����ing by using similar input indicates the
overcleaning of the deep image cubes. We consider overcleaning in this context as modelling artificially
more flux for the source, either due to the limitations of the Högbom implementation or by setting the
minor cycle threshold too low and performing more iterations on-source than required for modelling.
Given that the extended model components are fitted first, the deconvolution possibly diverges for the
point-source fit iterations between V and G. Overcleaning the deep images explains the pixel-wise
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Figure 4.8: Moment 0 maps created by the five di�erent deep imaging methods B, V, G, I, and C. Each
moment 0 map is shown in the main diagonal of the plot, with pixels <3.5f column density computed
from the local thermal noise RMS for each deep imaging method masked. For each panel in the main
diagonal, the 8f contour is shown, and the colour scale is fixed between these panels. The synthesised
beam is shown in the bottom left. Note that the contour level correspond to di�erent column density
levels in each panel in the main diagonal (for the thermal noise RMS levels measured by SoFiA2,
see, Table 4.2). In the lower (left) panels, the pixel-wise di�erence maps of the moment 0 maps of
the corresponding columns and rows are shown. Only the pixels, which are masked in neither of the
moment 0 maps, are taken into account in the subtraction, and the colour scale is fixed between all panels
displaying di�erence maps.

flux di�erence dependence and its scatter shown in Figure 4.9. Nevertheless, the absolute di�erence
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Figure 4.9: Pixel-wise integrated flux density di�erence as a function of average dynamic range. The
di�erence map of the integrated flux density map created by gridded visibility stacking (G) and the
integrated flux density map created by B, V, I and C for the top left, top right, bottom left and bottom
right panels, respectively, are generated similarly to the column density di�erence maps shown in Figure
4.8, and the pixel-wise di�erence values are shown as a function of the pixel-wise average dynamic range
of the corresponding integrated flux density maps. The positive-valued pixels are shown in green, and the
negative-valued pixels are in blue, corresponding to more and less integrated flux recovered for gridded
visibility stacking than the other deep imaging methods, respectively. A dynamic range uncertainty of
±0.5 ⇥ the dynamic range of the flux densities subtracted is present on each point but not shown. The
average dynamic range is shown on a logarithmic scale. The integrated flux density di�erence values
are binned in 20 equal logarithmic bins. For each bin, the average integrated flux density di�erence
values are shown with ±1f uncertainty, where f is the standard deviation computed over each bin, and
also, the average dynamic range uncertainty is shown for the binned data. The binned average values are
shown to highlight any possible scaling e�ects. The subtraction is labelled on the top left corner of each
panel. The number count for each average dynamic range bin is shown on the top for each panel, with the
total pixel number count in purple, and the positive- and negative-valued histograms are in green and
blue, respectively. Furthermore, for each panel, a histogram of the integrated flux density di�erence
values are shown on the right. The positive- and negative-valued histogram bins are shown in green
and blue, respectively. For each panel, a constant 0.1 mJy km/s /pixel bin width is used. These figures
highlight the overall restored integrated flux di�erence in one dimension. The scatter between G and B is
the smallest, the di�erence between the restored flux from G and V are symmetric for any given average
dynamic range bin, while I restores less flux with increasing average dynamic range. The di�erence
between Högbom and Cotton-Schwab deconvolution methods are highlighted with Högbom �����ing
restoring more flux proportionally to the average dynamic range from a certain dynamic range value
than Cotton-Schwab �����ing. The exact parameters of this relation depend on the di�erence in data
combination.
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is small compared to the dynamic range11. The di�erence in the measured thermal noise RMS can be
explained by the slightly di�erent imaging artefacts introduced in the vicinity of the source. The moment
1 di�erence map (Figure 4.11) shows only a small deviation in the average velocity for the two methods
in the noise-only areas. However, comparing G to any other deep imaging methods, the average velocity
di�erence on the East and West of NGC7361 shows a higher deviation than from V. This suggests that
similar imaging artefacts are introduced around the source for V and G. Hence, our results are consistent
with the measured spectra and RMS values and suggest overcleaning of the deep images.

Deep imaging by I is di�erent in the �����ing depth and the data combination from both V and
G, and it appears to be in a better agreement with V than G, possibly due to the overcleaning of the
individual observations. A faint source is expected to be better modelled by deconvolving the deep data
with higher SNR, rather than �����ing the individual observations. However, NGC7361 is a bright
HI source, which has a high SNR in the individual observations, and so it can be modelled with high
precision for each separate observation (i.e. with the large, extended spatial-scale ����� components).
Therefore, the advantage of modelling the deep images is not dominant in our data reduction as we are
overcleaning both the deep and the individual observations. Nevertheless, it can be shown as an average
excess flux on the high (>10) average dynamic range regions (see bottom left panel of Figure 4.9). The
measured thermal noise RMS for I is in good agreement with the measured relative RMS levels measured
on the image centre, further indicating the overcleaning of the individual observations and showing the
e�ect of sub-optimal preconditioning. The moment 1 di�erence maps show a significant average velocity
di�erence in the East and West sides of the source, while the modelled area, including the low column
density South-East and North-West regions, is in good agreement with B, V and G. Furthermore, in deep
imaging by I we introduce systematic imaging artefacts resulting in a more prominent feature in the
South than V or G.

The feature in the South is only detected by SoFiA2 when the data is deconvolved in the image
domain using the Högbom algorithm. Here, we only compare the data product created by SoFiA2, so we
are not performing a further, more thorough analysis of this feature’s origin, yet we can make limited
assertions. Given that it is low level, between 5-10 times the column density sensitivity (see the contours
on Figure 4.8, and the ‘dip’ around ten average dynamic range in the left panels of Figure 4.9), and
detected only on the deep images created by V, B and I, it is most probably an imaging artefact. The
moment 1 maps (average velocity field) support this, showing good agreement with the southern part of
the galaxy (Figure 4.11). Furthermore, we highlight this feature in the left panel of Figure 4.10, which
shows the excess pixels included in the SoFiA2 mask as a well-defined peak with improbably low HI gas
surface density. This artefact is possibly the result of the limited minor cycle precision of the Högbom
algorithm and not only the overcleaning of the deep images. The deep synthesised beams are extremely
well-behaving, with a circular main lobe and low level (only 4-5%) sidelobes with no features directly
explaining the position of the feature. However, this feature aligns with the main diagonal of the source,
together with the feature detected in the northern part of NGC7361, and symmetry in faint structures is a

11Note that the units are di�erent in Figures 4.8 and 4.9
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Figure 4.10: HI gas surface density histogram derived from the distribution of the column density pixel
values of the moment 0 maps shown in the main diagonal of Figure 4.8. The pixel values below 3.5f
column densities are included in the pixel-count histograms, in contrast to Figure 4.8, however a few
(<4 pixels for each deep imaging method) pixels with < 0.001 M�/pc2 are excluded from the data set.
The left panel shows the pixel number-count histograms, with a di�erent total number of pixels of 2162,
2309, 2312, 2578 and 2042 pixels for B, V, G, I and C, respectively. The di�erence in the moment
map sizes is due to the southern feature discussed in the main text. The right panel shows normalised
histograms created from the central 1718 pixels, which are not masked in any of the moment 0 maps.
Both histograms are created via logarithmic binning, with 0.2 dex bin size in the logarithmic ⌃�� space.
The vertical dashed red line indicates the nominal edge of the source at 1 M�/pc2. The histograms show
the expected cut in HI gas surface density at ⇠9 M�/pc2 (see, e.g. Bigiel et al., 2008), and a linearly
decreasing low-end tail. This plot highlights the feature detected in the south, which corresponds to the
⇠(-0.8) – (-02) log(M�/pc2) excess pixel count in the left-hand-side figure, and that it is more prominent
in I.

good indicator of imaging errors. Therefore, if the southern feature is an imaging artefact, the northern
feature is also expected to be an artefact, but the latter is detected in all deep image cubes created by the
di�erent methods. The detection of the northern feature in deep imaging by B and C can be explained by
the primary beam correction, which is significantly di�erent between the southern and northern part of
the galaxy. We hypothesise that both the northern and southern features are imaging artifacts but weaker
when using Cotton-Schwab deconvolution. However, only the northern feature is included in the SoFiA2
masks due to the primary beam correction12.

The limitation of the Högbom algorithm in high dynamic range imaging can be further demonstrated
by comparing the results for B and G. While the moment 0 maps show superb agreement between
the two methods, the top left panel of Figure 4.9, highlights the di�erence between Cotton-Schwab
and Högbom deconvolution. The image domain-based Högbom �����ing is not accurately removing
the ����� components, especially considering the non-coplanar baseline e�ect, which results in a
low-fidelity sky model with erroneous model fluxes. Therefore, the overcleaning of the deep images is
more severe when using the Högbom algorithm. This is shown as a linear relation with low scatter in the

12We provided the primary beam model to SoFiA2, which is used in determining the final masks
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Figure 4.11: Similar to Figure 4.8 the moment 1 maps created by the five di�erent deep imaging methods
B, V, G, I, and C are shown. However, instead of the moment 1 map contours, the 8f moment 0 map
contour is drawn. In the lower (left) panels, the moment 1 di�erence maps are shown in a similar fashion
to Figure 4.8. The colour scale is fixed for these panels and saturated at ±24 km/s, and so di�erence
outside this range indicates high (>6 channels) average gas velocity. As shown, primarily the low column
density regions on the East and West sides (left and right on the image, respectively) showing such high
average velocity di�erence, which is perpendicular to the rotation axis of the HI gas in the galaxy.

average pixel-wise flux density di�erence (see Figure 4.9). Furthermore, Cotton-Schwab restores more
flux for the intermediate column density regions (between 10 and 100 average dynamic range in Figure
4.9). Therefore, we can model the di�use emission more accurately by using major cycles even when
the images are mildly overcleaned. Nevertheless, the di�erence is small considering the absolute flux
modelled. Furthermore, the good agreement between the restored fluxes for B and G indicates that the
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minor cycle threshold is too low, and B does not use the deep ����� feature of YandaSoftbut performs
all minor cycle iterations without reaching the threshold for deep �����ing for each major cycle. The
excess flux measured in the integrated spectra for B can be explained as the better-modelled source with
less flux and flux from the additional noise-only pixels included in the SoFiA2 mask with higher thermal
noise RMS. In contrast, deep imaging by V, G and I, are introducing more imaging artefacts, which
a�ect not only the source model but results in artificially lower noise levels. Therefore, the corresponding
spectra include less flux for V, G and I than B, despite the additional feature of the south being included
in the SoFiA2 masks.

Similar to the spectra and thermal noise RMS results, deep imaging by C results in a starkly di�erent
����� deep image cube, with less flux restored than by our pilot pipeline and B. Figure 4.9 highlights
that both the intermediate and high average dynamic range regions are �����ed deeper in G (also in
B, V and I), which results in possibly better modelling of the di�use HI gas. Therefore, the individual
observations are likely undercleaned for I. Curiously, this results in a di�erent systemic di�erence on the
average velocity field on the East and West sides of the source from B than G (Figure 4.11). Furthermore,
the moment 1 di�erence maps suggest that the �����ed flux di�erence for the highest dynamic range
regions are channel-dependent. However, we are not analysing this di�erence in more detail since it is
most probably due to the unknown implementation di�erence.

In our analysis, we reported the measurable di�erences between the di�erent deep imaging methods
based on the data product created by SoFiA2. However, only qualitative analysis is possible due to the
low level of the (absolute) di�erence between the deep data products (except for C). Furthermore, the
di�erences are mainly due to the non-linearity of the deconvolution used, and the SoFiA2 data products
examined are not the native three-dimensional image cubelets, but only the two dimensional (collapsed)
representation. Note that some e�ects, such as the southern feature detected, cannot be shown on the
three-dimensional data cubes due to the low channel-by-channel SNR. Therefore, we provided possible

explanations for the di�erences present. These are consistent with previous results, and considering
deep imaging by B as the ground truth. The main takeaway messages can be summarised as follows. (i)
overcleaning of the data a�ects the noise around the sources deconvolved, (ii) the southern and northern
features detected are possibly imaging artefacts, (iii) Högbom deconvolution introduces more severe
imaging artefacts in the vicinity of bright sources than Cotton-Schwab implementation, (iv) these e�ects
are the most severe for I due to the additional e�ect from sub-optimal preconditioning, (v) a possible warp
is present in the outer HI disc of NGC7361, and (vi) the conventional DINGO imaging pipeline results in
low restored flux due to undercleaning the data. Although these conclusions summarise well-known
e�ects (i.e. di�erence of deconvolution performance), we demonstrated that the current main limitation
for G is the availability of only the (multi-scale) Högbom algorithm for deconvolving the deep images in
the current minimum viable data model. Furthermore, the current parameters used for imaging need
to be tuned in the future. Nevertheless, we produced science-quality deep data products by gridded
visibility stacking, and we introduced only negligible di�erences from an optimal deep imaging strategy,
despite overcleaning the image cubes.
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4.3.5 Gas kinematics modelling

As a final comparison of the science analysis likely to be carried out with deep imaging data, we derived
the rotation curve of NGC7361 created by the di�erent deep imaging methods by fitting a tilted ring
model to the source (Rogstad et al., 1974). This model uses the assumption that the HI gas rotates around
the galaxy’s centre in circular iso-velocity orbits. That is, the gas kinematics can be modelled by a series
of rings with inclinations and position angles corresponding to the galaxy’s orientation relative to the
observer. The rings can be fit either to the moment 1 map (e.g. the code ����� van der Hulst et al.,
1992 uses this approach) or the three dimensional image for higher accuracy modelling (e.g. the code
3D
BAROLO Di Teodoro & Fraternali, 2015 performs a three-dimensional fitting). However, in the latter

case, only the bright areas with high channel-by-channel SNR can be modelled. Tilted ring modelling
generally requires the source to be spatially resolved (>5 synthesised beams, see, Lewis, 2019), and
the rings are set to either match or even oversample the synthesised beam. The kinematic modelling of
sources is used to measure the rotation velocity for which the curve flattens, calculate the dynamical
mass, and estimate the total dark matter mass and distribution (see, e.g. Sofue & Rubin, 2001). However,
here we only perform modelling of the source and compare the rotation curves fitted to the di�erent
input image cubes.

We used 3D
BAROLO for the tilted ring modelling, using the same parameters for all the input images

created by the di�erent deep imaging methods. 3DBAROLO uses the entire three-dimensional image cube,
and so the extended low-column density regions detected in the South-East and North-West of the
source cannot be reliably modelled by this approach. We used the SoFiA2 mask in the modelling (i.e.
we disabled the source finding feature of 3D

BAROLO), and we used the SoFiA2 parameters as initial
parameters, except for the inclination. The initial inclination is set to 8 =70� based on the near-infrared
observations from the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS Jarrett et al., 2003, Skrutskie et al., 2006)
with axial ratio of 0.4, and an (assumed) intrinsic axial ratio of 0.2. We run 3D

BAROLO with 16 rings of
1500 width (i.e. half of the FWHM of the synthesised beam) using a two stages minimisation approach.
3D
BAROLO can fit the following parameters: (x,y) central pixel position, central velocity (vsys), the rotation

velocity (vrot), inclination (8), position angle (⇥) and velocity dispersion (fgas). For both iterations, we
fixed the central velocity and the source centre positions (in cubelet voxels) measured by SoFiA2, and
we left the remaining parameters free. We show the average fitted model parameters of the second fit in
Table 4.2. The uncertainty values are based on the first iteration and are considered underestimates of the
true model uncertainties.

In the right panel of Figure 4.12, we show the position-velocity diagram (p-v diagram) extracted
along the average major axis from the model fitted to the deep image cube created by G. The p-v diagrams
extracted from the deep images created by B, V, I and C are shown in Appendix C. Based on visual
examination of the p-v diagrams and the fitted model parameters, we excluded the outer five rings from
our analysis, as these rings are modelling low SNR (and low column-density) regions in the image
cube. Furthermore, for the two outermost rings, on average, the fit diverges. Therefore, we only used
the innermost 11 fitted rings (i.e. the modelled area radius is ⇠5.25⇥ the synthesised beam FWHM) for
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Figure 4.12: The residual velocity field of the tilted ring model (left panel) and the position-velocity
diagram of the data, and the fitted model (right panel) for the deep image created by gridded visibility
stacking as indicated in the left-hand-side panel. The first tilted ring excluded from the model is projected
onto the residual velocity field map on the same image. The colour bar is saturated at ±100 km/s
di�erence between the data and the model, as the map shown is containing only the modelled pixels.
Note that the shown maps are modelled by 3D

BAROLO beyond the last ring not considered (red ellipse)
either by further rings or by extrapolation beyond the last ring fitted. Consequently, the model velocity
field is curtailed by 3D

BAROLO on the north and south, and so, the southern feature is not included in
the model. The residual velocity field is flat within the modelled area and shows high values outside it,
except in the South-East and North-West part of the galaxy. These features are indicating the existence of
the low column density warped outer ring. The fitted central position of the galaxy is marked with an
‘X’, while the average position angle derived from the tilted ring model (see Table 4.2) is shown with a
dashed line. Note that the position angle (of the major axis) of the first ring excluded is di�erent from the
average position angle shown. The average position angle is used to create the p-v diagram shown on the
right. The data is shown as a greyscale image, with the black background contours corresponds to 4, 8
and 16 mJy/beam per 4 km/s channel. The green contours are the same contour levels derived from the
model cube’s p-v diagram. The yellow filled circles indicate the model rotation curve shown in Figure
4.13. Rings beyond the ⇠4 mJy/beam per 4 km/s contours on the p-v diagram are excluded from the
kinematics analysis. Both the model contours and rotation curve shows great agreement with the data.
The velocity field residual maps and the p-v diagrams created by using the deep image cubes created by
B, V, I and C are shown in Appendix C in Figures C.1 and C.2.

deriving the average fit parameters shown in Table 4.2, and for the rotation curve shown in Figure 4.13.
Note that due to the low-resolution of the observations, the adjacent fitted rings are not independent.

In the left panel of Figure 4.12, we show the residual velocity field (i.e. the moment 1 map created
from the residual image cubelet). Traditionally, the moment 1 maps are used for discussing the source’s
rotational behaviour, while the moment 2 map (velocity dispersion maps) are used to discuss the turbulent
behaviour of the gas observed. However, a more accurate representation of the gas rotation is tilted
ring modelling, with the residual map highlights the average velocity divergence from the rotation
model (i.e. the turbulent gas that cannot be modelled with circular iso-velocity orbits). We use the latter
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Figure 4.13: The modelled rotational velocity profile created by 3D
BAROLO from the five di�erent deep

imaging methods B, V, G, I, and C. The fitted models are show excellent agreement. For clarity, the
profiles B and V are horizontally o�set by -200 and -100 while I and C are o�set by +100 and +200 . The
rotation profile for G marks the actual radius of the tilted rings used for all methods. Only the fitted rings
shown on the p-v diagram on Figure 4.12 (and in Figures C.1 and C.2 in Appendix C) are included in
this figure.

representation in discussing the kinematics. The residual maps presented are truncated by 3D
BAROLO,

as the model extrapolation beyond the last ring fitted is limited. Therefore, due to this cut, we can not
discuss the southern feature detected in our models. Nevertheless, the residual maps demonstrate that
the fitted model matches the observed data, while outside the rings considered in our model, the data
significantly deviates from the model. Except in the South-East and North-West low column-density
regions, where the fitted model (the outermost fitted rings not considered for the rotation curve) shows
a good agreement with the data. This indicates the warped nature of the outer extent of the HI disc.
Although for B, the di�erence between the model and the data is low, even for the East-West vicinity of
the source. That is, the warped outer disc is more prominent for the image cubes created by Högbom
deconvolution V, G and I. This also supports our interpretation of the moment 0 map di�erences that the
Högbom algorithm introduces more severe imaging artefacts around the galaxy. Furthermore, the feature
detected in the North can not be modelled by the warped outer disc, given that the outermost rings are
fitting the South-East and North-West low column density areas, and the model is the extrapolation of
this warp beyond the last ring fitted. This further supports our hypothesis of the non-physical nature of
the northern feature. Note that we de facto rule out several possible physical explanations which can
produce such feature (e.g. tidal streams, interactions, environmental stripping, accretion) since this is an
isolated galaxy.

Figure 4.13 shows the model rotation curves for the di�erent deep images. The measured peak
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Figure 4.14: The modelled inclination (left panel) and position angle (right panel) profiles created by
3D
BAROLO from the five di�erent deep imaging methods B, V, G, I, and C. The values are displayed

similarly to the rotation profile shown in Figure 4.13. Both the inclination and the position angle profiles
show superb agreement between the di�erent deep data cubes modelled, especially considering the high
uncertainty of both parameters.

velocities are consistent for all models within the uncertainty range. We consider this (the peak) value as
the velocity at which the rotation curve flattens, and the measured velocity is what we would expect from
a similar source (see, e.g. Sofue et al., 1999). We show the inclination and position angle for the fitted
rings in Figure 4.14. The fitted inclination is in good agreement with our initial input based on optical
observations, and the fitted position angle is also in good agreement with the input values from SoFiA2

(see Table 4.2). The average values for the inclination, <8>, and position angle <⇥>, are computed as
weighted averages over the eleven tilted ring used from the model. Both parameters are changing with
radii, although the change is within the fit uncertainties. Therefore, all fitted parameters: the decrease at
the outer edge of the rotation curve, the radial dependence of 8 and ⇥, suggest the warp in the outer HI
disc, but we can not model the data with high enough precision in the outer regions to prove this (warped
disc) hypothesis.

We demonstrated that the di�erences in data combination and imaging are negligible for the three-
dimensional kinematic modelling, including deep imaging by C. This is because the tilted ring modelling
is driven by the structure of the brightest areas of the source. The di�erences present between the deep
images are at a too low level to a�ect the fit for the channel-by-channel high column-density regions of
the galaxy. Therefore, while low-level di�erences are present between the deep images, modelling the
source is robust against these variations.

4.4 High-resolution imaging

Due to computational restrictions, the current conventional spectral line imaging strategy for DINGO is
to use the short baseline data only and discards the visibilities from the long (>2km) baselines. However,
the proposed approach of deep imaging by gridded visibilities requires griding each observation once and
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Figure 4.15: Similar to Figure 4.5, but the high-resolution deep HI moment map contours (column
density and velocity field in the leftmost and centre panels, respectively) created by gridded visibility
stacking overlaid on a greyscale DSS2 red band image. The HI column density levels are the same as
shown for the low-resolution data, with 2.77, 5.54 and 11.08 ⇥1020/cm2 contours, which are equivalent
of ⇠5.95, 11.9, and 23.8 f levels, respectively, due to the lower thermal RMS noise, and the higher peak
column density values, which are expected at higher resolution. The velocity field contours are drawn
with ±16km/s increments from the nominal central velocity of 1254 km/s (thick line). The velocity
increases from the southern (lower) side of the plot. The synthesised beam FWHM is shown as a grey
ellipse in the lower-left corners. Both the moment 0 and moment 1 map contours are derived from the
sub-cube produced by SoFiA2 source-finding, with pixels <3.5f masked. In the rightmost panel, the
integrated spectrum of the full SoFiA2 cube is shown in green, while at the background in celeste (sky
blue), the integrated HIPASS spectra of the source (details described in the main text) are shown.

performing the imaging only on the stacked grids, reducing both the computational and long-term storage
cost (see chapter 2) and potentially enable higher resolution imaging for DINGO. Here we present the
results from high-resolution imaging performed by our pilot pipeline (i.e. only V, G and I) for NGC7361.

To allow for the threefold increase in baseline length from the low to high-resolution imaging, we
scaled our image parameters by a factor of three. Therefore, we created image cubes of 3072⇥3072
pixel with 200 pixel size, using 216 spectral channels from the 1412.53 – 1416.51 MHz frequency
range, covering the same spatial and spectral volume as in the low-resolution imaging. We adopted
the 0.5 Robust parameter for preconditioning and used a 1200 FWHM Gaussian objective function for
tapering. For the deconvolution, we used the multi-scale Högbom implementation (that we refer to as
simply Högbom for the rest of this section) by the combination of [1, 6, 18, 45] pixel spatial scales
corresponding to a point-source, one synthesised beam, and two large components matching the extended
scales used for �����ing the low-resolution images, respectively. For I, we performed a maximum of
4000 minor cycle iterations with a loop gain of 0.2 and a threshold of either reaching the 5% of the
initial peak flux value (to avoid cleaning sidelobes) or an absolute 11.4mJy/beam residual flux. The
absolute threshold is scaled from the low-resolution imaging to reflect the increased sensitivity due to the
inclusion of the long-baseline visibilities. We set the minor cycle threshold to either 5% of the peak flux
or to 4.3mJy/beam for V and G, with a maximum number of 10600 minor-cycle iterations. We found
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Table 4.3: Similar to Table 4.2, the measured and model parameters from SoFiA2 and 3D
BAROLO for the

high-resolution deep image cubes of NGC7361, created by the three di�erent deep imaging methods of
V, G, and I, described in the main text, and the reference HIPASS BGC values. The di�erence in centre
position and systemic optical velocity from the low-resolution results are due to the extended northern
and southern feature included in the high-resolution SoFiA2 mask, as discussed in the main text.

HIPASS BGC ASKAP (high-resolution)
V G I

SoFiA2 parameters
RA [J2000] 22:42:18 22:42:18.23 22:42:18.22 22:42:18.21
Dec [J2000] -30:04:29 -30:03:15.48 -30:03:15.50 -30:03:17.12
Sint [Jy km/s] 42 ± 4 58 ± 23 58 ± 23 59 ± 24
log(M�� ,obs / M�) 9.41 ± 0.04 9.55 ± 0.17 9.55 ± 0.17 9.56 ± 0.18
RMS [mJy/beam /channel] ⇠13 1.53 1.53 1.51
W50 [km/s] 221 ± 8 216 ± 4 217 ± 4 219 ± 4
W20 [km/s] 236 ± 12 231 ± 6 232 ± 6 232 ± 6
vcentral [km/s] 1249 ± 3 1254 ± 2 1254 ± 2 1253 ± 2
⇥initial [deg] – 2.6 2.6 3.1

3D
BAROLO parameters

<i> [deg] – 74.0 ± 1.2 74.2 ± 0.5 73.3 ± 3.3
<⇥> [deg] – 4.3 ± 0.4 5.0 ± 1.4 3.7 ± 0.6
vrot(max) [km/s] – 108 ± 5 109 ± 4 109 ± 5

no residual continuum emission after a visual examination of the deep image cubes, and so no image
domain based continuum subtraction is performed. We used the default circular Gaussian beam model
for the primary beam correction.

We used SoFiA2 for source finding and to produce the integrated spectra, the total intensity and
velocity field maps for NGC7361. We applied 6⇥6, 15⇥15 and 30⇥30 pixel Gaussian smoothing kernels
in addition to source finding on the non-smoothed image cubes. These scales correspond to the FWHM
of the synthesised beam and to the extended spatial scales used for source-finding on the low-resolution
image cubes. Furthermore, we selected the rest of the parameters to match the low-resolution parameters
or cover the same spatial extent (e.g., for measuring the noise). We found only NGC7361 and no further
reliable detections in the cubelets imaged. The source parameters measured by SoFiA2 are shown in
Table 4.3, and Figure 4.15 presents the moment 0 and 1 map contours and the integrated spectrum for
the deep image cube created by G. The parameters and the uncertainties are computed similar to the
low-resolution imaging analysis. We next present the SoFiA2 model outputs and briefly discuss the
similarities and di�erences from the low-resolution imaging results. Furthermore, we present the rotation
curves from the tilted ring model fit to the high-resolution deep image cubes.
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Figure 4.16: Similar to Figure 4.6 lower left panel, the thermal RMS noise measured over ⇠1.5 MHz
sub-band from 1.4125 GHz to 1.4139 GHz, in the central 800 ⇥800 rectangle (240⇥240 pixel) area of
the deep images as shown in Figure 4.4. The measured thermal noise RMS are shown for deep images
created with the default deep imaging parameters. The noise measurements are in superb agreement
with the low-resolution results, in the sense of the relative di�erence between the di�erent methods.

Thermal noise RMS

Similar to the low-resolution analysis, we measured the thermal noise RMS on the central 80⇥80area
(240⇥240 pixel) on the 1412.53 – 1413.94 MHz sub-band of the non-primary beam corrected deep image
cubes. However, we do not perform further deep imaging and data combination with no deconvolution or
Wiener-filtering for the high-resolution data. In Figure 4.16 we show the measured RMS values for the
deep image cubes created by V, G and I. The measured noise levels are higher than the theoretical 0.96
mJy/beam (computed for traditional Natural weighting) due to the Wiener-filtering applied. Sub-optimal
preconditioning in I results in an apparent higher Robustness value and consequently a lower thermal
noise RMS than for V and G. Furthermore, the scaling di�erence of the noise levels between the di�erent
deep imaging methods are of the same magnitude as for the low-resolution images. The RMS values
measured by SoFiA2 are also in good agreement with the relative noise properties measured at the image
centre. This suggest that we are not overcleaning the deep image cubes, in contrast to the low-resolution
data. Nevertheless, we can retain the conclusion that deep imaging by G is preferred over I, due to the
sub-optimal preconditioning.

HI spectra

In the rightmost panel of Figure 4.15 we show the integrated spectrum from HIPASS BGC and the
spectrum from the high-resolution deep image created by G. In contrast to the integrated spectra created
from the low-resolution image cubes, the spectrum presented in Figure 4.15 shows a significant excess
flux compared to the HIPASS BGC spectrum. This di�erence is possibly due to the combination of
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Figure 4.17: Similar to Figure 4.7, the high-resolution integrated spectra created by the three di�erent
deep imaging methods V, G, and I described in the main text. Each spectrum is shown separately in
the main diagonal of the plot, while in the lower (left) triangle, each panel shows two spectra of the
corresponding column in the background and row in the foreground, respectively. In the upper (right)
triangle, the pair-wise absolute di�erence spectra are shown as the corresponding column spectrum
subtracted from the corresponding row spectrum, respectively. For each of these panels, the uncertainty
of both spectra is displayed as a shaded area. The display range of the di�erence spectra is fixed between
the panels. In the top-left corner, each panel is labelled.

insu�cient deconvolution and that the features detected north and south of the source are included
in the SoFiA2 mask. These features are more prominent for the high-resolution image cubes, and we
discuss them in more detail later. Furthermore, in Appendix D, we present a spectrum created by G using
di�erent deconvolution parameters and measured over a more confined area.

Although the uncertainty for the integrated flux is based on the number of pixels in the SoFiA2 mask,
and the measured integrated flux agrees within the measurement uncertainty, we can not consider the
raw SoFiA2 integrated spectrum for scientific analysis. For a more precise integrated flux measurement,
additional masking of the SoFiA2 cubelets is needed. We suspect this to be the main source of the excess
flux introduced. In addition, our �����ing parameters are not optimal, being the scaled version of the
low-resolution imaging parameters. This, we suspect, results in undercleaning, which (counter-intuitively)
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lead to an excess flux measured, which we further discuss in Appendix D. However, we are not performing
additional masking or deconvolution with di�erent (optimal) parameters. Therefore, we restrain our
analysis of the raw data produced by SoFiA2.

Based on the (raw) output from our pipeline, the main di�erence between the integrated spectra is
the total flux modelled, but the shape, especially the width (i.e. the derived parameters of W50, W20

and vcentral), show good agreement with the low-resolution and single-dish data within the measurement
uncertainties. Furthermore, the channel-by-channel variance is high for the integrated spectra created
from the high-resolution data. This further suggests that additional noise-only areas are included in the
SoFiA2mask in the high-resolution SoFiA2 cubelets.

We present the measured integrated spectra for the di�erent deep imaging methods in Figure 4.17
including pair-wise comparison and di�erence. The integrated spectra show superb agreement between
V and G, and both spectra measurably di�er from I. The di�erence is possibly due to the di�erences in
data combination, deconvolution and the SoFiA2 masks used. Notably, the integrated spectra of V and G
have more flux at the double-horn peaks and less for the velocity range between the peaks. This suggests
a column-density dependent fidelity in modelling the data. Nevertheless, the order of the di�erence is
small compared to the absolute flux values measured. Therefore, the integrated spectra are dominated by
the extended noise-only features included in the SoFiA2 masks and insu�cient deconvolution for all
deep imaging methods.

Moment maps

Including the long (>2km) baselines in the spectral line imaging step, the dynamic range of the deep image
cubes increase due to the increased HI gas surface density sensitivity. Therefore, we can resolve the more-
and less dense HI regions in the target galaxy, but high fidelity imaging also becomes more challenging.
That is, the Högbom ����� implementation is more constrained for imaging the high-resolution data.
We mainly focus on this limitation compared to the low-resolution results in our analysis of the moment
maps. In Figure 4.18 we show the moment 0 maps converted from integrated flux to HI column density,
and in Figure 4.19 the moment 1 maps, created from the deep imaging methods V, G and I, respectively.

Imaging the high-resolution data by V and G shows an excellent agreement, with virtually no di�erence
in the deconvolution process, which suggests that we are not overcleaning the deep image cubes. Therefore,
the source is possibly properly modelled within the limitations of the Högbom implementation, and we
introduce lower imaging artefacts in the vicinity of the source due to overcleaning, which results in similar
thermal noise RMS for the two deep imaging methods. Nevertheless, SoFiA2 includes extended features
in both the South and North of the source, with unphysically low flux density distribution. Considering
that extended emission is hard to model for the high-resolution observations, we conclude that both
features are imaging artefacts. We introduce more prominent artefacts than for the low-resolution data
due to the increased SNR of the deep image cubelets. The moment 1 maps further support our hypothesis,
as these features show great agreement with the local average velocity field. That is, imaging artefacts
are introduced predominantly in the highest SNR channels (i.e. channels that correspond to the peaks
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Figure 4.18: Similar to Figure 4.8, the moment 0 maps created by the three di�erent deep imaging
methods V, G, and I described in the main text. Each moment 0 map is shown in the main diagonal of
the plot, with pixels <3.5f column density computed from the local thermal RMS noise for each deep
imaging method, are masked. For each panel in the main diagonal, the 8f contour is shown, and the
colour scale is fixed between these panels. The synthesised beam is shown in the bottom left. Note that
the contour level correspond to di�erent column density levels in each panel in the main diagonal (for
the thermal RMS noise levels, see, Table 4.3). In the lower (left) panels, the pixel-wise di�erence maps
of the moment 0 maps of the corresponding columns and rows are shown. Only the pixels, which are
masked in neither of the moment 0 maps, are taken into account in the subtraction, and the colour scale
is fixed between all panels displaying di�erence maps.

of the double-horned spectrum). Our findings are in good agreement with the low-resolution SoFiA2

data products and demonstrate that the northern feature detected in all deep imaging methods is of
non-physical origin. Furthermore, the source position and central velocity shows a small deviation from
the parameters measured for the low-resolution images due to the imaging artefacts, which are biasing
the measurements.

In contrast to V and B, we are possibly overcleaning the data in deep imaging by I. Figure 4.18
shows that for the highest column-density regions, I restores more flux than V or G. However, the
modelled flux excess aligns with the innermost (bright) part of the galaxy, and I restores less flux for
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Figure 4.19: Similar to Figure 4.8 the high-resolution moment 1 maps created by the three di�erent deep
imaging methods V, G and I are shown. Instead of the moment 1 map contours, the 8f moment 0 map
contour is drawn. In the lower (left) panels, the moment 1 di�erence maps are shown similarly to Figure
4.18. The colour scale is fixed for these panels and saturated at ±24 km/s, and so di�erence outside this
range indicates high (>6 channels) average gas velocity. Similarly to the 2km baseline results (see Figure
4.8), primarily the low column density regions on the East and West sides (left and right on the image,
respectively) show such high average velocity di�erence, which is perpendicular to the rotation axis of
the HI gas in the galaxy.

the South-East and North-West low column-density regions. Therefore, by overcleaning each observed
image cubes, I produce a low-fidelity deep image, especially for the low column-density regions. This
e�ect is highlighted in the spectra di�erence maps in Figure 4.17, considering the geometry of the source.
In addition, the southern and northern artefacts are more prominent for I than for V and G since it is
a systematic e�ect. Therefore, deep imaging by I introduces systemic imaging errors, which are more
severe than for other methods of imaging the deep data, and these artefacts ‘freeze in’ when averaging
individual observations. Recall that we consider V the best possible deep imaging method (with the
given parameters), and so G results in higher fidelity deep images than I.

Similar to low-resolution imaging, the parameters used for deconvolution (and potentially for
source-finding) needs adjustment for future DINGO imaging. Furthermore, only low-level imaging
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Figure 4.20: Similar to Figure 4.12 the residual velocity field of the tilted ring model (left panel) and
the position-velocity diagram of the data, and the fitted model (right panel) for the deep image created
by gridded visibility stacking. The extra central red ellipse shown in the left-hand-side panel is the
innermost ring of the model, for which the fit does not converge, as discussed in the main text. The
images are created in the same way as for the low-resolution results. Similar to the low-resolution models,
the southern feature is not included in the dynamic models. Furthermore, the extended northern feature
detected only in the high-resolution images are also not modelled by 3D

BAROLO. The presented figures
show superb agreement with the low-resolution results, with the residual velocity map being small in the
area considered in our models, in South-East and North-West regions, and large outside this region. The
p-v diagram are also in superb agreement with the low-resolution results. The velocity field residual
maps and the p-v diagrams created by using the deep image cubes created by V and I are shown in
Appendix C in Figure C.3.

artefacts are introduced, and by applying additional masking to the SoFiA2 data products, our pipeline
can produce science-quality deep images. These results reassure our conclusions from the low-resolution
imaging that the Högbom implementation is the most limiting factor for the current implementation in
gridded visibility stacking. Also, we show that for the deconvolution of the high dynamic range deep
dataset is preferred, especially for modelling the low-column density regions.

Gas kinematics modelling

Similar to the low-resolution analysis, we derived the rotation curve of NGC7361 from the deep images
created by the di�erent deep imaging methods by fitting a tilted ring model to the source. We used
3D
BAROLO to fit the three-dimensional image cubes, and we used the SoFiA2 values as an input for the fit,

except for the initial inclination, which we set to 8=70�, based on optical observations. We adopted the
same two stages minimisation approach and fixed the same parameters for fitting as for the low-resolution
modelling. However, to account for the increased resolution of the data, we modelled the source by fitting
18 rings, with 1200 width matching the FWHM of the synthesised beam. Therefore, the rings used for
modelling are independent. The measured maximum rotation velocity, average inclination and position
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Figure 4.21: Similar to Figure 4.13 the modelled rotational velocity profile created by 3D
BAROLO from

the three di�erent deep imaging methods V, G, and I. The fitted models are showing great agreement,
and so for a clear display, the profile V is horizontally o�set by -100 while I is o�set by +100 . The rotation
profile for G marks the actual radius of the tilted rings used for all methods. Only the fitted rings shown
on the p-v diagram on Figure 4.20 (and in Figure C.3 in Appendix C) are included in this figure.

angle are shown in Table 4.3. The model uncertainties are based on the first iteration and understood to
be overestimating the true model uncertainties.

In Figure 4.20, we show the residual map (left panel) and the p-v diagram (right panel) extracted
along the average major axis from the model fitted to the deep image cube created by G. Similar figures
created for V and I are shown in Appendix C. We excluded the innermost ring from our analysis since
the model parameters did not converge in the second iteration. Furthermore, we also excluded the outer
six rings based on visual examination of the p-v diagrams and the fit parameters. The outermost three
rings did not converge, while the remaining three rings excluded are having a sharp increase in the
model parameter uncertainties. Ergo, these rings are modelling low SNR regions of the image cube. The
innermost and first outer rings excluded are shown as red ellipses on the residual maps. We used the
remaining 11 rings for the rotation curve shown in Figure 4.21, and deriving the average fit parameters
shown in Table 4.3. Note that we are modelling the galaxy out to smaller radii by using these cuts than
for the low-resolution modelling.

The residual velocity field map shows that the model does not describe the data well outside the region
considered reliable. Similar to the low-resolution results, the residuals are smallest for the South-East
and North-West regions, which further suggest a warp in the outer HI disc. The southern and extended
northern imaging artefacts are not included in the residual maps due to the restricted extent of the
3D
BAROLO model. However, the residual maps reveal further noise-only extended areas around the source
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Figure 4.22: Similar to Figure 4.14 the modelled inclination (left panel) and position angle (right panel)
profiles created by 3D

BAROLO from the three di�erent deep imaging methods V, G, and I. The values are
displayed similarly to the rotation profile shown in Figure 4.21. Both the inclination and the position
angle are higher than for the low-resolution results. Nevertheless, considering the high uncertainty of the
low-resolution model parameters the fitted tilted ring models are in good agreement for the di�erent
spatial resolution cubes.

included in the SoFiA2 masks13. These areas are the largest for I (see, Figure C.3), and so possibly
imaging artefacts. The p-v diagrams show excellent agreement between the di�erent deep imaging
methods and with the low-resolution results.

We show the rotation curve in Figure 4.21, and we measured the rotation velocity at the peak value.
The rotation curves can be considered the same for the di�erent deep imaging methods and show superb
agreement with the low-resolution results. We show the inclination and position angle for the fitted
rings in Figure 4.22. Both the inclination and position angle show a dependence from the radii from the
galaxy’s centre, similar to the low-resolution model parameters. However, the model uncertainties are
large, and the average parameters agree for the di�erent resolution modelling. Our results indicate that
the low-resolution data can be accurately modelled, and for bright sources like NGC7361, increasing the
resolution does not result in a di�erent kinematic model, despite the fact that the rings used for modelling
are independent.

Therefore, we have demonstrated that the central, high surface-density regions driving the model fit
are modelled accurately for the high-resolution data, and the scientific conclusions arrived at are robust
for both methods. However, high-resolution imaging is important for sources partially resolved (<5
synthesised beam FWHM) on low-resolution, as the modelling is only possible on the high-resolution
data.

13These areas are not shown on the moment maps due to the 3.5f cut used in visualisation.
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4.5 Conclusions

SKA era deep spectral line imaging is limited to form the deep data product from the sum of images
or compressed (e.g. gridded or BDA) visibilities from individual observations, rather than imaging
the accumulated raw observed visibility data. Therefore, both the data combination and deconvolution
steps have to be high fidelity to avoid introducing artefacts to the combined data. Errors introduced in
averaging can ‘freeze in’ to the model, and deconvolution can be limited by the realisation of the deep
data model. The current default strategy for deep spectral line imaging is to perform a high-precision
deconvolution on the individual observations prior to creating the deep images via stacking. However,
the combined deep data can be better modelled by performing deconvolution after the averaging step. In
this chapter, we compared deep images created by di�erent deep imaging strategies using seven nights
(⇠26.6h on-source total integration time) from the DINGO pilot observations. We selected a single beam
containing the bright HI galaxy, NGC7361, and performed a standard source finding and kinematic
modelling for our analysis.

To enable deep imaging by gridded visibilities (G), we implemented a pilot pipeline using the
minimum viable data model introduced in chapter 2. However, deconvolution is limited to the image
domain in this data model. Therefore, we used a multi-scale Högbom algorithm to minimise the imaging
artefacts in deconvolving the deep images. Similar to the three-way comparison used in chapter 3, we
implemented imaging of the co-added visibilities (V) and the individual observations for image domain
stacking (I), using the same core algorithms (i.e. the Högbom implementation), within the framework of
the pilot pipeline. Furthermore, we created deep images using the conventional DINGO pipeline (C),
which performs the deconvolution by a multi-scale Cotton-Schwab algorithm. The fifth deep imaging
method we implemented also uses the multi-scale Cotton-Schwab algorithm in imaging the co-added
visibility data (B). The latter is the best possible imaging strategy, and we consider it as the ground truth.
Furthermore, we compared our deep imaging results to Parkes observations from the HIPASS BGC.

We adopted the deconvolution and imaging parameters from the conventional pipeline to match the
imaging steps between the di�erent implementations. This includes the exclusion of visibilities from
long (>2km) baselines since DINGO is limited to low-resolution imaging. Thus, we created image cubes
with ⇠3000 resolution, spanning a ⇠4 MHz frequency range. Then we used SoFiA2 for source-finding
these cubes and generating the spectra and moment maps for our analysis, and we used 3D

BAROLO for the
tilted ring modelling of the three-dimensional image cubelets created by SoFiA2. We also performed
a thorough analysis of the noise properties of the deep image cubes. Although our aim was to match
the deep imaging pipelines, we found that our implementations of B, V, G and I result in measurably
di�erent deep images than the conventional pipeline, possibly due to an unknown (implementation)
di�erence present in imaging. In addition to the low-resolution imaging, we repeated our analysis using
all visibilities, and we created high resolution (⇠1200 ) deep images for V, G and I. Our results are
promising for deep imaging by gridded visibilities, and we can summarise our conclusions as follows.

All deep imaging method resulted in measured physical properties matching the HIPASS BGC
values within the measurement uncertainty, and we observed a possible warp in the extended HI disc
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of NGC7361. Nevertheless, we found that the deconvolution parameters used are not optimal, and
the images are either over or undercleaned, and we identified a possible imaging artefact present in
every deep image. This suggests that the high fidelity modelling of the spectral line data with high
channel-by-channel SNR and generally di�use extended emission is challenging. We note that this will
be problematic only for deep (high dynamic range) imaging the local Universe. Therefore, we propose
that deep surveys like DINGO pre-select the bright HI sources residing in the observed fields and retain
the raw visibility data (including the long baseline data) for channels around these sources for precise
high dynamic range deep imaging. Otherwise, only the brightest areas of these sources can be used for
analysis since systematic imaging artifacts dominate the fainter regions.

We found that the di�erent deep imaging methods tested primarily di�er in the artefacts introduced
in the imaging step, and the bright emission is consistently modelled (except for C ). We demonstrated
that the Högbom implementation causes more severe artefacts than the Cotton-Schwab implementation
and that these are systematic. In our data reduction, these artefacts mostly a�ected the source finding and
consequently the derived spectra. Therefore, using better parameters for deconvolution and applying
further masking on the cubes generated by SoFiA2, we could mitigate these e�ects and derive higher
fidelity spectra (compared to the HIPASS BGC spectrum) for further analysis. However, we also
demonstrated that deconvolution by Cotton-Schwab creates a higher fidelity model of both the high- and
low column-density regions than the Högbom implementation. Although these e�ects are well known,
we demonstrated that the primary source of error in the current minimum viable gridded visibility data
model is that deconvolution is limited to the image domain. In contrast, the main source of error for
image domain stacking is the data combination.

Deep imaging by subsequently averaging �����ed image cubes introduces systematics artefacts due
to both deconvolution and preconditioning. Although the higher precision Cotton-Schwab algorithm
introduces lower-level imaging artefacts than the Högbom implementation, we show the systematic
nature of this e�ect. Furthermore, if the noise-only channels are being deconvolved (even only the outlier
values), the deconvolution with the ����� beam alters the noise properties, which is also a systematic
e�ect. Therefore, we advise �����ing only the reliable detections on the daily data using ����� boxes.
Nevertheless, by applying weighting and tapering prior to the averaging step, we change the e�ective
Robustness of the data combination, which a�ects the whole image for the channels preconditioned. Both
the imaging artefacts and the sub-optimal preconditioning ‘freezes in’ in the averaging step leading to
the (systemic) deterioration of the deep data fidelity. Considering that the visibility data should be stored
for the selected bright sources with high SNR and that faint detections can not be reliably modelled on
the individual observations, we advise the use of gridded visibility stacking for DINGO.

We demonstrated that the data combination fidelity of gridded visibility stacking is excellent and
that high-quality deep images can be created by the current implementation for the DINGO pilot
observations. This approach enables the long-term storage of all observed visibilities for high-resolution
deep imaging. Therefore, we advise using the current implementation for high-resolution imaging
for DINGO. Alternatively, the current pipeline should combine the dirty image cubes and adopt the
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post-survey preconditioning by storing the preconditioning-function grids. Furthermore, a more complex
gridded visibility data model can be implemented, which enables major-cycle iteration and post-survey
calibration (see, chapter 2) for higher-fidelity deep imaging.
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The aim of this thesis was to develop an alternative data model based on gridded visibilities, to
enable long-term (compressed) visibility storage and deep spectral line imaging. In particular,
this data model seeks to provide a solution to one of the principal challenges facing deep imaging

projects in the SKA era: delivering high-quality images when storage and processing of the full raw
observational datasets is no longer possible. Currently, it is anticipated that traditional imaging techniques
will be limited to individual observations, with the deep images formed as the weighted average of the
individually processed data. This approach is extremely sensitive to low-level systematic e�ects, which
‘freeze in’ to the combined data. Deep imaging by stacking compressed visibilities both minimises the
storage cost and enables the imaging and calibration of the combined data. Observed visibilities can
be compressed by averaging in frequency, time (e.g. BDA) or in the (D,E) space. Although averaging
visibilities to uniformly-spaced (D,E) points through convolutional gridding is a basic step in radio
interferometric data processing, these grids are traditionally only considered an intermediate data product.
Nevertheless, in this work, we demonstrated that gridded visibilities can be used as a primary data model
for high-fidelity deep imaging, which is a significant and original contribution to the realisation of radio
astronomical synthesis imaging at the dawn of the SKA.

Golap & Momjian (2016) introduced the idea of using the gridded visibility data for deep imaging,
and we extended their work to enable deep imaging with non-coplanar interferometers. We focused on
defining a minimum viable gridded visibility data model and demonstrating that no significant systematics
are introduced, through a thorough analysis of simulated and observed data. Furthermore, we report
on a Wiener-filtering implementation that can be used to precondition the deep data and demonstrate
that using this approach produces higher fidelity deep images than the current default pre-combination
preconditioning strategy. We primarily developed the gridded visibility stacking technique for the
upcoming DINGO survey, and so we worked within the specific imaging framework (i.e. YandaSoft)
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used by DINGO. Nevertheless, our conclusions are generally applicable for any deep spectral line
interferometric survey. In this summary, we next review results from chapters 2, 3 and 4 all at once. We
then discuss the implications of our results and future prospects for gridded visibilities in deep spectral
line imaging.

Summary

We introduced a minimum viable gridded visibility data model suitable for deep spectral line imaging,
which improves on three primary aspects of the elementary data model used by Golap & Momjian (2016).
We (i) apply a prolate-spheroidal anti-aliasing kernel in the convolutional gridding step, to minimise the
aliasing introduced, (ii) use ,-projection to propagate visibilities with F 6= 0 to a common (D,E,F = 0)
plane, to mitigate the non-coplanar baseline e�ect, and (iii) use the YandaSoft implementation for
Wiener-filtering the accumulated data, by including the initial preconditioning function grids to our
data model. We introduce a correlation between neighbouring (D,E) grid points by the anti-aliasing and
,-kernels used in the convolutional gridding step, which need to be considered in preconditioning or any
additional modification (e.g. flagging) of the grids. Nevertheless, we demonstrated that we could create
high-fidelity deep dirty images using our minimum viable gridded visibility data model. Throughout the
thesis, we compared the performance of (i) (traditional) imaging of co-added visibilities, as the ground
truth (ii) gridded visibility stacking, as the new deep imaging method and data model to be tested and
(iii) image domain stacking, as the only currently available deep imaging method for DINGO.

We found preconditioning, in particular, problematic for deep imaging. Tapering and (Robust)
weighting individual observations can be performed at high precision, but similarly to deconvolution, the
choice of preconditioning is ‘frozen in’ during data combination and is extremely di�cult to mitigate on
the deep images. We demonstrated that tapering the gridded data, rather than the time-ordered visibilities,
introduces a ‘pixelisation uncertainty’, and we provided an analytic formula to estimate this e�ect for an
arbitrary two-dimensional taper expressed by the (D,E) coordinates. Nonetheless, tapering is applied
to each observation in the current DINGO pipeline, and YandaSoft uses an iterative minimisation
approach to determine an optimal two-dimensional Gaussian taper for each observation independently.
However, tapering can be applied to the combined images rather than the individual observations, and
this e�ect is negligible when pixelated tapering is applied to the combined (deep) data. Therefore, we
focused our analysis on weighting, which is non-trivial to apply to the deep data in the absence of the
time-ordered visibilities. Furthermore, tapering the individual observations by the YandaSoft beam
forcing implementation introduces a similar e�ect to weighting each observation.

The traditional Robust weighting implementation can only be applied to the time-ordered visibility
data, as it is derived from the local SNR weight density of the observed visibilities, and it does not
consider the kernels used in gridding. Nonetheless, the YandaSoft implementation (Algorithm 1.)
computes the filter based on the initial preconditioning function grid, which stores the local average SNR
weight density and the (weighted) average local kernel size used in the convolutional gridding step for
each grid cell midpoint. Therefore, the YandaSoft implementation can be used jointly with visibility-
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dependent gridding kernels, such as the ,-kernel, as the kernel smearing e�ect can be approximated
without breaking the local SNR weight density projection. We recognised and demonstrated that this
implementation could be used to weight the stacked grids by averaging the initial preconditioning
function grids. Furthermore, this technique could be used for preconditioning the (traditional) Naturally
weighted stacked image cubes. We used simulated and observed data to demonstrate that preconditioning
the combined data is preferred over the current strategy of preconditioning individual observations, with
the latter resulting in sub-optimal preconditioning of the deep image cube.

Sub-optimal filtering scales the observed visibility values based solely on their relative distribution of
the data prior to averaging, which results in an arbitrary rescaling of the relative weights1 of the individual
observations. Therefore, both Wiener-filtering, and tapering by beam-forcing, result in a scaling error
compared to preconditioning the deep data. Although we could not show the systematic nature of this
e�ect by our simulations definitively, we suspect that this e�ect scale with an increasing di�erence (in
terms of D-E sampling) in the underlying data. We provided a toy model to explain this sub-optimal
filtering e�ect, focusing on the general telescope layout of modern interferometers with a dense core and
only a handful of antennas distant from this core. In our model, we assume that bad data is removed
mostly from the short baselines, and so the interferometer’s virtual aperture centre is less uniformly filled
than for the combined data. Therefore, on average, each observation gives a higher weight for the shorter
baselines, which results in an artificially lower noise-level and wider synthesised beam main lobe than
applying the optimal preconditioning on the same data. Hence we can consider each observation to be
preconditioned with a relatively more Natural Robustness, rather than the Robustness value specified for
imaging. We found sub-optimal preconditioning to be the most significant di�erence in data combination.
Therefore, we can conclude that preconditioning should be considered more carefully, and it should be
applied to the combined data rather than the individual observations for high-fidelity deep imaging.

In addition to the sub-optimal preconditioning, we investigated if any possible gridding-related
numerical uncertainties were introduced to gridded visibility stacking using simulations. We found that
when no preconditioning is applied to the data, the recurring application of the anti-aliasing kernel in
gridding introduces a systematic numerical uncertainty compared to imaging the accumulated co-added
time-ordered visibilities. Nevertheless, this e�ect is negligible in deep imaging and also present for image
domain stacking. Therefore, we can continue to apply the same assumptions considered for single-pass
gridding for the individual observations without introducing significant systematics. Consequently, using
both deep imaging methods (image domain and gridded visibility stacking) to average non-preconditioned
data results in high fidelity deep images.

We imaged seven observations (⇠26.6h on-source total integration time) from the DINGO pilot
survey using the current survey setup of excluding the >2km baseline visibilities, and we analysed the
e�ect of deconvolution for the di�erent deep imaging methods. We found that the current main limitation
of gridded visibility stacking using the minimum viable data model is that deconvolution is limited to
the image domain. We demonstrated that measurable imaging artefacts are introduced when we used

1Here, we refer to the weights used in averaging the data, and not the Robust weights.
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a multi-scale Högbom implementation in imaging the deep data of a bright HI galaxy NGC7361. In
contrast, using a higher precision multi-scale Cotton-Schwab implementation in deconvolving both
the co-added time-ordered visibilities and the individual observations result in less prominent imaging
artefacts. Therefore, for imaging bright sources with a high dynamic range in both the individual and
combined data, higher precision deconvolution, including major cycles, is preferred. Nonetheless, we
expect to observe mostly faint sources in deep spectral-line surveys that cannot be (reliably) detected in
the individual observations. Therefore, we can conclude that the fidelity of data combination is more
important than the fidelity of modelling bright sources for deep imaging. Furthermore, in our analysis of
NGC7361, we found that the measured HI properties are within the measurement uncertainties for all
deep imaging methods and deconvolution implementation used and agree with a reference single-dish
observation values. In particular, the kinematic modelling resulted in the same model for all methods since
it is driven by the high column-density regions of the galaxy. Although with all di�erent deep imaging
methods, the low-column density regions are modelled consistently, and we detected faint emission
(possibly) from a warped outer HI disc of NGC7361. Therefore, we demonstrated that the limitation in
deconvolution is not severe for the DINGO pilot observations, and we can produce high-fidelity deep
image cubes by gridded visibility stacking.

Also, we presented high-resolution (including the >2km baseline data) images of NGC7361 created
by gridded visibility stacking, which is currently not supported for the conventional DINGO pipeline due
to resource limitations. With the (scaled) default imaging parameters, this introduces more significant
imaging artefacts than the low-resolution imaging. Our derived parameters are consistent with the
low-resolution parameters, albeit with much larger errors (although we anticipate this could be improved
with di�erent deconvolution parameters and masking). Nevertheless, high-resolution imaging could
enable the kinematic modelling of partially resolved sources in the current low-resolution imaging.
Our high-resolution results are the deepest spectral line images (in total integration time) created
from observations using the full ASKAP configuration at the time of writing, which highlights the
potential in deep imaging by gridded visibilities. We further highlighted this potential by estimating the
long-term storage requirements for di�erent data products, which revealed that long-term storage of
the high-resolution data for DINGO is only possible by compressed visibility storage. We provided a
thorough analysis of the sparseness of the gridded data, and we have shown that regardless of the gridded
data model (i.e. including the updated data model), gridded visibilities could enable the long-term
storage of the high-resolution DINGO data.

We formulate several suggestions to improve deep spectral line imaging based on our results.
Most importantly, the data combination fidelity should be prioritised in deep imaging, and so no
preconditioning or deconvolution should be applied to the individual observations. The combined data
should be preconditioned using the YandaSoft implementation of Wiener-filtering and tapering, and
these data products should be used for imaging. Bright sources with high SNR should be pre-selected, and
the time-ordered visibilities of the corresponding channels should be retained for post-survey high-fidelity
deep imaging with major cycles. Alternatively, the non-preconditioned data should be �����ed using a
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conservative �����ing depth, and the ����� model components should be stored. The deep image can
then be formed from �����ing the deep residual images and including the co-added ����� components
from the individual models in the restoring step. Note that none of these suggestions require the use of
the gridded visibilities2. However, to enable further improvements in deep image quality, the gridded
visibilities should be stored and used for deep imaging in addition to following these suggestions. In
particular, for the DINGO survey, gridded visibility stacking is an available solution to improve deep
imaging fidelity, and the current deep imaging strategy is not flexible enough to allow for the majority of
our suggestions. The current deep imaging strategy for DINGO is to store the mosaiced low-resolution
images, which makes both preconditioning and imaging the deep data challenging. Furthermore, we
demonstrated that the long-term storage of the high-resolution gridded data is more e�ective than storing
the mosaic images. Therefore, we suggest DINGO adopt gridded visibilities as a primary data product
for deep imaging, including visibilities from long (>2km) baselines, and follow our proposed changes in
its deep imaging strategy.

Future directions

In this thesis, we introduced a minimum viable gridded visibility data model for deep imaging, and we
demonstrated in detail the merits and limitations of the method. In addition, we highlighted the importance
of preconditioning for deep imaging and presented insights of the YandaSoft implementation (mostly
unknown for radio astronomers), which can be used to improve preconditioning further. Although this
thesis was focused on the basics of gridded visibility stacking, our work found a new, all-purpose,
compressed visibility format for radio interferometric imaging. Therefore, the implications can be of
scientific significance, as well as lesser relevance. We hope that the method proposed in this thesis will
assist future scientific discoveries from future deep imaging surveys. Nevertheless, here we present only
the short-term direct impact of our work and a few trivial possible future research directions.

The DINGO survey is planning to adopt our method as its default deep imaging method, with plans
to implement a sparse storage agent for the CASAImage format and to develop further methods that
enable the inclusion of long-baseline data. Furthermore, the functionality of the pilot pipeline shown in
chapter 4 is planned to be included in the production YandaSoft implementation, which will include
the development of a conventional gridded visibility pipeline for DINGO. While mosaiced images from
daily observations are still planned for long-term storage as an additional data product for quality testing,
it is expected that the final and highest quality survey images will be realised from stacked gridded
visibilities.

In addition to simply using the minimum viable data model for DINGO, the modifications presented
in chapter 2. should be considered to improve the fidelity of the method further. Gridding visibilities
from each baseline onto a separate grid would enable calibration, and gridding visibilities onto separate
F-planes would enable major cycles in deconvolution. With these improvements, the current limitations
of image domain only �����ing could be overcome, which will be likely necessary for deep imaging data

2Nevertheless, to enable post-survey preconditioning, the initial preconditioning grids need to be stored.
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from instruments with higher sensitivity than ASKAP (e.g. SKA-mid, ngVLA). Furthermore, to use this
more complex data model, calibration methods incorporating the anti-aliasing kernel and, consequently,
an e�cient mapping between the gridded visibilities and the representative average time for the grid
cells needs to be developed. Currently, only flagging is available in the minimum viable data model to
improve the fidelity of the deep images3. Although flagging methods based on grid-cell statistics of the
subsequent observations could be a powerful tool to remove low-level RFI contamination and these
tools are likely to be developed in the near future, enabling major cycles and calibration of the averaged
allows for mitigating a wider range of low-level systematics. The capability for post-survey calibration
and precise high dynamic range imaging of the deep data is key for further improving the data model
discussed in this thesis.

Gridded visibilities can be useful beyond deep spectral-line imaging. Deep imaging of continuum
surveys4 could find the advanced data model useful, given that the partial deconvolution of bright sources
on the individual observations introduces no significant imaging artefacts or systematics. Therefore,
investigating the fidelity of gridded visibility stacking of non-preconditioned residual grids and the
optimal averaging of the ����� models can answer whether we can extend this method to continuum
data.

Another benefit of the gridded visibility data model presented is potential use for long-term legacy
storage of interferometric images. Surveys committed to preserving the full (mosaicked) image cubes in
addition to higher-level data products (e.g. spectra, cubelets, catalogues. . . etc.) might find it useful to
store the beam-by-beam images as gridded residual visibilities, ����� model and the gridded synthesised
beam, as these data products are not queried frequently. In this scenario, the restoring cycle needs to
be performed to access the image. However, the storage cost is likely significantly reduced, and native
data products for radio astronomy could be stored. Therefore, not only a more precise evaluation of
deconvolution could be done, but in case of insu�cient data reduction, the images could be improved by
using the gridded data product.

Furthermore, gridded visibilities in principle can be used jointly with BDA visibilities for optimal
imaging and compression performance. As such, a thorough comparison of the two methods and
providing information on their relative performance is crucial and would be beneficial for the whole
community.

In this thesis, we not only focused on gridded visibilities, but we have provided an in-depth discussion
on Wiener-filtering, including the YandaSoft implementation, which we found useful beyond deep
imaging. Here, we provide a general idea to further improve the preconditioning of (spectral-line)
interferometric data. The traditional implementation of Robust weighting applies the weights to the
time-ordered visibilities and creates the preconditioned images by gridding and applying the FFT
algorithm. Therefore, finding the ‘optimal’ Robustness value for a given science goal is resource and
time-consuming since it requires iterative gridding and imaging of the data. Consequently, a single
Robust value is used for weighting observations from whole surveys, based on limited initial parameter

3Also post-survey preconditioning is available and implemented as discussed in this thesis
4High-resolution interferometric continuum surveys, which are not limited by confusion, but the high dynamic range.
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testing on a single or handful of selected observations. In addition, tapering is defined and applied to
the observations similarly. However, in the beam-forcing implementation, the taper applied varies for
each channel and observation. This approach of fixing the Robustness and allowing the taper to change
through beam-forcing can result in poor preconditioning of given observations or spectral channels.
Briggs (1995) demonstrated that when multiple ‘competing’ methods controlling the beam shape are
applied to the data, there is no unequivocal measure to the goodness of preconditioning, and the same
thermal noise RMS or beamwidth (the geometric mean of the minor and major axis of the synthesised
beam) can be achieved by di�erent combinations of Robustness and objective function used for tapering.
Therefore, we propose developing an iterative match-filtering algorithm, which determines both the
Robustness and taper parameters based on more physically representative input parameters defined by
the observer. This method would minimise both the synthesised beam shape and the thermal noise RMS
variance between spectral channels and individual observations. This is possible with the YandaSoft
Wiener filter implementation, as the data have to be gridded only once, and only the gridded filter needs
to be re-calculated at each iteration. Nevertheless, this method needs to be formulated in more detail, and
we hope that it will be extended upon and that it can improve the currently (mis) used preconditioning in
the future.

Overall, we believe that methodological advancements similar to those shown in this thesis are
needed in the dawn of the SKA era radio astronomy. Therefore, while we have only made a small step
towards the realisation of better image reconstruction, we hope this step was taken in the right direction
and that any future work that aims to improve or simply adopt our method will find it useful.
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In section 2.1.5 we presented the pixelisation uncertainty of a general two-dimensional taper. This
appendix shows the derivation of both the sparse and dense estimators. In our derivation, we restrain the
taper, ) , to be expressed as a function of the (D,E) grid coordinates and to be di�erentiable. Note that the
frequency-dependence is not explicitly written.

Consider the pixelised visibility di�erence of the ;th grid cell without density weighting given by
equation 2.6. Similarly to the derivation of the Uniform and Robust density weighting (Briggs, 1995),
we assume that all the visibilities have the same expectation value under the ;th grid cell:

(A.1) +; = hV:i;

where h i; is the average over the ;th grid cell. This assumption is called the smooth spatial transfer
function approximation.

We also assume that the variance of the thermal or SNR noise of visibilities is constant across every
grid cell. Ergo, the sensitivity of the array is constant for the time period a given baseline sweeps through
the ;th grid cell. That is, this is a baseline-dependent approximation. More precisely, for grid cells, which
have overlapping baselines, this assumption requires that both baselines have the same sensitivity for the
cell in which they overlap. Therefore, a more strict approximation should be used, namely that the SNR
weights of the visibilities are equal, i.e. the receiving system has a constant performance over the course
of the observation. This assumption is used to derive the Wiener filter in YandaSoft (see Algorithm 1),
as well as in traditional Robust weighting (Briggs, 1995). That is, the common expectation value can
replace the SNR weights:

(A.2) ⌦; = hF:i;
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This assumption is called the smooth thermal noise approximation.
By using both approximations, equation 2.6 can be written in the following form:

(A.3) �V; = +;⌦;

��� X
:2⇠;

): � b);#;

���
where #; is the number of visibilities in the ;th grid cell.

Dividing both sides by +; and ⌦;, we obtain the absolute pixelisation uncertainty summed over all
visibilities within the grid cell ;. Therefore, further dividing both sides by #;, results in an expression
that gives the average absolute tapering uncertainty for all visibilities in the ;th grid cell. That is, the
average pixelisation uncertainty is:

(A.4) �); ⌘ h�)i; =
��� h):i; � b);

���
where the average error on the visibilities is denoted as �); and the right-hand side is the absolute
di�erence of the average tapering value of the time-ordered visibilities and the taper at the grid cell
midpoint. Note that this expression is independent of the measured visibility function values but only on
the taper properties and the visibility positions inside the grid cell.

The visibility-position dependence can be eliminated by considering only a single visibility 2 ⇠;.
We call this the sparse estimator, and we ask the question, how can we place the visibility to give the
maximum change of the taper within the ;th grid cell? Therefore, in an ideal case, the sparse estimator
can be written as:

(A.5) �) sparse
; =

���)(Dmax, Emax) � )(D0, E0)
���

where the (D,E) coordinates of the two points we sample the tapering function are explicitly given. The
coordinates (Dmax, Emax) refer to the point within the ;th grid cell where the taper di�erence from the
centre has an extremum value.

This problem could be solved as an optimisation problem. However, we can use the smooth taper
assumption1, that is, the taper smoothly changing within the grid cell. Therefore for any given grid
cell, the taper can be approximated as a series of polynomial functions. The second-order Taylor-series
approximation of the taper around the centre of the ;tg grid cell can be written as:

(A.6)
);(D, E) ⇡ b); + d

mD);(D � D0) + d
mE);(E � E0) +

1
2

hd
m

2
D);(D � D0)2

+ 2\mD,E);(D � D0)(E � E0) + d
m

2
E);(E � E0)2

i
+ O((D � D0)3(E � E0)3

)

1This is a pragmatic assumption since the generally used tapers are narrow Gaussian tapers on the image domain. That is,
this is a big restriction of the tapers for which our results remain valid.
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where the partial derivation operator of the coordinate 8, m8, under the wide hat symbol denotes the 8th
partial derivative of b) . Similarly, the partial derivation in both direction is denoted as mD,E , and the
second derivatives in the 8 coordinate direction as m2

8 . The third and higher-order polynomial terms are
considered negligible.

We can apply a coordinate-transformation to express the sparse di�erence for the ;t grid cell in a
convenient fashion. For any given ;th grid cell, we can always shift the (D,E) coordinate system and taper
function so that the grid cell became the centre of the coordinate system: (D0,E0) = (0,0). Furthermore, in
a quadratic approximation, the tapering function di�erence can be maximised if the taper is measured
in the centre and in one of the corners. Due to symmetry and that we compute the modulus of the
di�erence, it does not matter which corner we choose. Therefore, for the sparse estimator using the
quadratic Taylor-series approximation, the (Dmax, Emax) coordinates in the shifted coordinate system can
be expressed as Dmax = (D - D0) = �D/2 and Emax = (E - E0) = �E/2. Where �D and �E are denoting the
grid cell width in the two coordinate directions. That is, the sparse estimator can be written as:

(A.7) �) sparse
; ⇡
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where the constant terms are cancelling out. By using a simplified notation, we can write:

(A.8) �) sparse
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which is the exact form of the sparse estimator, and by considering a square grid with �D ⌘ �E, the form
given in equation 2.7 can be derived by using simple algebra.

The dense estimator can be considered as a limit of the sparse approximation with #; !1. Assuming
that the grid cell is small and the visibilities are filling it uniformly, the average taper value in equation
A.4 can be replaced by its integral form:

(A.9) h�)i; ⇡
1

�D�E

ZD0+�D/2

D0��D/2

Z E0+�E/2

E0��E/2
)(D, E)dDdE

This form can be considered as a di�erent assumption to eliminate the visibility position dependence
from equation A.4.

Similarly to the sparse estimator, we are using the quadratic Taylor-series approximation to the taper
around the centre of the ;th grid cell, which reduces equation A.9 to a series of elementary integrals.
After solving the integrals, we obtain the following form for the average Taper value:

(A.10) h�)i; ⇡ b); +
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Substituting this form to equation A.4, and applying the same coordinate system transform of shifting
the ;th grid cell to the centre of the (D,E) plane, we get the dense estimator in the (simplified) following
form:
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(A.11) �)dense
; =
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which is the exact form of the dense estimator. By using the square grid assumption, the form presented
in equation 2.8 can be given as the dense estimator.

In radio interferometric imaging, the assumptions used in our derivation are generally fulfilled.
Although, if the observation and imaging parameters are expected not to satisfy any of the assumptions
given above, estimators similar to the taper pixelisation error can be derived to test the validity of the
assumptions used analytically. Furthermore, extending our method by propagating the uncertainty to the
image domain and measure its RMS can characterise an absolute energy uncertainty introduced to the
image domain due to the pixelated tapering. This single-value characterisation of the pixelated tapers
should be included in the commonly used software, and, e.g. when tapers are derived via beam-forcing,
the uncertainty should be automatically computed and provided to the users. This could be helpful input
for deep and for high dynamic range imaging.
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In chapter 3 we briefly discussed our main conclusions on the implementation constraints of deep imaging.
However, we only presented the key figures and linear regression test results adequate to substantiate our
conclusions in the main text. This Appendix provides the rest of the best fitting regression lines and
selected additional images with a brief description for a comprehensive picture of our results.

Relative thermal noise RMS di�erence

Figure B.1: Relative RMS di�erence measured on the image centre (512⇥512 pixel) and the best fitting
linear model, when comparing deep images created by G to I (top panels) and to V (bottom panels),
respectively. The panels from left to right show when Wiener-filtering applied with Robustness of +2
(Natural weighting) and -2 (Uniform weighting), respectively.

For the RMS scaling simulations with Wiener-filter applied, the measured relative RMS di�erence
data set does not satisfy the normality assumption. Figure B.1 shows the best fit to the data for both
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Figure B.2: PDF histograms of the pixel modulus of the relative di�erence maps created from the #=30
deepest images when comparing images from G to I (top row) and to V (bottom row), for Wiener-filtering
with Robustness of +2 or Natural weighting (left panels) and Robustness of -2 or Uniform weighting
(right panels), respectively. The PDF histogram derived from the full di�erence maps are shown in black
for all cases, while the PDF derived from the central 512⇥512 pixel area are shown in blue for Natural
and green for Uniform Wiener-filtering, respectively. The original relative di�erence maps are not shown,
as the di�erence is uniform across the maps. Consequently, the PDF histograms of the di�erent regions
are almost identical.

Robustness values for relative RMS di�erence data sets, respectively. A linear model is not adequate to
describe the data. Furthermore, we observe no dependence from neither Robustness nor depth. We only
measure the order of magnitude of the numerical e�ect: ⇠10�4.

The relative deep images for #=30 are not shown since they being flat maps. Nevertheless, we
generated the PDF histograms of the pixel modulus of the relative di�erence maps for both the whole
image and the image centre of 12⇥512 pixel. The PDF histograms are presented in Figure B.2. The PDF
histograms resemble ratio distributions with no significant di�erence between the PDF histogram derived
from the full image and the image centre for all Robustness values used and between the di�erent deep
imaging methods. Therefore, the Wiener-filter numerical e�ect is more significant than the e�ects arising
from the assumptions used in convolutional gridding. Consequently, the ‘knee’ of the distributions are
higher than in Figure 3.5. Note that the majority of the relative pixel di�erences are still below ⇠1%.
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Figure B.3: The relative di�erence for the measured flux density and the best fitting linear model of the
non-central components both between G and I (top row for each direction) and between G and V (bottom
row for each direction) as the function of the number of combined data sets, when no Wiener-filtering is
used. Every two rows show results to the components to West, North, East and South from the phase
centre from top to bottom, respectively. Each column shows components at a certain distance from the
phase centre: at the main lobe half power, first null of the primary beam and the first sidelobe maxima.

Relative point-source flux density di�erence

The measured relative flux density di�erences and the best fitting linear model for the non-central
components are shown. Figure B.3 presents results with no Wiener-filtering applied. No outliers are
detected, and the discrete values measured for a given # depth suggest that the relative flux density
di�erences measured are due to rounding-type numerical e�ects. The dataset for the sources positioned
in the first null and in the first sidelobe maxima of the primary beam does not satisfy the normality
assumption when comparing G to V. As such, the linear model cannot be used to describe this data.
Nevertheless, it supports that a systematic e�ect is present between the two deep imaging methods. It
can be modelled as a low-level ripple on the di�erence maps, in which amplitude increases from the
phase centre towards the image edges.
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Figure B.4: The relative di�erence for the measured flux density and the best fitting linear model of
the non-central components both between G and I (top row for each direction) and between G and V
(bottom row for each direction) as the function of the number of combined data sets, when Natural
Wiener-filtering is used. Every two rows show results to the components to West, North, East and South
from the phase centre from top to bottom, respectively. Each column shows components at a certain
distance from the phase centre: at the main lobe half power, first null of the primary beam and the first
sidelobe maxima.

Figures B.4, and B.5 are showing the measured relative flux density di�erences and best-fitting
models for the simulations with Natural and Uniform Wiener-filtering applied, respectively. For both
preconditioning cases, the data is heteroscedastic for all components when comparing G to I. Therefore,
the linear model is not adequate to describe the data. When comparing G to V, the normality of the
data cannot be assumed for some components. However, the general systematic trends (fitted slopes)
are within ±10�6, and so the magnitude of such e�ects can be neglected even for deep imaging. The
measured relative flux density di�erence is dependent on depth and from both direction and distance
from the phase centre. It can be modelled as a low-level ripple on the di�erence maps, as described in
the main text.

We have detected outliers in the measured relative flux density di�erence datasets for the non-central
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Figure B.5: The relative di�erence for the measured flux density and the best fitting linear model of
the non-central components both between G and I (top row for each direction) and between G and V
(bottom row for each direction) as the function of the number of combined data sets, when Uniform
Wiener-filtering is used. Every two rows show results to the components to West, North, East and South
from the phase centre from top to bottom, respectively. Each column shows components at a certain
distance from the phase centre: at the main lobe half power, first null of the primary beam and the first
sidelobe maxima.

components in a handful of cases. The outliers were removed before performing the linear regression
fit to the data. Outliers were present on all sources datasets when Natural Wiener-filtering was used,
regardless of the deep imaging methods compared. Figure B.6 shows a representative case. The outlier
values dependence of # is similar for all sources, suggesting that it results from a particular combination
of ⇠5 days. When Uniform Wiener-filtering was applied in the simulations, we detected and removed
from six sources and only when comparing G and V. Figure B.6 shows an example data set prior to
removing outliers. The outliers measured are the result of the change in the synthesised beam due to the
di�erence in the filtering strategy applied. Nevertheless, our main conclusions are Robust, even in the
presence of outlier values for both Robustness values used.
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Figure B.6: Example outliers of the relative flux density di�erences measured between G and V for
Natural (left panel) and Uniform (right panel) Wiener-filtering, respectively. The outliers presented
are representative of the outliers measured on the non-central components for the di�erent Robustness
parameters used. Similar outliers, both in magnitude and dependence of depth, are detected when the
relative flux density di�erence is measured between G and I, however, no outliers found in the case of
Uniform Wiener-filtering.

Relative synthesised beam sidelobe di�erence

The best-fitting linear models to the measured RMS of the synthesised beam di�erence RA and Dec
slices are shown in Section 3.3.3 for all preconditioning cases, respectively. However, to test if the
measured RMS values are not a�ected by the outliers from the synthesised main lobe and image-edge
areas, we visually inspected the # <30 depth RA and Dec slices for the synthesised beam di�erence
maps. Here we present a subset of # 2 [2, 9, 16, 23] depths. For each slice, the mean di�erence value of
all di�erent " combinations are shown. Furthermore, the ±1f standard deviation from mean is also
drawn. Figures B.7, B.8 and B.9 are presenting the # <30 slices, for no Wiener-filtering applied, and
Wiener-filtering applied with Natural and Uniform Robustness parameters, respectively. As shown, no
significant di�erences in the central and edge area a�ecting the RMS values computed. Furthermore,
the low-level ripple patterns present are changing with depth, which is a useful piece in our puzzle to
understand the systematics present.
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Figure B.7: Measured Synthesised di�erence in case of no Wiener-filtering for selected # depths. Each
panel from (a) to (d) presents RA and Dec slices of the di�erence maps similarly to Figure 3.10 for the
di�erence between both G and I and between G and V. However, the plots are showing the mean of the
measured synthesised beam di�erence for the RA and Dec slices for all " variations of a given # depth.
Furthermore, the ±1f standard deviation is the coloured region around the mean.
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Figure B.8: Measured Synthesised di�erence in case of Natural Wiener-filtering for selected # depths.
Each panel from (a) to (d) presents RA and Dec slices of the di�erence maps similarly to Figure 3.12 for
the di�erence between both G and I and between G and V. However, the plots are showing the mean of
the measured synthesised beam di�erence for the RA and Dec slices for all " variations of a given #

depth. Furthermore, the ±1f standard deviation is the coloured region around the mean.
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Figure B.9: Measured Synthesised di�erence in case of Uniform Wiener-filtering for selected # depths.
Each panel from (a) to (d) presents RA and Dec slices of the di�erence maps similarly to Figure 3.13 for
the di�erence between both G and I and between G and V. However, the plots are showing the mean of
the measured synthesised beam di�erence for the RA and Dec slices for all " variations of a given #

depth. Furthermore, the ±1f standard deviation is the coloured region around the mean.
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In chapter 4. we presented the tilted ring modelling of the deep image cubes of NGC7361 created
by the five di�erent deep imaging methods of B, V, G, I and C for the low-resolution cubes and for
the three high-resolution cubes created by V, G and I. The derived model parameters and the rotation
curves are shown in the main text in Tables 4.2. and 4.3 and in Figures 4.13. and 4.21., for the low-
and high-resolution results, respectively. Nevertheless, the residual velocity field and position-velocity
diagrams are only shown for the models fitted to the deep cubes created by gridded visibility stacking
(G) for both spatial resolutions. In this appendix, we provide the residual velocity field maps and p-v
diagrams generated from fits to deep images created by B, V, I and C deep imaging methods for the
low-resolution cubes and for V and I for the high-resolution cubes.

Low-resolution imaging

Figures C.1. and C.2 show the residual velocity field maps and p-v diagrams. Similar to the results
discussed in the main text, the residual velocity shows low-level variations within the area considered
for modelling (for more details, see the main text in section 4.3.5), while constant circular velocity
rings cannot model gas outside this area. That is, outside the modelled area, we possibly do not observe
emission from HI gas. Nevertheless, the possible warp in the outer parts of the disc is shown in all
residual velocity fields as low-level regions in the South-East and in the North-West. The South-East
region has a higher measured flux density, which is shown in the p-v diagrams as extended contour lines
on the bottom right. Furthermore, the East-West side residual velocity field values are the lowest for B
and the highest for I, as discussed in the main text.
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APPENDIX C. NGC7362 GAS KINEMATICS RESIDUAL VELOCITY MAPS AND P-V DIAGRAMS

Figure C.1: Similar to Figure 4.12, the residual velocity field of the tilted ring model (left panel) and
the position-velocity diagram of the data and the fitted model (right panel) for the deep image created
by B, V, I and C, from top to bottom, respectively. The deep imaging methods are indicated in the top
left corner of the residual velocity field maps. Both the left and right panels are generated in the same
way as Figure 4.12., with the same saturation and contour values used. Note that the p-v diagrams cover
di�erent spatial and velocity ranges for the models created by di�erent deep imaging methods. The fitted
models are shown as yellow circles on the p-v diagrams.
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Figure C.2: Continuation of Figure C.1.

Figure C.3: Similar to Figure 4.20, the residual velocity field of the tilted ring model (left panel) and the
position-velocity diagram of the data and the fitted model (right panel) for the deep image created by V
(top panels) and I (bottom panels), respectively. All panels are generated in the same way as Figure 4.20.
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High resolution imaging

Figure C.3 show the residual velocity field map and position-velocity diagram of the models fitted to the
deep image cubes of NGC7361 created by V and I. The fit results are discussed in section 4.4. The fitted
models are in superb agreement with the models fitted to the low-resolution data as discussed in the
main text.
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Figure D.1: High-resolution integrated spectra created by G with the same parameters as discussed in
section 4.4 in the main text, but with a lower �����ing threshold and consequently a more confined
SoFiA2 mask that does not include the northern and southern (imaging artefact) features. The reference
HIPASS BGC spectrum is shown in celeste (light blue) in the background. This plot highlights that
high-fidelity deep data products can be created by G using ‘better’ deep imaging parameters.

In section 4.4, we presented our analysis of deep images created by the pilot pipeline using the V, G
and I deep imaging methods. Our aim was to demonstrate that high-resolution deep imaging is possible
by gridded visibility stacking without introducing (additional) significant systematics. Therefore, we
focused on comparing the relative performance of the di�erent deep imaging methods and not performing
the best imaging possible. However, as discussed in the main text, significant excess flux is introduced
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on the measured SoFiA2 spectra (See Figures 4.15 and 4.17). In Figure D.1, we present a spectrum of
NGC7361 derived from a deep image created by gridded visibility stacking and di�erent deconvolution
parameters to demonstrate that a science-quality spectrum can be produced by this deep imaging method.

We created the spectra shown in Figure D.1 by intentionally overcleaning the data (i.e. performing all
10600 minor-cycle iterations and �����ing into the noise), which is similar to the low-resolution imaging.
That is, we only changed the �����ing depth, compared to the (high-resolution) parameters presented in
the main text, and we used the same SoFiA2 parameters for source finding. Curiously, SoFiA2 resulted
in a mask that does not include the northern and southern features. Therefore, by �����ing deeper, both
the deconvolution and source-finding resulted in starkly di�erent results. This is due to the non-linear
nature of deconvolution, and that source-finding of high dynamic range extended sources is not robust
on spectral-line cubes. We are not investigating the output from this imaging in more detail as it is out of
the scope of this work.

In conclusion, this figure highlights that when all flux is from the source, the resultant spectrum
shows good agreement with the reference single-dish data. Furthermore, these results suggest that
automated pipelines with sub-optimal deconvolution parameters could potentially deliver low-quality
high dynamic range deep images. As such, deep images should retain the time-ordered visibility data for
several channels centred around a handful of pre-selected bright sources (such as NGC7361), and the
imaging should be performed for each source ‘by-hand’ to produce high-quality, high dynamic range
deep images. This approach can be crucial to study the low-column density outer regions of nearby
bright sources.
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